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To This Bold Burglar Who Used
Chloroform to Secure It.

Monument Square,

Office hours from 9 a. m. to 6
p. m.
AbMBt Mnturday.

Portland,

sep4

Bran,
Mory Milllken.
REISSUE AND INCREASE.
Jas. F. 1711061.
OBIGINAI,, WIDOWS, BTC.
Frances Rhodes,
Lucy A. Jones,
Minors ot Jos. Pooler, Mary A. Smith,
SarahP. Kennedy.

S„

New Brown Block,

No.

Curtis Higgins,
Uriah Curtis,

Eleven years experience.

Me.

Lewiston, October 31.—Delegates from
the various labor unions of Maine have been
in session in Lewiston today for the purpose
of considering the advisability of forming a
state branch of the American federation of
Labor.
The meeting was adjourned from one held
In Augusta, June 30th.
There were about
75 delegates present, among them beiDg William J. Haley of Portland, W. 3. Paige of
Lewiston, Mark Courant of Portland, Geo.
Hathaway ot Gardiner, G. E. Peasley of
Gardiner, H. L. Morey of Deer Isle, H. H.
Verrill of Portland, P. A. Jordan of Portland, Martin V. Peasley of Gardtner, Deputy
Labor Commissioner Chalk of Augusta, Jas.
H. Billings of Bluebil), P. H. Fitzgerald and
P. J. Carver of Auburu.
The meeting was called to order at 10.40 by
Deputy Labor Commissioner Chalk and a
temporary organization effected by the
choice of P. J. Carver of Auburo, as chairman, and Mark Courant of Portland, as
secretary.
The morning session was devoted to the
receiving of credentials of delegates and to
speeches by Deputy Labor Commissioner
Chalk, Mr. Courant of Portland, S. W. Kerrigan of Lewiston and others.
The afternoon session was a secret one and
was devoted to the discussion of the
question of whether to form a state branch
of
the American Federation of Labor or an Independent state organization.
The majority seemed to favor the former,
but a direct vote was not taken at the
time,
but the constitution of the Federation was
taken up and was adopted section by section
with but little change.
This occupied bpth the afternoon and a
large part of the evening sessions.
Near the close of the evening session it
was finally votsd to join the American
fed-

Absolutely Pure.

A crean

Insurance rules and to furnish fixtures and all
of electrical goods.
Estimates furnished. For all kinds of electrical
work call on or address,

of tartar baking powder.

HlgU-

est of all In leavening strength.-Latest U. S.
Government Food Report.

Ladies and Children.

Pobtsmouth, N. H., November 1.—One of
the boldest robberies which was ever perpetrated in this city occurred this morning
between 1 and 4, when the house on Market
street, occupied by George Scott, vice president of the Portsmouth Brewing Company,
was entered and robbed.
Entrance was effected through a rear window. The thief
proceeded to the room occupied by Mr,
S;ott and his wife.
Before searching
Mr. Scott’s clothing, he chloroformed Mr.
and Mrs. Scott. The pockets of the clothing
were rifled, and the key to the safe and a
gold watch and charm valued at $400 taken.
A diamond pi i, valued at $150, was removed
from tho shirt.
Alter securing the key to
the safe, the thief proceeded to the lower
story where the safe was kept, opened and
rifled it, securing between four and five
thousand dollars in money, Beveral articles
of jewelry, bank books, notes and private
papers. The total value of the money and

Ladies’ Kid Gloves

negotiable articles taken amounts to nearly
$7,000. The loss was discovered by Mr. Scott
about 5 o’olock and immediately reported to
the police.
During the morning the keys to

manner

FOX,

HEALTH, COMFORT,

Engineer nad

Contractor,
(at the «fflee of Frederick Fox,) 86
Exchange
Street, Portland, Maine. Agent for the Interior
Conduit My.iem ol Wiring, the
only perfect
system In use.octaidlf

ECONOMY.

SATURDAY’S SPEGIM SALE
■
_

Hosiery toiiiiiderwear
-FOB-

Saves 25 per cent, ot the Coal.

i

CONSUMES

THE

UNHEALTHY COAL GAS.

A.N D-

BURNS

Men’s Wiiife Shirts, Night Sf)irtsf

the
Ashes.

For Sale by

all

Grocers*

Suspenders, Underwear, Hosiery. ^«2^^SfSgSMsSSSSl
STANDARD COAL & FUEL
OO

CO.,

equitable Building,

BOSTON.
ecdSm

8e'>t25_

Lot 2—Misses’ Alt Wool Jersey
Vests, marked down from 76c to
Lot 8—One case Ladles’ Jersey
Vests and Pants, good value at
76c, will be sold at.
Lot 4—Ladles’ All Wool Jersey Vests
marked down from $1.00 to.

SOc

centOrv;
HARPER,
SCRIBNER

50C
7gc

Lot 6—Ladles’ Silk and Wool Jersey
Vests, down from $1.60 to.

$1.25

Lot 6—Dr. Warner’s Camel’s Hair
HealtbUnderwear In tbe different
qualities cannot be recommended
JooJilgbly to those who are careful to preserve their health.

ind other
>011

HOSIERY*

Magazines

nd in all

styles

of

rinding.

Lot 1—One case Ladles’ Black All
Wool Hose, lull regular made,
merino heel and toes, ribbed and
plain, down Irom 37Hc to.
Lot 2—All Wool 60c goods down to
Lot 3—An elegant line cf Host at

Get

25c
37

|-2c

books
>ound before Christyonr

CETTINC PRETTY COMMON.
A

Maine

Man

Lot 1—Men’s White Shirts, laundered, well made, ol good material,
excellent fitting, at only.

WORK FOR YOUNG MEN.
of

mum mm u%m
OF HERBS

SI, 00

AND BARKS.

Lot 5—The celebrated Gold and Silver Shirts, In laundered and unlaundered, open or closed, long
and short fronts, at 76c, 61.C0

POSITIVE CURS FOR

RHEUMATISM.
SICK HEADACHE,

$1.25

and.

FEMALE DISORDERS,

25c

Le*8-*Men’s Cuffs In latest patterns.

KIDNEY DISEASES.

50c

Lot 1—One case Blue Bibbed at only

IMPURE BLOOD.
Ask your Jimgstst for It.

THE KICKAPOO
62 l*2c
75c

$1.00

Lot 6—The best bargains in Meu’s
black and colored Cashmere
Hose to be found iu the market
at 26c, 37^0, and.

50c

68c
68c

*1.00

Lot 4—Suede finish Cashmere Cloves
in blacks and colors, a new thing
and very desirable for fall and
winter wear, at only.

50c

Lot 6—A fine line of CashmereGloves
and Mittens at 25e, 37%c and...

50c

Sole Agents for the famous Centimei i
Kid Gloves which we can safely
guaratee superior to any Glove In
Annrica at less than $2.00.
Price only.

The
Savior.
by all dru^jjlrfct.
25 Cents per Dox ; Five f/:xes fer $1.00

jy3i

FMW&wnrm

FineStationery.
fine Medium and Low Grade stationery
:o

Lot 3—Includes three lots of Foster
Hook and Biarritz Cloves, worth
$1.00 and $1.26, at only.

FOR

We have just added to our
lirendy large stock of FINE
MOTE PAPERS, a full line of
SRANE’S and HURD’S Choice
Sonds, giving us one of the mod
complete Hues of

SPECIAL GLOVE SALE.
Lot 1—A bargain that is not equalled
in this market; 76 dozen fire
hook Suede Kids, in Tan Shades,
that hare never been sold for less
than 81.00, perfect fitting and
every pair warranted, at only....
Lot 2—An odd lot, worth $1.00 aud
$126, to close at.

WORM K!LLEB.

INDIAN
I
Sold

Lot 6—Dr. Warner’s celebrated Camel’s Hair Health Underwear,
equal if cot superior to any goods
In America.

be found in the Slate.

We feel

Bonlldent vtecun suit nil tnstes,
both us regards qunliiy nnd piice,
and trust) on will see our goods
before buying.

STEVENS & JONES,
Under the Falmouth.
M,W&Ft)a7

oct21

Placed

rTTibby,

Congress Street.

00130_dlf

Female Provident Association.
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The Cured
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because:

are

all Around You!

prominent

he did
eat then came the
agool indigestion

(loathly faintin the
morning
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SUFFER.
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I

of stomach,
headache la-

tion of all kinds.
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the day, and nature Was constantly tryrrod L. Brown,
ing to throw off the impurity of his blood
in the form of Hoils and AkeeNses.
Tliis was his condition. 'Well, you say,
wiiat of it I O, nothing, only this,—Komi
Botti.ES of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA
loured, yes, ACTUALLY CURED him.
'Had you rather be cured than sufferf If
you had, remember DANA’S is the only

SARSAPARILLA tilARANTKEtt
Cl’RE.

to

We Make the Kind that Cures!
WE GUARANTEE IT.

We refund the
COULD

Money If not Benefltted!

WE

DO

MORE?
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

& EARACHE DROPS

With Children. A remedy
and InllanimaFor Bale everywhere.

K I I J L3^0r Cuta, Hurna, Sealdn

■

of

petite—when

PIANOS

NO. 114

is a

energetic, it was hard to.
iind iiimself the victim!
of fell disease. Nunn.'

oct31dtd

or

Brown
citizen

Palmyra,Me. Naturally

FtaASS

very mm:)

nl

Ho wonder it sells so!

T1HB

for sale or rrnt; »tl»o

& CO.. Richmond, Mo.

MWOriTlstP

study

6 Iderahle excitement here.
It Is rumored
t hat a secret understanding exists between
1 he miners throughout the state
to liberate
11 11 the convicts
working in the mines. It Is
t bought the next move will be on Oliver
s

prings, Tracy City and Inman, where conlets are employed. A special says that no
f jrther outbreaks have occurred at Bricev llle.
The miners resumed work yesterday
0 lorning.
The convicts are scattered, the
!' raj irity fleeing to the mountains of Kenicgy. Tne number of convicts released exaedsSOO. The military are awaiting orders
, :om
Buchanan, but their officers
l 0 notGovernor
think they will be called out.
The
, lilure of
the legislature to adjust the diffiiilty is the foundation of the present law1 issness.
v

Hon. Daniel Cooch.
Melrose, Mass., November 1.—Hon.
1 'aniel W. Gooth, one of the best known
tizens of this town, died at Ills residence
? lis
morning at 6 30 pf heart failure after an
ii Inass of five weeks. He was born in YVells,
* le., In 1820. and graduated from Dartmouth
In 1843.
He studied law In South
£ ollege
erwlck, Portland and Boston, and was ad„ tttea to the Boston bar in 1846.
He served
Ii 1 the legislature and in Congress „tnr„6ve
LID
ttao
ISUIOI
llKvHl agent I
«(I^U1UHCU
J oston in the year 1865, and was pension
8 zent in

Flttsburg

Under

Boston from 1875 until 1886.
THE WEATHER.

Much Colder but

PI as an •.

Following is the forocar,’ ;•( tlm weather Tor
I ’ew England: Much elder; lair Monday

e

Tuesday; high udrthwesterly winds,
autiouary signals displayed on the Atlantic
)»st from Eastport to Norfolk section, ex-

c

jpt at Baltimore.

8
f
^

ud

Local Weather

Report.

Portland, Me., November 1,1881.
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A [sail daily tber.... 48.0 Max. vel wind....26
W
T
[axirmini ther.63.01 Total precip.
* ilnUnum tber.43.01
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T—Trace.

QUAY.

—

Weather Observations.
Post

Bond;.

out before tbe aldermen and the counsel then
spent much time parleying over technicalities! Finally, Mr. Quay was sworn and in
answer to questions as to the truth of tbe
statement published in the Post of October
28th, said: “Tbe publication was absolutely
The
aud wholly false in every particular.”
Senator then denied having received 88877
from John Bardsley or tbat he had received
a certificate
from or in behalf of John
Bardsley. lie stated that he never had auy
transaction
with
business
Bardsley. "I
think Dave Martin gave me a certificate of
deposit which was for the proceeds of a note
of mine,” he said. After a series of important questions as to whose order the note was
made, Attorney McCook asked for the postponement of the case until he could produce
tbe original certificate. The aldeiman held
tbe defendants for court in tbe sum of 82000
_

FOR SHAME.

Regular

Officers’ Reports oT the CltiZ3n Soldiery.

Selectmen

) Cape Elizabeth.

fred l.

FI It ST

of the

T

following

io

t be Agricultural

the

aie

observations of

Department weather bureau

nr yesterday, November 1, taken at 8 p. m.
1 5th meridian time, the observations for each
tatlon being given In this order: Temperst ore. direction of the wind, state of the
^ leather:
Boston, 46°, WjUlouay: ’New York, 48°i
i P, cloudy; Philadelphia, 48°, NVP, cloudless;
1 Pashinftton, 48°, N'W, cloudless; Albany,

NVV, cloudy; Buffalo, 36°, W,
j 2°,
letroit, 36°, NE, cloudy; Chicago,

cloudy;
38°, N,
c loudless: St.
Paul, 32°, NVV, cloudless;
1 Inluth, 2C°, NVV, cloudless; St. Vincent,
2 5°, NVV, cloudy; Huron, So. Dakota, 34°, S,
c loudless-; Bismarck, 26?, NE, cloudy; J acks onville. missing.

0

evolved from

*

Has

Score of Buildings Blazlna at
the Same Time.

Suspended.

Fire Not Baccarat, Playa High
the Royal Residence.

Grand

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tbe
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Washington, October 31.—Inspector General J. C. Breckinridge, in his annual report to the Secretary of War, says tne work
of Inspecting the national guard in encampment was never so completely accomplished
For this duty, 57
as during the past'year.
officers were detailed.
Forty-nine encampments were had In 27 states and territories,
21 states and territories having no organized
militia or holding no encampments. For the
first time, all encampments
of
the state
trnrihj

umru

ul^ltn.l

..ffl^i.ll..

1-

rt!__

The great improvement ID the
troops, as revealed hy the reports of those
Is
officers,
worthy of notice. The Inspector
general sayslthe good effect of the encampment of regular troops with
tbe
militia
where the experiment has been tried, has
been marked and fraternity and mutual esteem and respect established between these
branches of military service,
fn his report
to the major several commanding the army,
the inspector general suggests tbe advisability of holding at Chicago during the Columbian exposition an encampment of the milit-

tbe army.

ia forces of the nation and tbe collecting
there of as many regulars as possible,
lie
says we have no cause to be ashamed of our
army.
The Pension List.

Washington, October 31.— Tbe following Maine people have been granted pensions

:

ORIGINAL.

John Willett,
Luther B. Strout.
William. It. Kelley.
ADDITIONAL.
Aren

Harrlogtsn,

Wm. George.
INCREASE.

Silva Thompson,
Charles Berry, Jr..
Patrick Sheehan.
Parris Paige,
Hugh McKay,
Lafayette Clement,
Thus.
B.
Jones,
Palmer
Hill,
James A. Brown.
REISSUE.

Wm. C. Salford,

B. Franklin

Higgins,

Magnates

Trunk

They Can

Want

In

All

Boston and Maine Parlor Cars and
Freight Shed Burned.

Bkvjcbly, Mass., November

1.-

«/

»uv»

®

vMt

ouou

ui

iud

Boston & Maine railroad, a building 360 by
40 feet which was totally consumed with
five parlor cars, two owned by the Boston &
Maine and three by the Pnllman
company,
Fourifreight cars In the yard were totally
destroyed, one containing straw board consigned to G. R. Allen, two others containing
hay and corn, sent on consignment, and the
fourth containing general merchandise consigned to lucal retailers.
In the meantime, sparks were flying in
every direction and people were protecting
their homes with hand hose. At one time,
twenty tenements and barns in the vicinity
were on fire.
A small outbuilding on Federal street was totally destroyed and the house
was saved only by hard work. The house of

WHITE CAPS IN

roiai

precipitation.
on which .01 inch or more

3.22

Man fora Mile

in Washington Mills.

Washington Mills, October 31.—A
genuine "White Cap” whipping is Washington Mills's last sensation. Last night a mob
of about 25 men aud boys went to the house
of Mr. Stephen A. Daggett, took his brother,
Washington Daggett, out of the house.horsewhloprd him, and ran him out of town.
Mr. Stephen A. Daggett was a soldier in
the late-war. Forseveral years he has been
completely broken down by disease, and has
drawn a pension for total disability of $72
per month, on which he and his wife lived.

A year or so ago his brother came to live
with him, and several months ago Washington aud Mrs. Daggett packed up and went to
South Libeity, where they lived together.
The mob assembled near the house about
10 o’clock, and waited, while one ol their
number, masked and otherwise disguised,
went in and brought Washington out into
the road.
He was told to get out of town.
Each one of the mob had a horsewhip, and
as the victim started down the road, live of
them ran along behind him and plied >helr
When they
whips over his back and legs.
got tired, they fell back and five more took

their, places..
In this way they ran him about a mile,
when they left him, telling him to lose no
time In getting out of town, and that if be
returned they would hang him.
He was badly cut by the whips, and comHe went back to South
pletely exhausted.

Liberty,

where he now is.

MAINE.
Fell Upon the Rocks.

8
..
FUttOH-lIATtOV U# INCHES AND HUNDltEDTHS) FOB THIS MONTH IN
Inches. I
Inches.
L871-J.6.65 1881.2,90
1872 .3.56 1882
2.90
1873 .6.16 1883.3.61
1874 .1.23 1884.2.21
1876 .3.63 1886.4.32
1876 .1.57 1886.6.70
1877 .6.66 1887.2.47
1878 .4.48 1888.7.47
1879 .1.43 1889.3.47
1880 .4.21 1890.6.82
Total deticlency in precipitation during the
month.83
Total excess^ in precipitation since January 14t....:.1.76
Number of cloudless days. 10
Number of partly cloudy days.,. 12
0
Number of cloudy days.
Date of frost (black)...12th
mean
dewpoint.40.0
Monthly

Monthly

mean

humidity..

,i es.mii

»

■

■■

■■ »
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Gloucester’s Death List.
Mass., October 31.—The
Geoucesteb,
number of vessels lost from this port for the
was 17, of an aggregate
today
ending
year
tonnage of 1493, representing a value of 889
was $78,900. The
insurance
OOP, on which the
loss of life wai.78 against 86 last year. The
total number of vessels of every description
owned In the district Is 481. of an aggregate
tonnage of 32,242, an increase of 15 vessels
uud 1594 tons. A list completed by Proctor

Bros, shows that from 1830 to 1891 the number of vessels lost was 419, valued at $1,810,710. on which there was an Insurance of $i,355,418. Tne loss of life from all causes at
sea was 2249 men.
Mr. Blaine has written a letter to Thomas
C. Piatt saying that he will be unable to address a meeting of New York Republicans
today and expressing his hope that Kassett
will win.

He

was

Mr. Blaine’s

Residence.

San

Fkancisco, Cal., October 31.—Hon.
M. V. B. Cha3e of Augusta, Me., who la
making a tour of the Northwest, said in an
inteivlew at Seattle: “I am fully convinced

that Mr. Blaine has discarded Augusta as a
place of residence. Since be buried two of
his children, Walker and Mrs. Coppinger, in
Washington Olty, there is a general feeling
that that place and not Augusta is really his
home. Mr. Blaine sees now very little to
call him back to Maine.”

Sunk by the Lewiston.
31 —Steamer Lewiston, while getting Into her wharf this morning collided with and sunk the schooner
Donna Bell of Montaigne, N. B. Every effort was made to avert tno disaster.

Rockland, October

Perhaps Fatally Injured.

precipitation fell.

rOTAL

live.

married last month.

Number of dava
of

Boston, November 1.—The Maverick Na_
tional Bank will Buspend payment tomorrow
morning. The decision to close its doors
was reached after a protracted conference of
the clearing house committee of the Boston
National banks at 1 o'clock Sunday morning. It Is stated positively that the failure
will not entail any widespread financial
evils. The official announcement of the suspension was made by the clearing house
committee this evening In the call for a meeting Of the clearing house tomorrow thorn
lng to take action upon the proposition recommended by the committee that all banks
composing the association iunite in making
advances In cash to depositors in the Maverick Bank. The call states the object in making these advances is to relieve the temporary embarrassment of the depositors and that
the bank is. closed by the national examiner,
acting under the Instructions of the comptroller of the currency.
The immediate
cause of the bank’s suspension was the suicide of Irviug Evans and the talk which followed it. The loss caused the bank by Us
dealings with Evans was not large enough to
seriously injure it, being not more than
$200,000. But the talk of the street made the
bank’s loss far greater. The stories Included
ugly ones about Asa P. Potter, president of
vuu

uuuu

uuu

UIC1

iviatiuuo

TV mil XU Y (alio.

Biddkfohp, -October 31,—A runaway
horse In Saco this morning ran Into a wagon
containing Nathaniel Billings aud Arthur
Fogg. Both were thrown out. Mr. Fogg is
injured internally and perhaps fatally.
Flooded the Mill Cellar.
T

IKIAI)XT

Vi

T T e

Vmjfln-.bor

1

0.1

day night water from the mill pond at Otis
Falls undermined severy
rod?, breaking
through where they are excavating for the
new paperJmUl and doing considerable damage. A large crew is now a‘. work turning
the course of the stream and repairing the

dWW-'.,

*

Rev. Mr. Packard

Accepts.

Rockland, November 1.—Rev. S. E.
Packard of Warren has accepted a call from
the Cedar street Baptist church in this city
and began his duties today.

Spanker.
November 1.—Schooner
Brig-

Lost Her
Rockland,

adier, Captain Tolrnao, of this port, from
New ifork, reports a rough passage, having
lost her

spanker.

Making Voters.
New Yobk,October 31.—The total naturalization In the superior court duilug the past
Of this number, 6.867 were
year was 8,666.
made citizens durlDg the present month.
Among them were 3,484 Germans, 1,749 Irish,
1,288 Austrians, 1,088 Russians, l.ioo Italians
and 431 English. The number ol naturalized
last year was 4,618 and In 1888, a presidential
year, 10,733.

Starving

In Fam-

1 UD

Bicycliats Show How
Despatches Might Be Carried.

An alarm

promptly

An
rung.
boar later, the whole upper part of the build,
lug was in flames, and In a few minutes the
roof collapsed with a tremendous crash. Tbp
reflection of the Himes was visible for miles
was

around. Several Are brigades were on the
scene assisted by hundreds of volunteers. In-

cluding

an

engine

company

sent

by

the

Oreat Eastern Railroad Company by special
train. The fire was got under control by
eleven o’clock.
In the meantime, all the
valuable furniture lu the lower rooms bad
been removed to the lawn.
The second and
third floors of the building were gutted and
their contents destroyed. The lower rooms
were greatly damaged by water.
The total
amount of damage is estimated at £15,000.
The Prince of Wales and his family were
absent at the time and the servants were preparing the house for the arrival of the
family. It is supposed the Are was caused
by a spark from a flue which smouldered

durine the nleht.
GET
Grand Trunk

ALL

WE

CAN.

Magnates In London
Raising Rates.

Talk of
October 31.—The
Grand
Trunk authorities here have received special
adylces.regarding the proceedings of an Important meeting of shareholders held In
London. President Sir Henry Tyler deplored the bad results o! the miserable halt
year. Low rates were tbe real cause. He
regretted that the Washington negotiations
had not been renewed on October 12, but
hoped they would be renewed shortly.
A discussion ensued, several o( the shareholders claiming that low rates were ruining
the Grand Trunk, and the only remedy was
an arrangement with the Canadian Pacific.
Several of the most iolluentlal shareholders
urged that the Canadian Pacific should be
approached with a view to securing more
friendly relations and higher rates. Those
Sir Henry
speeches were loudly choered.
he
said
bad
discussed
Tyler
the
situation
with
fully
Lord
Mount Stephen and Van Home on the most
terms.
all
aireed
that
friendly
Personally,
tbe two companies should maintain rates.
‘We will,’’ he added, “get all we can out of
tbe Canadian people." [Cheers, j

Montreal,

FATHERLAND.
Russia Dying
of Famlno and PesMIence.
Berlin, November 1.—Advices received
here state that 33,000 German colonists, In
the famine stricken districts of the Volga,
distributed among twenty-nine parishes, are
perishing unaided. The German committee
formed at Riga Is awaiting The dilatory assent of the St. Petersburg authorities to send
relief to tbe colonists under trusty persons.
Iu addition tj the suffering caused by the
want of food, the Volga districts are being
ravaged by epidemics of scurvey and typhus
fever. The starving peasants attack houses
and all other buildings in which they are
likely to find plunder in order to secure
means of obtaining food.
The authorities of
tbe stricken localities endeavor to suppress
all information, being unwilling that the
true condition should become known.
FAR FROM

Cerman

THE

Colonists In

Foreign Notes.
The loss of life by the recent earthquake
in Japau, it is now said, will exceed 1Q.QOO.
newed in Cork yesterday and many persons
were

Injured.

Thomas B. Reed, by John Sargent.
[New York Sim.]
Not lonz aeo a statue of Bruno was setup
la an Italian town.

More recently the Con-

(tress of these United States ordered a poitrait of one of "its members at the hands of
Mr. John Sargent.
May we not conclude
that the world doth move? Mr. Sargent ac-

cept d the commission and executed It InLondon during the summer, and the result may
now be seen In the Schaus gallery on Fifth
One can
avenue.
It is well worth seeing.
almost believe that when this bit of Samson’s handiwork Is hong In the camp of the
Philistines they will like It. And every one
It portrays the
else sorely must like It.
Honorable Thomas B. Beed. It more than
J
□ a.
«
__« „V.
XT
T»
X _11
portrays him. It celebrates him. Mr. SarThe entire distance was 129J miles.
J. H. gent shows him to be not merely a person of
well marked Individuality, but a personage.
Qoodwiu, editor of the American Cyclist,
who arranged the race, expected the run to
We feel that he Is a big man and that he
be made in eight boars and was not far
knows it. Yet we do not feel that he Is dewrong. The start was made at Hartford at
termined to force the kowledge upon us. He
6.56 this morning and at 3.22 VV. F. and C.
is simply taking the world Into his confiM. Murphy, who were the last relay, dashed
dence In the most genial possible way. He
up to Thirty-second street and Broadway,
appreciates himself, and the fact makes dim.
which was the finishing point. The run occupied just eight hours and twenty-six min- so happy that no narrow partisan bias limits
the cordial greeting .wnich his Jnmioroua
utes. A large crowd congregated at the finWhatever na may
ishing point and they heartily cheered the eyes bestow upon us.
have seemed to good Democrats when he sat
wheelmen as they came in slgnt. The riders
on
this canvas he Is
in
the
Speaker’s
cbair,
all along the route report that everything
wholly delightful. The fact Is worth em
favored the run, the wind being in their faroads in
vor and
the
goad condition. phastzlng, as Mr. Sargent has been accused
of making some of his sitters less delightful
Discussion as to the availability of bicycles
In paint than to the casual eye they had
for carrying despatches during war was one
seemed In the flesh. And perhaps it may be
of the reasons for making the trial.
Interpreted as a warning to the possible sitters of the future. “Don’t pose for Mr. SarTne Football Came.
gent,’’ it seems to say, “if you suspect that
Tbe Tufts eleven won the football game you nave a soul which. If clearly revealed,
will do
discredit. He will not attempt
Saturday after a close and excitiog contest the taskyou
of deepening the Impression yon
by a score of 18 to 16. The Tufts excelled in have been trying to make upon the world.
He will get his own impression of you, and
team work, and in breaking through the
will express that.
Of course there is a
rush line. Their only ground gaining play,
But
chance that it may be a wrong one.
The Bowaolns ran
however, was the ;V.
there Is a greater chance that It will be a
around the ends, however, with considerable
truer one than your other acquaintances
have. Don’t stt to him, therefore. If you feel
ease.
you are running any risks. But If yon are a
In Individual work Bowdoip made tbe best
man like Mr. Reed, who keeps more good
showing, Carleton especially distinguishing things beneath the surface of his countenance than he commonly reveals by It, you
himself by his long rushes through the cenmay thank your good angel If Sargent gets a
tre, and also by making three touchdowns
chance to paint you.”
and two goals. Haskell and Downes did good
work in the rush line, breaking through and
nr r. Reed’s Reception In Toledo.
holding well. The chief trouble was in tbe
{Toledo Dally Commercial.]
The “czsrfs” reception was a magnificent
inability of the rush line to keep the Tufts
men from breaking through and tackling the
ovatioD, and he will not soon forget the warm
It was a
backs before they had an opportunity to run.
welcome he received in Toledo.
This weakness was especially noticeable glowing tribute to a brainy, aggressive
when Downes tried to rush; in each case he
statesman, who deserved it all.
was tackled immediately after getting tbe
As was expected, Memorial Hall was more
ball.
than filled. It seemed as If some of the peoTbe teams lined up In tbe following order ple must have gone without their suppers In
There was cerat 2 35:
order to get there in time.
It wai also
tainly an Immense overflow.
Bowdoin
Tufts^
Position.
that tne ladles were out in great
noticeable
Dunham.Kight End.Chapman
doubtless drawn thither by the
kuss
"Bight Tackle^.•_ jy numbers,
both as a
Lambert.Kight Guard. 7.T.7T.. .Haskell fame oT ex-iipeakar Reed’s ability,
Lane.Center...Dewey statesman and a patron in warm weather of
New Yoke, October 61.—An interesting
experiment was made with bicycles today to
ascertain how quickly a message could be
delivered over a long distance. It was conducted between Hartford, Conn., .and this
pity. Relays of well known bloyclists were
stationed along the line at MerldeD, New
Haven, Milford, Bridgeport, Seuthwalk,
_

Stone
Robinson.Left Guard..
Mallette.Left Tackle.Downes
.Stroud.Left End.-Colhreu
Clark.Quarter Back.Swett
..(Bartlett
Aldrich.)
Half Backs*....i... Stacey

J

|

Ward.full Back .Oarleton
Referee.falrbanks of Bowdolu

Umpire.Edmunds of

Tufts

downs, aud Bowdolu two goals, making the
score 12 to 8 In Bowdolu’s lavor.
la the second hall Bowdoln made but one
touchdown, while Tufts made two, and
Ward, by some fortunate chance succeeded
In kicking a goal, thus giving the game to
Tufts.
The game ended with the ball within a few
yards of Tuft’s line.

Sporting

Notes.

flowing Association
was organized Saturday at New York by representatives of Columbia, Cornell and the
University of Pennsylvania.
Slaviu says he is greatly pleased at Sullivan’s Intention to fight. In four weeks’
time he will ha prepared to go to New York
aud arraDge a match with Sullivan, but stipulates t hat bis expenses must be paid.
The three mile sculllog race between ex
Champion flanlan ol Toronto and Stephenson, tbe Australian, occurred atShawnlgan
Ilantan was the
Lake, B. C, Saturday.
The Unit
favorite and won by ten lengths.
20
seconds.
was 19 minutes,
The first game of the Intercollegiate lootball series was played Saturday on Manhat
tau field, New York, between Princeton am
Wesleyan, resulting 73 to 0 lu lavor ol
The Intercollegiate

—

~

Princeton.

Col. Charles H. Smith.
Col. Charles H. Smith, who served in thi
famous First Maine Cavalry and Is about ti
be retired, has been presented an elegant all
ver service by the enlisted men of hts com
rnand, tbe 19tb Infantry, U. S. A.

the blazer and sash.
While the crowd in the hall was waiting
for the hero of the evening, Mr. McConica,
candidate top^epator, the little man who resembles Robert Burdette, made a few facetious remarks. He was followed by Mr.

Rorickfhis “running mate," as be called
him)
Ex-Congressman Ashley entertained the
audience, and was Just getting warmed up to
bis work when the strains of the band announced the coming of the “czar.”
“Arise to your feet and greet the champion !” exclaimed Congressman Ashley- and
the audience did so.
Then, as the gentleman of the renowned
embonpoint wedged bis way through, the
f*rnwd fthnntpil linmurintifllv till ha raarhed
the platform and sat down. Tne chairman,
ex-Uongressman Komeis, after the cheers bad
died away, said that he nad had the pleasure
of an association with Mr. Reed while he
was Speaker of the House of Representatives. •‘He was ever watchful for his party,
for Ills country. He saw the iDjnstiee. the
folly of filibustering, and although he had a
hard time be put a stop to it.
[Applause.]
He [Reed] said he was placed in tne cnalr for
not
for'
business,
foolishness.
Under bis
picture which hung on the walls of the
house,” said the chairman, “should be inscribed, ‘This Is the Speaker who throttled

filibustering!’

The audience,
"Reed! Reed!’’

be

KILLED BY POLICE.

angelic race as far above
above the anthropoid apes—In

inferiors?
Imagine these glorious beings bunting,
wounding and slaying us for the sake of
angelic "sport," and for the sake of cultlvat-

The Murder of tin Yankee Tar in the

Valpiraiso Bow.

\treDqthImagine

*n«e»c akin and
them harnessing us
chariots; peeling the skin from

setting

our

teeth into agony

JSLb,t,; strapping our heads back till
°“r,“?ckS|Sfhe beyond endurance, to make One Sailor Threatened
sP*fited; blindingtheour eyes lest we
should notice

While Aiding

_

London, November 1.—At 7 o’clock this
morning, some passers by observed the top
floor of the Prince of Wales’s residence on
Are.

Connecticut

They Horsewhipped*

is fractured and he cannot
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.879.66.0 1889.46.0
.880.61.0 1800.48.0
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.881
.v.'Gl.Of
Dotal excess In temperature during the
14
month.'..
Dotal deficiency.in temperature since Janu106
.i. ..t.r.f/....
ary 1st.:.. 1.1.
Prevailing direction of wind. NW 27 per cent
Dotal movement of wind (miles). 6981
Uxtreme velocity wind, direction and date, I
14th. 32 N

A, Evans.

MAINE.

891.
lean barometer. 30.02
]1 lighest
30.72
barometer, 12th.
.owest
barometer. 24th. 29.63
l
47.0
lean temperature,.
77.0
lighest temperature, 3rd.
27.0
j .owest temperature, 29tb.
83.0
ireatest daily range ot temperature, 81st
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A Resalt of the Suicide of Broker

Irving

German Colonists

ine Stricken Russia.

^Woodbury

Biddkfobd, October 31.—Hugh Minnehan, aged 25, employed in Bragdon’s granite
quarry, made a misstep this afternoon and
fell 12 leet, striking on the rocks. His skull

MEAN TEMPERATURE FOR THIS MONTH IN

Are

facts Id the matter are in no sense discreditable to Mr. Potter. More than a month ago,
some of the ptlncipal depositors withdrew
their accounts from the bank. The deposits
Morgan Grady. Park street, was badly In the bank ten days ago amounted to more
burned on the outside. Several tool bouses
than $10,000,000. During the last week more
and flag stations on the Boston & Maine
than
$1,700,000 was withdrawn. State
were destroyed.
Treasurer Marden withdrew some $90,000 of
Across the railroad track
was the large wooden building owned by
Commonwealth funds which were on deposit
Solon Lovett and occupied by John Wilson
there. Other trust moneys were also taken
as a shoe factory, the grain elevator of
DUt. The situation was fully realized by Mr.
Potter and his associates. They met it manDoage and Scott and the shoe factory of
crank Woodbury. These were on fire at
fully, with all the resources at their comtimes but were saved by the persistent work
mand, but the pressure became too great.
of the firemen.
A Press representative talked with Mr.
The contents were much
Potter today about the failure, but he would
damaged by water. At about 5 30 o’clock the
fire was under control. The losses:
say very little. He said that he had no idea
Bros $05,000; insurance, $80,- the baDk would close until one
o’clock
this morning. He stated that no
other
(ieo. H. Allen, $25,000; insurance, $17,000. institution would be In any way imperilled
Roundy house and contents, $2,700; lnsur-* by the suspension. He admitted that he
should make a personal assignment,
ance, $1,800.
alSalem Savings Bank, $1,000; insurance,
though confident of bis own solvency. Later
n tne day he decided to make Thomas N.
$600.
Woodbory Bros, loss on contents of build- Hart ana Henry D. Hyde bis assignees.
Dol. Jas. H. French, a director and Mr. Poting, $5,000.
Boston & Maine railroad, on car sheds and
ter’s associate in the management of the
freight house, $2,000; on cars, $15,000.
pank, will also make an assignment tomorPullman Company, $18,000.
row.
It is believed also that his affairs will
Mrs. William P. Cleaves, $500; insurance,
prove to be sound. His assignees are not yet
lamed. Col. French was seen this morning
$1,800.
put would not say that the hank was solvent,
Morgan & Gray, $300; insurance, $300.
Delia Oler and others, on houses, $2,500.
[t Is stated that' Bank Examiner John \V.
Solon Lovett and occupants of his building.
Uagruder, who has been investigating tbe
iffairs of the bank, reported to the authori$7,000.
l'he fire is supposed to have been incenses at Washington last (January that tbe
>ank was insolvent.
diary. It was set in the rear of the Allen
factory.
By the last statement of the bank, Septem)er 3, it was shown that the assets included
i capital of $400,000, surplus of
THE TOWN HELPLESS.
$800,000, unlivlded profits of little more than $200,000.
Fire Reported To Ba Raging: in North
•t is claimed that the clearing house comnlttee has thrown out all the assets consldNew Portland.
( sred
worthless
and
reduced
20
Skowukgan, November l.—Fire caught >er
cent.
from
the
rest
of the
1 lecurities and now declares the
in Columbian llatt. Nortn New Portland,
capital, sur>lus and undivided profits wiped
and
this evening and spread to other buildings.
j hat what Is loft will fall short of our,
meeting
The telephone connection is broken so par- i be liabilities. Thu
edollar
dollar.
on the
1
ticulars cannot be learned. There are no falepositors may expect 7o cents
..*
out the firoan,! tho ln,SI
examiner Magrudcr Dead.
1nations are
that umuy buildings will he
burned in the business centre of the village.
Boston, November 1 —John W. Magruler. United States bank examiner, died here
The tarm buildings of Charles M. Niles, in
Fast New Portland, burned Friday.
Loss, ;oday.
$1500: paitiallv insured.
SILENT STEEDS IN WAR.

Monthly Meteorological Report.

j

Report Sajs Its Resonrees
Nearly Wiped Oat.

Beverly

visited today by the most disastrous
fire that ever gained headway In the town.
The loss will reach nearly $200,000.
The
fire was discovered at 2.15 In the large box
factory on Revere street, owned by George
Allen. The building was 75 feet square, set
on piles over the Danvers river.
Owing to
the high wind which prevailed and the Inflammable contents of the factory, it was one
sheet of flames before the fire department
reached the scene. Salem, Peabody, Lynn
and Marblehead were called on t or aid. Two
steamers from Salem and one from Peabody
responded and did efficient service.
The
flames leaped from the Allen building to the
four-story wooden shoe factorv, iso by GO
feet, owned by Woodbury Bros. The building was soon doomed. Across the street was
the two-story dwelling owned by George
Roundy and occupied by John M. Murney
and John Bentbeart.
Before anything
could be removed from this building It was
on fire in a dozen places and was soon levelled to the ground.
Adjoining was the
three-story building owned by the Salem
Bauk
and
Savings
occupied by Woodbury
Brothers for the storage of sole leather and
for a cutting room.
This building shared
the fate of the others.
Showers of sparks
fnll
f.nl.1.1 I__J
was

nn
--

One

_

*11 respects save the sense of
what Is due to

h.MiWHf

cet In Canada.

17 A YEAR, WHEN PAID LUDfANCE JC.

ns an

us as .we are

The Maveritk National Bank of Boston

Mr. E. P. Jones, of the United States Wea.
t her Bureau, furnishes the following sumi lary of meteorological observations at the
j ’ortland station in the month of October,

■

rHEand alter this dale until lurther notice.
M. J. PECBKLES.
GEO. (!.
E. G. KOH1NSON,
October. 28. 18U1.

tne

NO CAU8E

Payne road from the old Buxton road to
Peering Hue will be closed to public travel

Annual Meeting of this Society will Ire
held at (he room of the Associated Charities
in City Hiiildiug. MONDAY, November 2d, at 3
p. m. By or erof the mauajers. Mrs. J. H. Cof-

fin, Secretary.
Portland, Oct. 26,1891.

uioie

Pittsburg, October 31.—The hearing of
Albert «l. Barr and James Hills, proprietors
of the Pittsburg Post, charged with criminal
libel by Senator M. S. Quay came up before
Alderman McMasters this afternoou.
Tbe
private office of the magistrate was crowded.
Senator Quay and his attorneys, Major Montelth, Thomas Marshall and John X. Robb,
were at one side of the magistrate’s desk
while Barr and his counsel, M. S. Cook and
I). I. -Watson, occupied chairs at the other,
Tbe friends of both tbe prosecutor and tbe
defendants surrounded tbe groups. Senator
Quay first verified the information sworn

rom

J.

ice

LIBELLING

Proprietors of

each.

POBLICJOTICE.
SI.45

Summarily Freed
Convict Laborers.

Chattanooga, Tenn., November 1.—The
1 eleaseof30O convicts at Bricevllle
by a
1 orce of miners Friday night has caused
coni

1

58c

Lot 8—One case Natural Wool, regular *1.CO goods, at.
Lot 4—One case Natural Wool, Jer
sey Anklets, marked down from
•1.26 to...-..

G.

Yesterday’s Session.
Bangor, November X.—The Y. M, C- A■
state convention closed today with a men’s
meeting at the Y. M. C. A. hall in tbe
afternoon and a farewell service
in tbe
evening, led by J. L. Gordon, secretary of
the Boston Association, at the First Congregational church.

JAUNDICE.

MEN’S UNDERWEAR.
Lot 2—One case Camel’s Hair, former price 87J/ic, at.

by

CONSTIPATION,

25c

Lot 10—Men’s Suspenders at 19c;
26c and.

read

were

by H. W. Kimball of
Bowdolu and A. G. Hurd, Colby; "The Missionary Movement,” by W.B. Tuthlll ot Colby. la the evening au able address on "Has
tbe Young Men’s Christian Association Sueceeden In Reaching Young Men?” was read
J. L. God in p, general secretary, Boston.

NEURALGIA,

*1.25

Bangor, October 31.
Today’s 3ession of the state r.
M.
C.
A.
convention opened at 9 a. in. with a devo"
tional meeting followed by a discussion on
‘How to Solve the Financial Problem.”
J.
W. Amlck of Freeport, read an address on
‘Associations in the Smaller Towns.”
G.
L. Meylan, physical
director of lo-ugur
“The
on
the
of
Direct
Value
spoke
subject
of the Physical Deportment to other Branches of the Work." The following were elected state committee for the ensuing year: S.
H. Johnson, H. C. Day, Auburn; J. W.
Amlck, FreeDort; J. G. Blake, Bangor; T.
E. McDonald, Portland; F. M. Drew, Lewiston; F. J. Bicknell, Uockland; K. A. Jordan, Bangor.
Merriman or riownoio.
Problem’' was treated

HEARTBURN,

Lot 8—Men’s Collar* la the latest
styles, two tor........

1 Irlcevllle

In the

S. Machan of Bowdoin College and J. D.

LOSS OF APPETITE,

Lot 7—Men’s very fine, extra quail-

Y. M. C. A.

In the afternoon papers

SOUR STOMACH,

50c

the

—

MACE BY THE INDIANS.

Lot 6—Men’s Night Shirts, well
worth 76c, at only..

RELEASED BY THE MINERS.

_

Queen City.

PURELY VEGETABLE.

Lot 3—The be*White Sh'ftlliat can
be found for....

tlaine.

the

OBITUARY.

8*p21

50c

List of

nas.

.OMNI), SHORT &

Lot 2—Men's White Shirts, unlaundered, tailor cut, perlect fitting,
has no superior in any market at
the price.

the

This Robbery was in Boston.
Boston,October 31.—This afternoon, while
a young girl was
alone in the bakeshop of
James Cbase at 47 Charles street, a man
about 23 years old entered and, holding a
revolver at her head, proceeded to rob the
money drawer of Its contents. He secured
about $14 and then escaped.

$ I 50

MEN'S WHITE SHIRTS.

in

Chloroformed.
Berwick, October 31.—The honse of A.
M. Leavitt, furniture dealer, was burglarized
last night and $175 and a gold watch were
taken.
Mr. Leavitt awoke this morning
with the sensation of having been etherized
and on arising found that the closet where
he always hung his coat and vest, was open.
He always locked it on letiring. He found
hts money and watch were missing, also his
keys. Thy had unlocked bis door with a
skeleton key and probably chloroformed the
inmates before leaving the house.
They
must have gone to the furniture store also,
as that was found unlocked, but
nothing of
value was taken there.

Meeting

60c, 76c, $1.00, $1.26 and.

The following officers were elected:
President—P, J. Carver. Auburn.
First Vice President—W. Healey, Portland.
Second Vice President—H. F. Morey. Deer Isle
Treasurer—J. Ballard, Lewlstoo.
Secretary—Mark Uoarant. Poriland.
Trustees-W. AV. Back, G. B. Page, Mr. Oliyer
>! Lewiston.
The state branch starts with 28 organizaions, one of the largest state branches ever
irganlzad, and there are prospects of at least
0 more within a few weeks.
The meeting
yas one of the most harmonious ever held In

the sate were found lying near a fence on
Green street and returned to the owner. The
mode of entrance and robbery was similar to
the Dow robbery, at Dover, two days ago
and it is thought to be the work of tho same
parties.

UP

SOOT AND SMOKE.
Prevents Clinkers,
Reduces

Collars, Cuffs, Neckties,

37 |-2c

%

*n<i

Jewelry

Went Down Stairs, Unlocked the Safe
and Took $5000.

POWDER

LlfiBTINC.

Lot 1—One case Ladles’ Merino Underwear, French neck, marked
down from 6Cc to...

a

4

Dollars

Beverly, Mass.

Less in

Over

in His Pocket,

I am prepared to wire
residences, stores, offices,
etc., for the electric light In accordance with the

—

Thousand

Hundred

Two

^

Creat Association.

He Then Put Some ¥a!uab!e

8»Ptl_dtf

Electrical

•"*%

—s

IN THE FEDERATION.

CANAL BANK BUI LIU NH,
PORTLAND.MAINE.

M.

SUICIDE’S WORK.

_

Maine Labor Men Vote to Join the

Counsel lors-at-Law,

JOHN

Jas. G.

_

d3m

JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
CHAS. SUMNER COOK,

INCANDESCENT

MORNING,

NOVEMBER 2, 189t.
IPMC*
^-»
THIS FIREBUG MADE A SUCCESS OF IT.
THE PRINCE IS A LOSER THIS TIME. knows positively that there may not

*

DENTISTRY.
H. A.

PORTLAND, MAINE, MONDAY

30____

____

•

-_

_——_

Impatient, here shouted

Angels, Men and Animals.
[From "Character Building,'’ by Edward Bayson
Jackson.]
It Is well for us that there Is no race on
earth for whose sole benefit we are supposed
to have been created. Who knows what
there may be In tnture ages? Science has
shown that we have boon evolved from this
same Inferior creation that we 3acrfllce so
ruthlessly to our needs and pleasures. John
Flake to the contrary notwithstanding, who

things by
way too curl‘hen. Perhaps, driving us until
we drop dead with
exhaustion. Imagine
them forgetting us in our
cages and letting
01
and still more cruel
hunger
'? ,cruei
thirst, or leaving us to languish in unvisited
traps and snares; transporting us thousands
of miles so closely packed that we can nei-

An Injured Comrade.

This

ther stand, sit nor lie without
pain, and neglecting to give us food or drink becauseTt
would take too much time and trouble; destroying our falr-balred women by the thousands for the sake of their tresses to adorn
the angelic bonnets withal; collecting ns for
natural history museums and
biological lectures. In short. Imagine them Inflicting
upon us any of the myriad torments welso
thoughtlessly and heartlessly Inflict upon
the unfortunate inferiors that Fate has
thrown upon our mercy. Then, In fine, suppose we should hear them Justify their cruelty with the plea: They are only men, and
It Is impossible to look upon men and anuels
in the same light!

ui

mm,

id a

Boston

paper, it

seemed

if hl9 high official attainment In the order
of Freemasonry was considered the most
notable thing in bis history. But for a portion of his life, at least, I am quite sure that
he himself took greater pride in his skill as a
compositor at the printer's case. And to
have his name appear as a compositor in the
volume of that great work.
“Bowdltch’s
Commentary on the Mecanlque Celeste of
Le Place,” pleased him more than most of
his after life achievements, meritorious as
they were. The work was In four quarto
volumes, and I think Mr. Berry did the
whole composition.
It fell to my lot, as an Inmate of the same
printing office, on School street, Boston, to
read the first proofs of one or two of the volumes; not that I could read them understandings; but printers have a way of reading by comparison. And a remarkably competent assistant was at hand to read copy
to me. a lad from one of the Boston High
Schools, who could read on with scarcely
Bver stumbling at any foreign word, mathematical sign or abstruse formula. The most
frightful manuscript had no terror for him.
Dr. Bowditcb's manuscsrlpt, however, was
about as clear as print.
The Mecanlque Celeste was a great work,
and but 600 copies were printed for the supply of the whole scientific world. Few of
the American savants of that day could
read it understanding^, and probably the
number at this day is not comparatively
larger. It was said that a considerable portion of the edition was seDt to Europe.
Francis T. Grand, the German mathematician. afterwards U. 8. Consul at Havre,
was having a work printed In the office at
the same time, and I remember
hearing him
are not over SO persons in the
;ay,',“There
United States who can read Dr. Bowditcb’s
work but there are 50,000 who can read mine.”
And then he added, laughingly, “I had
rather be the 50 than the 50,000.”
I have often thought of the differences between Dr. Bowdich and Mr. Grand, both so
well known in the scientific world; one so
absorbed and reticent ; the other so social and
sommunicattve.
Dr. Bowditcb, when he
same Into the office, as he almost every
day
ild, aimed directly for Mr. Berry’s stand,
and after conferring with him would pass
>ut without taking notice of auv one, excepting, perhaps, exchanging a word with the
proof reader or giving a nod to the proprietor If be happened to be In. Mr. Grand, on
the other hand, seemed delighted to chat
with the workmen, and exhibit what Utile
mechanical skill he possessed, I happened
ir, luecumTugXoYm warnrmi
Grund came Id, and after tbe compliments
of the morning, passed on to the farther end
of the office, where the compositor was on bis
stand. After a few moments of silence I
was startled by hearing a terrible crash of
1
on the floor, followed by the exclamatypes
tion, “I’ll pay for it!” Hastening to the
,scene of the disaster I found he had atitempted to lift a page, as he had seen the
workmen do, from the galley to the maosIng stone, not probably thinking of the atlllty
of a page-cord. He seemed utterly astooished
\that a page should fall to pieces In bis hand
when In the hand of the workman it was as
safe as if glued together. When the workman came In and saw tbe havoc that had
been made with his last night’s work, he
inaturally sputtered a little; but when tne
matter was explained he seemed to think it a
1good lesson for such meddlers.
Mr. Berry was a skilful and industrious
workman, and much esteemed by bis fellowworkmen for his promptness, good nature
and willingness to do any one a favor. He
was not a bit of a fop, nor inclined to anything underhand or vicious; was an expert
musician and played tbe violin lu one of the
churches, organs not then having come genas

ms neca.
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Esmeralda

COOD.
Didn’t

Fight

the Cruiser Charleston.

Paris, November 1.—The animosity felt
by the Chilian residents here against tbe
United States Is reflected In an interview
with a prominent member of the Chilian
community inPaiis who attributes tbeenmlty
of tbe American government to tbe Chilian
refusal to enter the customs union proposed
by Mr. Blaine. Said this Chilian: “Several
Chilian statesmen exchanged views with
Mr. Blaine assuring him that as soon as was
visible any advantage that the United
States could grant to Chill, in return for
her surrender ot her European trade the
proposed customs union would have some
chance of aceptance. Unable to do this, the
Washington government would not forgive
tbe Chilian resistance to their pet scheme of
Their spite was shown In the
a zollveretn.
pursuit ot the Itata, which was treated like
a slave dhow.
It required all the authority
of the Paris agents of the Chilian congress,
numerous telegrams
having been suit by
them to the commander of tbe Esmeralda, to
prevent the Esmerelda from lighting tbe
United States cruiser Charleston.”
Bad Chilians in Custody.
New York, October 31.—A Valparaiso
to the Herald says the Chilian auspecial
thorities arrested Demetrius Lelva, Carlos
Gomez and Jose Ahumada, three of the
*—UleOad In tha assault
—
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tbe lair will be opened Tuesday evening
by Stanley T. Pullen, president of tbe state
society. Alter tbe opening Miss J. Maud
Fabyan, a graduate ot tbe class ol 1801,
Portland High school, will read a poem on
dumb animals, Illustrated by tableaux.
During the evening there will be an exhibition drill upon City hall stage by twenty
six young ladles dressed in cadet uniforms
The ladles
and carrying cadet muskets.
have taken a great interest in this drill and
e.ery movement Is executed with precision.
On this night no reserved seats will be
sold. The general admission tickets or
course tickets will admit to all parts ol the
hall. This will he the Cadet Company:
Captain Commanding—J. Maud Fabian.
Drummer—Annie L. Lindsey.
Eva S. Foster,
Hattie H. Gammon,
Bertha Welch,
Mary K. Johns,
Bertha L. Wilson,
Edith K. Haley,
Bertha K, Fabyan.
Floy K. Buckuam,
Elsie
M. Pike,
Nellie E. Lombard,
Ethel G. Beale,
Lettte M. Akeley,
M. Dunn,
Flora
Grace K. Klchards,
Hattie T. Cunningham, Jennie M. Foster,
F. Terry,
Lizzie
Ethel M. Harris,
Nellie U. Cunningham,
Eva M. Josephs,
A.
Edith
Grlbben,
Gertrude Klchardson,
Clementine Varney.
Nellie M. EinUb,
While the Living Whist and Mrs. Jarley’s
wax work will offer special attractions, the
which will be held each
home tea.

L>tUU*

positor. both were firm, but finally Mr.
Berry said, “Will you parse the word?”
The doctor tried, and saw bis mistake, aud
thenoe foith honored him with his friendship. On one occasion coming to a word
which was undecipherable Mr. Berry substituted the word "wneelbarrow” as being
about the same length. After that,
when
ever the doctor met with a difficulty In the
mechanical execution of the work, he would
“Ah there Is another wheelbarrow.’
say,
The New Cutter Galveston.
Tbe new revenue steamer Galveston ar
rived at Galveston October 20th. There wi:
a grand reception,
salutes, speeches, etc
The officers embrace many names wel I
known in Portland. They are these:
Captain—F. M. Munger.
First Lieutenant— David A. Hall.
Second Lieutenant—J. L. sill.
Third Lieutenant—s. M. Laodrv.
Chief Engineer- ». W. Whittaker.
First Assistant Engineer—W. J. 1 nllllps.
Second Assistant—H. a Blayton.

Pilot—Captain Peterson.__
Accident to a Deputy Sheriff.
Sheriff SamLast Saturday night Deputy
were
Miss William
uel I). Plummer and
Bedriving to Portland In a top buggy.
there
tween Yarmouth and Yarmouthvllle

gates where the Grand Trunk tralu;
make a stop, and these gates are lowered
when a train U passing or Is stopping just
below them. On this occasion no lantern:
are

set.'Mr.Plummer says.and the gate wa:
lowered only part way, so that, it belog i
moonless night, the way appeared clear. Mr
Plummer drove across tbe track. The top o
the buggy bad been thrown hack part way
The horse struck bis head against the bottou
of the gate, cutting it considerably, aud tin |
top of tbe buggy was wrenched back will
such force that both Mr. Plummer and Mis
Wltharn were badly bruised and wrenched
were

in

ing that the signer

A few years ago. on the
occasion, I
think, of his golden wedding day, there
was a notable assembling ol Mr. Berry’s
and great-grand
children grandchildren
children. Soon after that I received a
from
the first in many
letter
him,
friendly
years, and that was the last word 1 bad diJ. R. N.
rectly from him.
Dr. Bowdltch’s friendship for Mr. Berry
grew out of a disagreement about grammar.
The doctor was a fine grammarian, but as all
scholars may do, used the wroDg tense one
day. Mr. Brrry corrected It. The foreman did
not dare send tbe proof in with the change
from copy, but the compositor agreed to take
The Doctor changed it
tbe responsibility.
back to his own form. Mr. Berry sent in a
revise without changing the word and calling attention to the error. The courtecus
doctor came In to argue tbe question, and
vugnuatn

omen

it was a mere form statwas not engaged In tbe
Two are dead, three dangerously
wouuded and about Qtteen slightly Iojured.
The surgeons believe tbe wouuded are out
of danger.”
was

spoken.

ntui

ue was

bis arrest. Coal beaver Quigley, while trying to effect bis escape from tbe mob, was
struck with a sword by a police officer. Apprentice Talbot was arrested and catgut
nippers were placed around bis wrists. On
the way to prison he was struck repeatedly
by the police. Petty officer Hamilton was
dangerously wouuded and nnconsclons when
dragged to prison. One ot my people, while
trying to make him comfortable, was threatened with the butt of a musket and made to
desist. My men in prison were examined
secretly, although I sent au officer to the
court to request authority to allow his presence.
The request was denied on account of
the proceedings being secret. Before their
discharge my men were required to sign a
paper. Before doing it, Kinebart asked a
court official the meaning of the paper.
He

into use.
It must have been in or about 1830 that
Mr. Berry left Boston for Portland, where
he became a prominent citizen and resided,
with certain intervals of absence, till his
death.
I have made no attempt in the foregoiDg
to follow Mr. Berry In his long and successful life, but aimed only to say a word or two
touching that early period which tbe obituary notices that 1 have seen, passed over in
almost utter silence.
There can bs but few living who were bis
associates in his early years; almost all have
departed-through that gate that has closed
on him; but those few, many pleasant memThe young can hardly
ories still linger.
realize now refreshing such early recollections are to the octogenarian.
Naturally enough other Inmates of the
office appear In memory in company with
thA one spoken of. There was “Counseller
Gill,” who left to join the adventurous
company who established tbe Boston Post,
and who for many years enlivened the
columns of that prosperous journal by his
witty reports and paragraphs. Then there
was Oliver DUsod, to whom the musical
world has been so greatly Indebted these
many years. Our lately departed friend,
John B. Totman, worked In the same office, but not at the time of which I have

icuv

Captain

of the BiUisore.

prentice Williams repoits that be was arrested by a mounted policeman, who placed
cat gut nippers around nls wrist and started
his horse Into a gallop, throwing Williams
down. After that, the policeman walked
hit horse. Coal heaver McWilliams was arrested and taken to prison with cat got
nippers around bis wrists and a lasso around

erally

LUO lUlCUiau

from

Washington, November 1,—Secretary
Tracy, this afternoon, received this despatch from Captain Schley, at Valparaiso
dated yesterday: -petty officer Johnson,
In whose arms Riggln was
killed, declares
the act was done by the police guard. Ap-

Reminiscence of the Late Ira
Berry.

Biapiiy

Comes

Schley

SIXTY YEARS ACO.

[From the Lynn, Hass., Item.]
Messrs Editors:—I saw In your
paper,
some days since, a short notice of the
death
of Ira Berry, of Portland, Me., at the advanced age of 85 years. And in a brief bio-

News

day

afford

will

much

joyment. It will be presided

social enby Mrs.

over

Lewis Brown and Mrs. Alien Moulton, assisted by Miss Tlllie Clifford, Miss Marcia
Knight, Miss Edith Edwards, Miss Julia
SteveDs, Miss May Frank, Miss Marguerite
Mattocks, Miss Alice Hiakley, Miss Sallle
Small, Miss Fassett and Miss Helen Noyes,
while lemonade will be dispensed by Miss
Louise Gage and Miss Eleanor Cram.dressed
Tbe flowers
as Swiss and German peasants.
at the booth will be crysanttemums.
The last rehearsal ol the Living Whist
Saturday evening passed iff very tuccesslully. Mr. Gilbert has grasped the idea very
thoroughly and the dances arranged lor each
•'trick," embrace many odd and attractive
features. Tbe costumes will all be rich and
At the Jarley
tbe pageant very effective.
wax works. Miss McCobb will assume her
role ot Mrs. Jarley, which she has raised to
much more than local Impoittnce.
Major Brown will make toe hall decorations noteworthy.
Physical Culture.
Saturday afternoon the Council chamber
at the City Building was filled to Its utmost
capacity with ladies and gentlemen to listen
to the talk ol Miss Gordon on the Ling SwedThe speakish system ol physical culture.
er gave an account ol the origin ol this sys
tsm, comparing 1U merits with those of oth
ers, also the benefits which the pupils ol our
public schools would derive from Its Introduction. The lecture was concise, and much
enjoyed by all present.
At its conclusion Superintendent Lord and
others questioned the speaker concerning
the employment ol the system in the schools,
especially the time needed to devote to Its
study. Miss Gordon deemed that 30 minutes’
me
practice each day would be sumcieDt.
style ol dress required Is a blouse waist, giving free action ol the arms and chest.
At the request ol Mrs. Dr. Henom, the
lecturer gave some Illustrations ol the differ*
ent movements ol the system.
at the reMiss Gordon came to Portland
ladles ol our city, who have
several
ol
quest
ol their children at
the health and welfare
be deheart In the hopes that means may
vised by wbloh someisystem ol physical culture can be used in the primary and grammar departments. II It should be decided to
secure a teacher ol this system, we understand there are many ladles who will avail
themselves ol the opportunity to t rke pri-

vate lessons.
GENERAL NEWS.

U. P. Hutchinson, “Old Hutch,” has apIn the New York Produce Kxcbange.
John Gaddis, aged 40, a tailor, was killed
Saturday at Anthony, R. 1., by Rhodes CorIt Is understood that
nells, a carpenter.
Gaddis had been Intimate with Mrs. Cornells.
The Rev. A. J. Witherspoon. lor twenty
years pastor o( the New Orleans Seamen's
IBs
Bethel, died 'ast Sunday morning.
mother was a cousin ot Andrew Jackson.
He was chaplain ol the Twenty first Alabama. and on one occasion took command of
the regiment— the other officers having been
killed or wounded—and handled It through a
hot day’s fight. That earned him the title o(
"the fighting chaptaln.”
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Our business
a week.
not to cram lifeless detail, but to
much as we might of the spirlt ol
berant
And
knew

note-books In

always

B'jjjorex“.
through“"Vb.t he

vitality*

quiz. You.neverf
#
was going to do or to
“ay8 remembered,
We do not read annoymous letters and commucal digression 1 ha
•trocltv of the nnn
nications. The name and address of the writer
chiefly
are In all cases ludlspenslble, not
necessarily for th!?toS whereupon *Mr. Lowell observed
a liking for wings:
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
he had always had
that some were being
We cannot undertake to retain or preserve
he had lately observed
house
in Cambridge,
added to the uRliest
communications that are not used.
and be cherished hopes that they might fly
1
it.
remember, too, that
away with
The Irish factions still continue eagerly one tremendous passage in the “Inferno"
off
in
him
a
tu®
started
disquisition concerning
at work with shillalahs demonstrating
canker-worms, and other less
incapacity of the Irish people for self gov- If one more diverting—vermin.raentionnble—
And then,
on
all of a sudden, he soared up into the clouds,
ernment; and the English Tories look
and pouuced down on the text again, and
with ill concealed satisfaction.
asked the next man to translate. You could
If Chill Is counting on the suppoit of Eng- not always he sure when he was in earnest:
s
s e
but there was never a moment when he let
country
land in a conflict with this
English influence you forget that you were a human being in a
doomed to be mistaken.
human world, and that Dante has been
to be exerted to
one,
is altogether more likely
too. One or two of us, among
ourselves,
than to encournicknamed
bumptiousness
him! “sweet wag " I like the
repress her
a

forthe.ml.b^.trocit^ the^pnn.

age

It.___

the arre-t of
If Chili has really caused
three of the men who took part in the assault on the sailors of the Baltimore it is
pretty good proof that the J unta has concluded to make a show at least of compliance
with

our

demands.

There appears to be a great deal of mysteabout the health of the Queen of the
Sandwich Islands. While reports from her

time past have represented her as very feeble and liable to die at any
morneDt, her physician certifies that she Is
Root

In

some

nf

RnnUh

This is the way he figures it out: “It is impossible lor Flower to get over 62,000 pluraility in New York City. He will not receive
over 8000 in Kings; Suffolk will [go Republican, and Flower’s plurality in Queens and
ltlcl^ond cannot reach 3000. We shall come
to the Harlem with a plurality which will
exceed 80,000. A careful study of the statistics bears this out, and it is more than justified by a knowledge of the facts of this cam_

The quarrels among the Dominion Tories
are becoming serious.
Secretary of State
Chapiean has just resigned because the Premier has refused to make him minister ot

railroads and canBls, a position which he
says he was promised last June.
Chapiean
Is one of the leaders of the French Canadians of Quebec and his withdrawal from
the cabinet in a huff probably means that
the Abbott ministry has got to encounter In
the future his adverse influence, which is
considerable. The indications are growing
stronger every day that the present government is not destined to live long and that an
appeal to the people must soon come.
Senator

Quay

Tariff and High Prices
To the Editor of the Press:
It is alleged that .high duties make high
prices; this is not literally true, though high
prices may, for a time, be a consequence of

has

Thft

soocrllnn flint hlnrK

rlntlnn

high prices Is based on a principle beyond that ol mere protection to home trade.
It means that high duties are fixed lor the
make

CITY OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE TO VOTERS.;
Board of Registration of Voters,

October 39,18WI.
CHAPTER 34.
AN ACT to provide a Board of Registration in the
CUits of this State.
Sect. I. A board of registration is hereby established in each city of the State, which shall
have tbe exclusive power and authority to determine the qualification of voters therein, and exclusive power to make up, correct and revise the
list of voters lu each of said cities, and shall perform all tbe duties and have, exclusively, all the
powers now exercised by tne municipal officers of
said cities In making, preparing, revising and
correcting the list of voters therein under chapter
lour of the Revised Statutes or any other statute
relating thereto.
The undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board for the Registration of
Voters for this city under said law, hereby notify
all persons claiming tbe right to vote In this
city at the Municipal Election of March next, that
said Board will be In session at tbe times and
places below mentioned, tor tbe purpose of receiving the names of such persons and forming
lists thereof.

Ward Six, Ward room, Spring Street,
Not. 8, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

purpose, and with the intent, that the manufacturers and producers of this country
shall realize excessive profits from the con-

Ward Five, Store 562 Congress street,
(Opposite Ward room,) Nor. 9, IV,
11, 12,13, 14.

This Is not the case. A duty may
be never so high, and have no bearing on the
legitimate result of home competition. However high a tariff may be it is no evidence, in
itself, that the foreign article of trade cannot be made in this country and sold at as
low a price, as the imported article. It Is to
establish this very fact; that the home
product can be thus made and sold, that the
foreign article is, or may be for a time, subjected to an unusual rate of duty. The ultimate result then of a high rate of duty—as
has been repeatedly demonstrated—is, that
instead of meaning high prices, it means
lower prices than the same article can be
produced for abroad.
It is within the bounds of possibility that
a high duty, so-called, may represent the
sumer.

Mr. Thomas C. Platt, who ought to know
something about the prospects in New York,
is very sanguine ot a Republican victory.

paign."

still.

hiffh rill tins.

ry

kingdom for

name

promptly Instituted

proceedings against the Democratic papers
which have published the certificate of deposit to which his name was attached and
accused him of sharing in the peculations of
Philadelphia’s thievish city treasurer. This
is well and it is to be hoped that [the matter
will be pushed to trial.
The Senator’s
prompt action in this case is in marked con*
trast with his action, or rather inaction,
when charges were made against him a year
ago quite as serious as the one on which he
founds bis present libel suit; and naturally
suggests the inquiry Why did he not appeal
to the courts then for a vindication ?

There can be no doubt that in a conflict
between the United States and Chili the
former would win in the end. A nation of 6,000,000 of people is vastly overmatched by a
nation of 60,000.000.
Bnt at the beginning
the United States would labor under many
disadvantages. Most of our naval vessels
the Atlantic coast and a voyage of
many thousand miles is before them before
they can get to the Chilian coast. Another
serious difficulty is the lack of coaling stalions on the Sooth American coast.
Unless
are on

seized some point and established one all
the coal for our ships would have to be
brought in vessels from San Francisco.
Furthermore the Chilian navy though somewhat battered during the recent rebellion Is
we

still quite formidable. The present imbroglio ought to have the effect to open the
eyes of Congress to the necessity of acquiring some coaling stations as well of still
further increasing our navy.
«>»»««««

MISCBiXANBODH.

APTKBTIgBIMWM.

Ward Four, Ward room, No. 288 Federal Street, Nov. 16,17, 18, 19, 2V,
21.

Tiiree, Office of Registrars of
Votes, Room 13 City Building, Nov.
23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 8V.

Ward

India Street,

Ward Two, Ward room,
Dec. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7.

Ward One, Ward room, Congress Street,
Dec. 8,9, IV, 11,12, 14.
Ward Seven, Ward Room, Vangban
Street, Dec. 21, 22, 23, 24, 26 and 28.
Hours to tie from 9 a. w.fo 1 p.
7 p. in. to 9

nr., 3 p. in. to 5 p. in.,

p.

whole difference between the actual cost of
production and the selling price. In such
case, unless the duty represents a percentage greater than a fair profit on the article
sold, it, ihe price, is not high to the consumer
and I think this leads to the true cause and
meaning of both high and low priceB.
The direct effect of tariff on market prices
is small when compared to home competition
When
as a factor in controlling prices.
goods are sold at the cost of production,
which is a common result of an active competition over which the tariff has no direct
influence or control, what becomes of the
duty imposed on such classes of goods, or
rather, what does such duty represent, if not
a simple tariff for revenue? Granting that
it represents, in a measure, more than this,
a tariff for protection, what would be the
effect if the duty was taken off and importers were thus enabled to undersell our home
manufacturers and producers (who were already selling at cost) just the amount represented by the duty? It would be unquestionably equivalent to the establishment or introduction of a gigantic English or foreign
trust and monopoly which would be speedily
ruinous to our home industries, and consequently to the interests of labor. In tbu
general sense a protective tariff may appear to influence home prices by protecting
and
labor
interests
our manufacturing
against surplus and unwarantable competition, but the practical answer to this is found
In the comparative condition and ability to
buy of those classes of consumers most nearly affected by high prices.
On general principles a protective tariff is
a first principle of self protection based on
the assumption that a nation is in a position

in.

Island Ward No. 1, (Long Island, etc.),
Hours
Dec. 15, at Casco Bay House.
from 9 a. m. to 3p. m.
Island Ward No. 2, (Peaks Island,
rraru

11,12

i/ec#

iuuui,

m., and

nuuis

1, 2, 3 and 4 p.

etc.),

u9
m.

xv,

It Is hoped that every citizen In the respective
wards will present themselves on the days named,
In order that the registration be made com-

All she lacks of beauty
little plumpness.”

a

This is
and

a

frequent thought,

wholesome

All of
due

a

to

a

one.

baby’s beauty

is

fat, and nearly all of a

woman’s
curves

—

we

know

it

with health is told in a little
book on careful living; sent

sources, and that the adoption of such a
tariff will inure to the material benefit and
prosperity of the whole people. When this
is proved it seems to be outside of the question, to trouble ourselves about the cost of
production in Europe, or what foreign goods
might be sold for in our markets.
It is at the root of all benefits arising from
a protective tariff, or from the principles of
self-protection, that all undeveloped industries which are capable of large developement and of supplying, or nearly supplying
the home demand within a reasonable limit
of time, should be well protected by tariff,
even at the cost ot temporary inconvenience
or increase of cost, to the consumer.
If such
a result Is impracticable or impossible, it
should be classed with the mistakes to which
Governments as well as individuals are liable—to be remedied with as little delay as
possible—together with all other errors incident to a protective system, wherein the
greed of large capital on the one hand, and

free.

Would you rather be
healthy or beautiful? “Both”
is the proper

Mr.

Lowell In The Class-R ccmA
Harvard Reminiscence,

[From “Mr. Lowell
His

as a

Teacher,” in November

Scribner.]
method of teaching was

all his own.
The class was sm-ll-not
above ten ora
dozen ;and he generally
began by making
each student translate a
few llnesinterrupting
now and then with
suggestions of the poetic
value of passages whiih were
being rendered
in a style too
exasperatingiy prosaic. Now and
again, some word or some passage
would
suggest to him a line of
thought—sometimes
very earnest, sometimes
paradoxically comical—that it would never have been
sug
gusted to anyone else. And he
would lean
back In his chair, and talk
away across

teciive-tariff fence just high enough so that
our would-be competitors
for home-trade
could climb In If the top rail was knocked
iff, and at the same time Increase the protection to our manufacturing and productive Interests by removing the duty from all
raw material that we are obliged to import,
I think the balance between the price of
labor, cost of production, and the purchasing
power of money In the United States will
never be quite as low as it is In Europe.
Practically, then, the effect of a protective
tariff, even a high tariff is, that in the United
States the consumewflas always the advautege of buying at loW prices. He can buy
more fur bis money, because he has more
moLey to buy with. As long as competition
is kept lively in this country, prices must
necessarily find the .lowest level consistent
with the best Interests, both social and material, of the people as a whole. The danger
to be feared, in the near or distant future,
from high prices and the advanced cost of
living is much nearer home than in a tariff
on foreign goods.
It lies in that ominous
threat to general business competition, in
the centralization of capital, in the crowding
out of the small manufacturer and producer.
Its name is Trust. It is the last thing in the
world to be trusted by :tbe people, and the
first thing to be attacked by any honest,
political party.
J. S. W.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

During the last year in New York, Dr.
William Hammond Is credited with having
made $150,000—probably the largest medical
Income ever earned in America.
The longest horse car line in the world is
that connecting the city of Mtxico with
Jalapa—seventy-two miles. The trip Is
made In eight hours.
Walt Whitman is hopelessly paralyzed and
is but a shadow of his former self. He may
live for years, but is liable to die at any
time, as the paralysis is approachtng his
heart.

that is the
The Basement has its hobby
You would think we
Cloak Department.
—

O Cents.

jobbers, to judge by quantity. All new
and fresh goods, purchased direct from the

All Wool Tricot Flannel, double fold,

25 Cents Yard.
colors,

39 Cents.
The greatest Cash Bargain we have ever
offered is 25 pcs. 50 INCH DRESS FLANNEL, in grey, blue and brown mixtures,

inches

79 Cents.

Double Fold Grey and White Stripe Mo-

Stripe Flannel Suitings,
25 Cents.

Counsellor

HOPKINS,
at
Law,

49 Cents Yard.

Bargain No. 2—In imported English Serges,
new fall colorings, extra width,
47 Cents.
fall col

Cents.

COMFORTERS.

Jackets,

Blsached and Unbleached Cotton.
One case yard wide Bleached Cotton
c

One very good quality yard wide Bleached
Cotton 6 1-4 cents.

Fruit of the Loom Cotton 8 cents yard.
NightQown Twill Cotton Remnants 9 cents.
Five more bales of that celebrated yard
wide Unbleached Cotton 5 cents.

BLACK DRESS

G000S.

hnglisii

wide Unbleached 6 1-4 cents.

Cardinal Table Cloths 2 yards long 69 cts.;
21-2 yaids long 79 cents.
English Marseilles White Quilts 98 cents,
$1.25, $3.50. Special Bargains.
18 inch Bleached and Unbleached Cotton
Crash
4 Cents Yard.

for all ages from 1 to 12

Five pieces All Linen Bleached Table Damask with colored border

Extra value, $2.50, $1.98 and $8.00.
•

Mlesia 10c

Long Woolen Shawls ?100, $5.00 and $7.50.

48 Cents Yaid.

Genuim Black Coney Fur Shoulder Capes
$5 00.

Great Cash Bargains -51 inch
Damask, fast color,

CASH BARGAIN—Ladies’ Genuine Black

913.50.

Turkey Red

^President.

We are leaders of LOW PRICES on Prints,
and washable Dress Fabrics.
;h t u

1 a

Lining lambric 3c.

Drpo.iL.

Middle

^Tl&Wtt

oct29

Duluth, Minnesota,
(INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT.)

4 1-2 Per Cent SCHOOL BONDS. =

Due January 1st, 1921. Interest payable Jan
uary 1st and July 1st.

Payable

The City of Duluth is now so well known
that it is needless to comment on the rapid
development and future prospects of the
•‘Young Giant of the Northwest.” The City
is solidly built and the character of its Public Buildings, second to no City in the United
States of its population.
Its future development and growth is as-

i

middle and

Exchange SI*.,

POBTLAItU, ME.

!

his stock of Dress Goods to one, two

WE

Ann

!
i
i

style, they become

three pieces of

A great many men are unable to wear
Wool Underwear with any comfort, be-

can

as we now

make
do.

or

such

The

tures, nnd will positively be sold at

skin. If those same

Company.

& Maine & Maine Central Rail*
road Companies.

same

ready

of East

less.

a

or

CO.,

days

or

There

are

Bii.IVK.KRS,

we cannot

NO RESTRICTIONS

as

to this sale,

3a

only that

Clothiers and Mon's Furnishors,
■OMJMf SPUE.
*

OCt26

candidacy.”
The Old John-street Methodist Church,
New York, celebrated Its one hundred and
twenty-fifth anniversary on Sunday, Bishop
Andrews presiding and the venerable WilArthur of London making one of the
*'aP
addresses. Old St. Paul’s Chapel on Broadway, where Washington used to say his

dll

duplicate any of the styles.
THE

j

e0dU

~

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

—

!

THE

PIANOS.

Lamson & Hubbard

M. Steinert Ac Sons Co.,

i

FOKTLANO, .f|E.,

Accounts of Individuals, firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

-0T-

For
puzzling the physicians.
detected a

some time the
strong odor of
boy’s mother has
gasoline oil about her son and was at a loss
to know the cause. Saturday she found him

Wholesale and Retail representatives In the Mew
Kngland States for tne World Renowned

STEINWAY,
WEBER,
oct20

MWSiFcM2m

Annual Meeting: of tbe Maine Eye and
Ear Infirmary.
annual

of the Maine Eye and Ear
held on Monday, Nov. 2,
at 8
p. m., at No. 110 Federal
street, for the election of officers and for the
transaction of such other business as may legally
be acted upon at said meeting.
By order ol the Board of Trustees,
A. A. MONTGOMERY, Sec’y.
Fortland, Me., Oct, 23,1881,
ocUidtd >

meeting
THE
Infirmary will be
o’clock
1891,

__

PUBLIC NOTICE.
AVENUE, from the foot of Mechanic

street on the avenue to Deerlng street, will
FOREST
be closed to
travel from and alter this date

public

furtber notice.
Given under our bands this 24th day of Septem
A. C. 1891.
ISAAC F. CLARK. I Seclectmeu
GEO. B. LEAVITT, J of Deerlng.

until

ber,

sep26dtt

...

PIANOS.

HAT.
For durability, style and
comfort the best hat made.
For sale
by leading

hatters.

guglOeodSm

Have opened a branch store In this city with the
largest and best selected stock east of Boston.
TUNING

AND

KKPAIB1NG.

540 Congress St., Portland.

I

T. C.
apis

Stephen K. Small,
(6D14

HARDMAN,
OABLER,
HENNINO and
WEBSTER

nriiOCLDRIC,

N1 a

linger,
eodtf

on

time

TO

LKT-House 78 Winter street. Inquire 77
WINTER STREET, or 194 Middle street.
23 H

LET—One or two flats In building No. 1
Portland Pier.
w.n<iulre WM. SHEA, 62
octvn
Danforth street.

TO

■ilb

Marshall K,

lioding,
tuhl.T.

rrwl<*Sl.

A

A. R. & t. A.

Real

Estate

$50,000

DOTEN,

and

Loans.

to Loan

In large or small amounts.
Parties wishing to
build can be accomodated.

COMMERCIAL

PAPER.

K.ena. 3 unit 4, J«e Hulldlag,
08

JU 1

Bm.r

who wilt

by a young man
church spire tor the
WANTED—Work
climb any chimney
ot scalto save the
ot
or

repairing,
folalng. Address, STEEPLE

purpose

expense

JACK, this office.
81 l

wantd-a young man who is
a good mechanic on very light work; name
age, references, and previous experience: also
wages required. Box 1017, Portland, Me. 80-1

Machinist

KXCHAV&fl

promkna.de CONCERT.
TICKET*.

admissions). 11.00
Single admittance tickets.IS cents
Living 1 Reserved seats, trout row gallery..|1.00
Whist. f All other seats In gallery and stage
.So
Mrs. Jarley’s Wax Figures— Gallery, two
rows and lower floor.50

Course, (live

general

Tickets for “Living Whist’’ on sale at Chandlers
Music Store. The seats lor "Mrs. Jarley’s Wax
Figures" wlH be placed ou sale at the same place
on Monday morning at 9 o’clock.
The prices of reserved seats will be in addition
to tne admittance.
oct31-dlw

CITY

HAjlaL.

Twt Per(«rmtace*, Mly C«»c«rl« ia ike
ttiate.

Saturday Afternoon and Evening, Nov. 14

capable of keeping simple
set ot books, handling office help, dictating
letters, and carrying on a commercial business;
state age, previous business, and salary required.
P. O. Box 1017. Portland, Me.30-1

WANTED—A

Bookkeeper
bility.
Maine.

Ike Clrcai FareigB Tlatical
Navclty •( (ke Cfamry, Ike

Ea|n|eaieal«(

AUSTRIAN
Juvenile
40 MUSICIANS.

BTBKKT
eodljr

Band,
12 SOLOISTS.

Voealst, MIS5 MARIK GLOVER, Soprano, of
New York.
MR. LAMBERT STEINRR, Director.

Tbe Juvenile Band Is composed of about Oftv
Austrian and Hungarian boys, ranglog from 12
to 18 years; they are youths)f phenomenal musical capacity, educated lu the musical schools of
tbe highest character; each one of the boys Is another little HoSuian or Uegner.
Tickets (reserved) 75 cents and 11.00; admission 60 cents; matinee (reserved) 60and 75cents;
admission 35 cents; children and pupils of high
school 25.35 and 60 cents to mstlnee; tickets
now on sale at Stockbrtdge’s music store.
Halt fare on the railroads to all holding Band
tickets.
Note—Evening tickets exchanged for matinee
If desired.
None
Prospectus of Stockbrldge Entertainments and dales sent to any addsess.
nov2dlw

PORTLAND THEATRE
G. E. Lothrop, Lessee and Manager.

Monday and Tuesday,

Noiembw 2 and 3,

H. M. PITT DRAMATIC CO.
In the Farcical Three-Act Comedy,

« uure

The Blues.
Prices 25, 50, 75 Cent*.

nov*___

dtf

mm OF THE GOLDEY EAGLE.

AND FOUND.

string of small gold beads. Tbe findwill be rewarded by leaving tbem at 346

LOST-A
er

SATUROAY AFTERNOON.

EXTRA MATINEE,

28-1

wants a position ot responsiAddress P. O. Box 890, Madison,
24-2

SATURDAY EVENING.

THIRD ST0CK9RID6E,

man

ST._30-1

by mistake-wiu the woman who
Taken
took the package of underwear by mistake
from

tbe counter of a dry
Tuesday afternoon,
goods store on Congress street, deliver the same
to MRS. J. J. MELLEN, 142 Newbury street, or
the matter will be referred to tbe proper parties,
as several parlies can Identity her.
28-1

suitably

re-

warded by returning to or notifying MARTIN
27-1
CURRAN, Deerlng, Riverside.
have found the greatest cure on
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia In
their worst chronic forms;
I suffered twelve
Sufferyears and tried every kuowu remedy.
ers write to me and euclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
ocldd&wlm'
OUR, East Harpswell. Me.

FOUND—I

Grand Concert by the

HAYDN

QUARTETTE,

under the auspices of Hlthland Castle, No. 2,
at Rossini Uall, so Exchange street,

Wednesday Evening, Nov. 4.
TICKETS 35 CENTS.

oct2

d3t
PB.n.tLK

HELP.

VET ANTED—A llrst class lady cany isser to take
VT
orders In Portland for •‘Pansy’s" Beautiful
Life of Jesus. A book that will be welcomed In
every home.
Fully endorsed by the clergy and
other prominent citizens of Portland,
G M.

DON HAM, General Agent, Oxford
Building,
Boom 8, 186 Middle street, Portland, Me. Call
between 9 and 10 o’clock a. m.31 -1
young woman who writes a good
WANTED—A
band and Is
capable stenographer. Please
a

experience.

Me-

P.O.Box 1817, Portland.
31-1

b; a young lady who Is an
Best o( referstenographer.
Address X. Y. Z., Press office.

wanted

TED-To loan $10. $20. $30, $90. $100,
on furniture, plauos,
organs,
libraries, horses, carriages, diamonds, watches,
2d mortgages, notes andpay off furniture leases.
Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 185 Middle street, room 6,
second
30-1

WANto $10,000,

lloor,_

board lor the winter.
For further particulars enquire of L. B.
CHIPMAN, 32 Plum street, or O. O. CHIPM AN,
Nason’s Corner, Deerlng, Me.
29-1

WANTED—Horses

to

friends to know that I can be
WANTED—My
(oond at B. L. Rodlck’s, 606 Vs Congress

opposite Owen, Moore A Co. FRED N.
HARTWELL, formerly at Prebls House. 28-1

people to know that R. 8.
DAVIS A CO., lots Exchange street, have a
special sale of Oak chamber suites for two weeks.
$60.00 suites tor $40.00; $35.00 suites for
$30.00 and tbe same proportionate reduction
clear through.
281

SITUATION
experienced
furnished.

ences

_28-1
ANTED—Situation by a good capable girl to
YV
yy
do second

work; also situations for llrst
class help of all kinds at the People’s Reliable
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE, 676 Congress street.
*7-1
__

AUKNTB WANTED.

ANTED—Agents for cheapest life Insurance
YV
v v
known, previous experience not necessary.
Only 23 single assessments total since 1886,
State treasury guarantee fund, responsible management, no speculative features.
Send for circulars. Correspondence Invited. PROVIDENT
AID SOCIETY, of Portland, Me.
Office 93 Exchange street.

buy
YV" ANTED-To
worth of

trom $50,000 to $76,000
gents’ cast off clothing. The highV
est cash price paid than any other
dealer; orders
on

Saturday.

No buvluess atoctl4-4

WA?TBP~A.1.1
»“
bags to call at E. D. RKVmh iw hkS.-T.1
congress street, eorner of Oak; as we
poo
facture our goods, and can therefore give manuyou bottom prices; tranks repaired;
opeu evenings till9
Persons In want of tranks of

6 4

\\T ANTED—To
buy (1000 worth ol cast-off
highest cash price for
plotting; I pay the
ladles dresses,
and

children’s clothing, and
geuis’
gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address letter or
postal to MK8. UOODUAKT, 93 Middle street.

__auglOtf
boy from (1090 to (10.00C
WANTKM—To
worth of east off clothing, the highest cash

prices paid for ladles’ dresses, also gentlemen’s
and childrens’* clothing and winter overcoats.
Highest cash prices paid for carpets and furniture.
Address, postal of letter to. No. 102 Middle street
M. DnOKOOT. Portland, Me
oct*9U

Uood wide-awake agents to sell for the Kentlnl
Nurseries, of Canada. Uood pay and regular and
to tne right men.
No
constant employment
We have 700 acres under
drones need applystock, every department fully equipped. Address
STONE A WKLL1NUTON, Temple Bulhliug,
Name the
Montreal. J. W. BEALL, Manager.
sepl2d3m»
Dally Press.
ANNUAL.

MEETIIfU.

ffUIK annual meeting of the Maine Ueneral
A.
Hospital will be held at four o’clock in the

a'terneon, ol Tuesday, November 3, 1891, at tno
office of the Treasurer ol the Corporation, in I be
Portland Savings Hank Building, in Portland, for
the purpose of electlug officers for the ensuing
•tear, and of transacting such other busluess as
may legally be presented.
By order of the Directors,
BAKE EXT, Secretary.
octiodta
Portland, tohjrt, nil

sep9-8
HIH DALE

WANTED—The

WANTED.

deposits.

STK1NBRT HALL, BOSTON, MASS.,

FRIDAY,
Same as Wednesday.

TO

from (1000 to (IB,
clotliiug; 1 pay the
I'lKhest cash price for ladles’ dresses, gents' and
children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats;
letter or l>°*tal to 8. LEVI,
97 Middle street,auglOtf

Capital and Profits $1,100,000.

I

A Maryland correspondent writes to the
Nbw York Tribune: "Willie Grant Webb,
the six-year-old son of Mrs. Johanna Webb
at Hampden, Baltimore county, !s addicted
to a singular and dangerous habit which is

___28-1

1676._

LET—Brick house West of State street.
one square from horse cars, contains 13 good
rooms, batn room, lurnace all in good repair;
suitable for lodging or boarding house: will lease
for a term of years at a low rent If appllled for at
once.
N. B. (1AKD1NER. 185 Middle St. 27-1

10 buy
N°IlSK~w,ulte<1
1.1 000 worth of cast-off

Incorporated 1834.

j

horse to let
Address P.

_____

OF

I

i

TO LET—A

good driving
for six months lor tils keeping.
HORSE

tended to

d3t

prayers, Is to celebrate its 125th anniversary
next Sunday.

^ ^

BKK8TEIN, 411 Fore street.

Oasco National Bank

Manufacturing

to his

Exchange St, Portland, Me,

oct24

All prices for this sale are marked in RED FIGURES.

MUSIC BY CHAM)I.UK’S HAM).

stores

street,

;CRUBD INTEREST BY

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,

and will continue three

THURSDAY.
“Mis. Jarlev’s Wax Figures,’' under the direcMary 8. McCobb.

tion ol Miss

Box 1456, Portland, Me.30-1

AND INTEREST GUARANTEED.

FOR SALE AT PAH AND

“Living Whist,” In costume.

as one or

ANTED—Smart boys and girls to earn fifty
YV
v Y
cents per day during spare hours. Address

0’s.

loss of at least

until goods ore closed.

I__i

HASKELL it JONES,

Saturday morning

GUARANTEED.

Clinton, Iowa, Water WorksCo.

mix.

50 CENTS ON A DOLLAR.
Sale begins

LET—Two

WANTED

$10,000

RIDICULOUSLY
No greys

INTEREST

CHANDLER’S BAND.

WEDIA EMBAY.

mention

St, Louis 6’s.

AND

PRINCIPAL

lot contains about

81

No.

con talus

SB and 37 Pearl
two stores; shop
on weights
slide up; Urge and well
lighted cellar room; near Middle street; good locality for any business; apply on premises.

large
TO
street; can be used
to
windows

be

$10,000

as so

to close

of 6

street,
Deerlng, about 6
LOST—Riverside
o’clock Saturday evening. Black Horse, with
bridle and collar. Finder will

dU

CITY WATER

a

TVKSDAY-;
Reading, Illustrated by Tableaux, Miss J. Maud
Fabyan.
Fancy Drill (with Cadet muskets), by 28 young
ladles In uniform, by Captain Fabyan.

mo LE r—Three story brick bouse, 776 Congress
X street, 13 rooms and bath room; finely bul t I
bouse, pleasant sttuallou, modern improvements,
good neighborhood; good location for a physician
a good chance to let rooms If
or private familv;
desired. Apply to KDWAKD HASTY, 12 Oreen
street.28-1

COMM ERC1AL

Maine Central Sinking fund
O’s, due 1905.
$18,000 Portland Union Ry. Station
Co. 4’s, guaranteed by Boston

PRINCIPAL

derwear cannot be excelled.
Agents for Warner Bros,’ Health Underwear.
We should like to talk over this Underwear question further with you at
our place of business.

land.
"The first objection they make to Mr.
Fassett,” said Dr Depew at Kochester, '‘Is
that he is a ycung man. I was [elected secretary of state when I was 28 years old, and
thought then that a young man was just
Jthe
kind of a man for a secretary of state,
w
y>Su Bee>.1 atu consistent when I say that
Mr. Fassett s youth Is not a valid
objection

we

Fifty Pieces or ALL BLACK GOODS.

Heavy Weight Haltry
briggan they would find both comfort
and warmth.
Our showing of line Un-

here he entertains in princely style during
the summer months of his residence In Scot-

WHY

LOW PRICES

—

REMNANTS to him, the

them out for CASH, at HALF PRICE
This is

For Winter!

as

many YARDS to the Retailer, and he is

LET—Lower rent

rooms.
Beckett street, In llrst-ciass repair;
To
the
modern
most all

l«l 7

$1,000

:

HALL,

EVENING ENTERTAINMENTS:

WANTED—A

cct30

importer reduces

or

|

western manufacturer of blgb
class office specialties
desires eastern
special partner; business of nigh character; uo
canvassiug; do competition; 200 per cent, profit;
no traveling; an assurance of $1000.
yearly
permanantly; an opportunity seldom obtlued through a newspaper; applicant must Invest $30 to $60 capital (protected); for Interview only address, “BONA FIDE," Press Office.

FRED E. RICHARDS & GO.

grade of goods.
an

street._30_1_

BENT—In one of tbe pleasantest I oca
tlons, in western part ot the city, a portion
of a house occupied by a physician who desires a
small, quiet family; rent (15 per month, IncludBENJAMIN 8HAW, 51Vj Exing steam heat.
change street.29-1

OFFER SUBJECT TO RILE: Broflts

11

-

dtf

$31,000 Portland & Ogdensburg 5’s,
due 1908, guaranteed by Maine

a

The explanation is this:—When

rooms

LOST

York

storied house, 7
W. H. WALDRON,

new 2

LET—Woodfords’,
and stable; (14.
TO
180 Middle

_

W oodburv
jVLoulton,
BANKERS,

—

ever before heaid on snme

TO

sured.

For price and particnlars apply to

!1

LET—House at Wood'ords, contains six
rooms, large lot ot land, stable accomodations, heuery and etc. Has Sebago Water, In first
class condition, veiy convenient rent to small
family only, (12.50 per month. Inquire of K. O.
BAILEY,32 Plum St.30-1

O. Box

i

importing
large line of(FINE BLACK DRESS GOODS with
instructions to sell them at prices LOWER than we have

now

in

Railroad Company.
910.000 Maine Central Improvement

3t

New

TO

Improvements; price
(14.09. Inquire, A, C. LIBBY, 42Vs Exchange
street.28 1

$35,000

Interest

CITY

FOR

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtl

Central Railroad

a

LET.—In a nearly new, sunny, corner
house on fine resident street In westerly part
of tbe city, a six room tenement, (up stairs) hath
hot water, furnace, closets, store room, pantry
china closet, In short all modern conveniences.
Inquire of K. C. MARSHALL, Real Estate Agent,
Midale street.31-1

BANKERS,

and

-AT-

SATIHDAV.

fully furnished bouse, containing
10 rooms and bath; pleasantly situated on
Park street; pos-ession given November 24tb.
81-1
JOHN K. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.

SWAN i BARRETT,

ii Lincoln
Ry 5’*,
guaranteed by Maine Central

GOODS.

conrooms

rent

early day.

950.000 Kuox

BLACK

on

Centennial Block,31-1

BONDS.

house,

bouse

LRT—Cottage
Mayo street,
in
o£ 7
TO
taining? rooms. Nice
Vine street. JOHN E. PROCTOR
brick bouse

I'OLET-A

at an

C. E. COFFIN,
Whistler. Occarlna and
Harmonica Soloist.
[J. W. BASFORD, Clarlot t Soloist.
W. J. RYAN Cornet Soloist.
ALICE L. Pflll.HKOOK, Pianist.
TllRKTS.aOCK.STs. For sale at StockU..t>
bridge's and Hawes' Music Stores.
llpru al 7..'I0. i'sann aibs'clstk.
______

MUSIC BY

PIANOS

LOAN.

Ileal Value of Taxable Property,
$72,000,000
Assessed Value of Taxable Property, 33,886,776
Total Indebtedness, including this
issue.
1,654.000
Population 32,725. (U. S. Census (1890.)

I

LET,

TO LET—New upright pianos to let
at CHANDLER'S MUSIC S10RE, 431
Congress street. Farrington Block.31-1

LET-Several 4 to 5 room tenements In
also a good 7 room
R.
C.
tenement, first tloor, on Spruce street.
MARSHALL, 223Vj Middle street.31-1

Maine Central

—

TO

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. I, 1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do &o
upon favorable terms if application is made to the under-

0Ct26

—

22-1

street.

TO Eastern section ot city;

New York.

Street.

DRESS

or

SHAW, 51 Vi Exchange

DUE 1901*1 11.

Cor.

•

able

on

Principle

American Silesia 8c.

MANSON G. LARRABEE,
246

number 243

second

Four Per Cent,

signed

IIAWKS, Vocalist,

I. W. MAYNARD,
Basso and pianist.

Nor. 3d, 4tb, 5th, 6th, 7th, ’91.

RENT—Rooms,
floor,
FORMiddle
street (over Mr. 0. A. Perry's), suitfor offices
dressmaker.
BENJAMIN

CHA8. L. M ARSTON,

REFUNDING

Assisted by the lolltwlng tslent:

Rooms.

....

No.

dt!

Jfyl

CITY of CALAIS

=

25 Cents Yard.

Astracban Fur Capes

yard.

INVESTMENT SElfilTIES FOB SALE.

,

HALL, POHTLAirB,

FAItniK Jl.

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

a

I

loiumtss

Wrtlneadny Night, Nov. 4, 1801.

Maine State Soeiety for the
Protection of Animals,

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

General Banking Business.
Deposits received subject to check.

All Linen Crash 5, 6 1-4 and 8 cents yard.

We have just received from

talked-about Scotch estate, Is a large building of gray stone, surrounded by about li,000 acres of land, well stocked with game.
Here the Pennsylvania baron keeps his

lying unconscious on the floor and a can of
gasoline oil by his side.”
The late Prof. Henry S. Spencer, of Washington, was, at the age of twelve, thought to
be the finest penmin In the United States.
He was one of five brotherp, and his father
was the author of the Spencerian system.
When but twenty-five years old he became
the superintendent of the penmanship dePwtment of the business college of the
United States, and it was through bis efforts
that a number of Institutions were founded,
ills eldest brother Is Prof. ItobertC.
Spencer
president of the
Milwaukee
Business College, and Mrs. SarahSpencerian
S. Sloan,
of Chicago, Is a sister,

yard

The best

$1.98.

Importer’s samples; about 75 pieces of
Black Goods of different qualities and makes
and what we term BARGAINS, purchased
for (the only weapon for bargains) SPOT
CASH. They are Henriettas, in All Wool,
Silk and Wool, Serges. Rayetines, Cords,
Long Cloth, Cheviots, Hindoo Twills, Cashmeres, Mohairs, Brocades, Stripes and Bedford Cords.

Deposits in

A Trust anil Loan Institution.
on

W. J. RYAN’S
\NNUAL
CONCERT,

oct29_

Capital $100,000.

Transacts

Monday Erenin?, commnncing Colobnr 28tti..

rery

I
FRED
E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice PresidentC. 6. A1LEN Cashier

They have had a clearing up and arranged
for a sale; you will find many bargains.

Shawls—one lot Beaver Shawls

The above goods can be found right here,
at 246 Middle street, corner of Cross.

317 Congress Street;.

quivering lip.
Cluny Castle, Andrew Carnegie’s much-

4L,.

eodUm

PORTLAND.MAINE

We sell Gray Blankets from 65 cents to
$8.00 a pair.

Children’s Cloaks, in the Long Garments

and Reefer
years.

When money was more plenty these goods
were selling rapidly at 81.00.

MILLETT, EVANS & CO.,

cause it irritates the
men would
our

Nalleaal

1891.

septO

pair.

Ladies’ Black Wide Wale Cheviot Newmarkets, bound with braid, cut in the latest
styles, extra qullity, at a Popular Middle
Street Price.

Ladles’Jersey Ribbed Underwear, regular price 75 cents,
l>r Icef ort li 1* sale,
..50 cents each.
1 case Ladles’ Blach All Wool Hose, regular price 38 cents, price for
this sale,
25 cents per pair.
1 case Gents’ Grey mixed Underwear, regular price 62
cents, price for
this 6alr,.. cents each.

with a

fonr-ln-hand,

We sell White Blankets 95 cent3 to 810.00 a

A very fine line of the three quarter length
Chesterfield Garments, in the Wide Wale
Cheviot, Bedford Cords, and Plain Cheviots,
in Black and Light Tan; also a large variety
of other new and desirable styles.

Bargain No. 1—In Bedford Cords, 38 Inches
wide in all new fall shades,

59

To-Day.

216 MIDDLE STREET.

50 cents ?

orings,

lots now.

Cloak department in Basement
I

Can you find them elsewhere at less than

new

great many small lots of from
three to ten pairs each: It will save you from
90 to 79 cents per pair to purchase from these

■'_

case

The pioneer “bean train”—twelve cars—
started from Saticoy, Cal., for Chicago on
Saturday, October 17. The beans were consigned to a Chicago firm by the Farmers’
Alliance of Ventura county.
Alexander Sutherland, of Denver, makes
claim to the honor of being the “Buglar of
Balaklava”—the trumpeter who sounded the
charge that led the Light Brigade up to the
mouth of the murderous cannon. Sutherland is an erect and well preserved man of
eighty, with hair and beard of silvery whiteness.
He tells the story of the terrible military massacre in a dramatic manner, but

MAINE,

are a

Now Is Hie time to buy your Underwear, and we are
prepared lo
show you a complete assortment, and extra values for Ladies, Gents
and Children.
Ladles’ merino Underwear at
30, 75 cents, $1.00
Ladles’Wool Underwear at
75 cents, $1.00. 1.25, 1.73
Ladies’ Jersey Underwear at
50 cents, $1.00, 1,25, 1.50
Ladies* Natural Wool Underwear at
$1.00,1.25
Children’s merino Underwear at
25, 50, 62 1-2, 75 cents
Natural
Wool Underwear at
Boys*
50, 75 cents, $1.00,1 25
Children’s Stocbiuet Underwear in white and natural with long cull'
on pants, Jersey sleeve at 50 and 62 1-2 cents.
Gents’Grey mixed Underwear at
50, 75 cents, $1.00
Gents’Natural Wool Underwear at
$1.00, 1.25, 1.77
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OFFICERS ;
President, E. B. PHILLIPS, of Boston: Treasurer, WM. APPLE TON RUST, ot Boston
Counsel,Hon. JOHN Q. A. BRACKETT; Auditor, JOSHUA LOKINO, Boston.
Uirkctoks:
K. B. IMF 11. ■.IPs. late Pres, ot The Eastern and Fltehhnr* Railroads; Ilea. J. Q. A.
BRAC8KTT. px-Oovernur ol Mass.: WM. APPLETON HIT Director blackstone Nat'l
and MortSank; M. «». LOKINO, Investment Banker; UEII. V, APPLETON• Real Estate
Bauk. Lynn. Mess.; I.
tagea. Boston; Hea AV. A. CLARK. Jr., Pres. Manufacturers’ National
Ires.
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UNDERWEAR! UNDERWEAR!

1

UNDER

payable

coupons
Boaten.

ACCOUNTS of FIRMS andlNOIVIDUALS SOLICITED

—--------

the appearof a number of large porpoises in the
Delaware River on Sunday. Men went out
in boats with guns and sucoeeded In shooting two ot them.

coach and

A.

10 Pcs. All Wool Double Fold Plaids, in
Camel’s Hair and Homespun Effects,

Serges,

There

Our next great Cash Bargain is a Ladies’ Black Reefer Jacket, shawl collar, and
front of genuine mink fur, extra long, and
half lined with satin,

One Lot of 40 Inch

MW&F&wnrmchd

C.

quarterly by
Bank,

real,

per

■ airre.t Paid

IN BASEMENT.

Only $5.00.

j

19 Cents Yard.

46 and 48 inch English

^4i70a

White All

11-4

$1.48 Pair.

Come

aq

saving of $1.90;

Another

Wool Blankets

Tne Ladles’ $5.00 Wide Wale Cheviot Reefer, heavy weight, four silk ornaments on
front, good length, has not been excelled by
any manufacturer this season,

25 Cents Yard.

Bordentown, N. J., reports

English
niclnrliml

Each
Gament

25 Pcs., Double Fold Scotch Dress Plaids,
perfectly fast colors,

2*

CEORCE

Vi

INCORPORATED

$6.00 Pair.

price.

ance

famous

>

3r Cents Yard.
Genuine English Broadcloth, 50
wide,—cash made the price-

One lot of 11-4 White All Wool Blankets,
extra fine selected wool, an opportunity for
you to save $2.00 on each pair bought from
this lot,

manufacturers this season. New in cut and
materials.
Our Fur Department is one of the most extensive in this city; the only thing for you to
question is, can you be fitted ? The prices—
Spot Cash prices are never questioned.
A purchase of 90 Black Cheviot Reefer
Jackets, with four silk ornaments on front,
on top of our large stock, may have been
considered—by many—unwise, but the exchange of cash for garments, divided the

Flannels,
12 1*2 Cents.

36 Inch Tricot

38 Inch All Wool Tricot, all

Our annual invoice of Manufacturer’s Odd
Lots of Blankets.
Cash made the prices on
these lots lower than ever before.

were

Very desirable for Ladies’ Skirts.

Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 13a South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do. $1.

1

CLOAKSJHAWLS, Blankets! Basement!

Plain and Stripe Danish Cloth

answer.

apl5

Seekers.

$100,000 OF STOCK
I

Dividends,

A
«

AT PAR.

HOW 0FFERIN6

Thursday Erening, commencing Ootober 22th.

WALTZING

Organized fsr purrHnte «f centrally Inca ted improved builaeu propcrtir* la the
growing cities of the Vailed Nlatea.

53 Exchange Street,

DRESS COOPS,

as

dimples.
plumpness has to do

rery

NORTHERN BANKING COMPANY,

and

What

Bargain

GILBERT’S ASSEMBLIES

^•■q/ INVESTMENT.

UNITED STATES V/u REALTY CO.

Others tell yon about goods being marked down to one half
WE TEEL YOU ABOUT GOODS BOUGHT FOR
their cost.
SPOT CASH, AT THE RIGHT PRICES.

dtf

oct24

STREET,

Another Week of Pleasure for

SAFE

A

LARRABEE.

39 Cents Yard.

opportunity will be given alter December
23d, to register by calling at the office ol the
Board, No. 13 City Building.
Board ol
AUGUSTUS F.GERRISH, )
MONROE A. BLANCHARD,} Registration
) ol Voters.
JOHN.8. RU8SELL,
An

is

MIDDLE

HANSON

plete.

-—9

There has been little Interest in Chill on
the part of Americans, although our government was a mediator between the fiery little
Republic and Spain as late as 1871. Our
attitude at the time of the war between Chill
and Peru, about ten years ago, was not
pleasing to tbe Chilians, and ever since that
they have regarded us with aversion. As
for ourselves, Chill has been too far off to
come in for anything more than the interest
Inspired by curiosity. Yet they are a very
interesting people, and have had a very interesting history, so far as wars are concerned. The Spanish civilization of Chill
is an offspring of that of Peru. After the
Spanish adventurer Plzarro and his followers had established Spanish
authority in
Peru, and had begun the mingling of the
Spanish with the native Indian races for the
formation of tbe Spanlsh-American race of
the future, the masters of Peru began to
look southward to the long and narrow
strip
that Is now Chill. Before the Spaniard
came to Peru Chili had owed a nominal
allegiance to the native Incas of Peru; but
this allegiance was so slight that in the first
half of the sixteenth century the Spaniards
of Peru were forced to war in order to extend their sway southward. Some of the
southern tribes submitted readily, but at
least two, the Purumancians and the Araucanians, waged most desperate warfare in
defence of their territories. Some idea of
the desperate valor of these native tribes
may be inferred from the fact that, while the
conflicts of the Spaniards with them
began
in the middle of the sixteenth
century, they
were not entirely over In
i860, or the latter
part of the nineteenth century. Some of the
earlier wars were disastrous to the Spaniards, who were forced more than once to
fall back upon Peru for rest and reinforcements. It seems not at all improbable that
the fierceness and martial ardor of the Chilians of today may be due quite as much to
the admixture of fierce native blood as to the
qualities Inherited from the Spanish adventurers who landed in Peru with
Pizarro, and
after his conquest had been made. The
Spaniards governed tbe country until 1810.
Then began the revolution which culminated
finally In independence. But it was not until 1818 that the Independence of the
country
was finally gained.
This war of Independence was most bitter and bloody. The
Spaniards have quite a reputation for cruelty; and in the conduct of a war the Chilians are certainly not behind them.
From
1864 to 1871 Chili was at war with Spain on
account of Peru, which Spain was trying to
hold In submission. A Spanish fleet blockblockaded the Chilian coast, and Valparaiso
was bombarded.
The Chilians, however,
made a good defence of their
coasts, and In a
memorable naval engagement in 1864 a Chillan gunboat bearing the famous name of Es
meralda captured the Spanish man-of-war
Covadonaa. The more recent, war with
Is still remembered for the bravey and cruelty of the Chilian soldiers, who rarely gave
quarter, and for the complete defeat of the
Peruvians. Perhaps it is not to be wondered
at that the Chilians think themselves Invincible, since they have been fighting a good
part of their time, and have generally more
than held their own. That they rate .the
power and valor of the people of the United
States at so little shows that their frequent
wars have hindered the progress of education and information.
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FOR SALE-Young. sound and kind.
M. LEIGHTON, 273 Middle street.
31-1
BIRDS for sale at once.

4A0

8T.

JOHN STREET.30-1
CANARY
SALE—New brick house of 8 rooms with
FORsteam,
bath, and every modern fixture for
located
one of the most desirable

comfort,
streets In the

ou
new western

part of the city, wltuln
of street cars, cheap, on easy terms.
W. H. WALDRON. 180 Middle street.
31-1

three minutes

FOR 8ALE.—A
baritone,

fine

one

one

Mtssenharter B Hat cornet,
K Hat alto, one B fiat bass,
for sale by
31-1

I one each valve and slide trombones,
! II AWES, 414 Congress street.

_

SALE.—Spring back folios tor binding

folios for
FORmusic, also fine leather music roll
music dealer,

For sale by
5114each.
Congress street.

HAWES,

31-1

SALE-Houses; prices, 1460,8600. 8900,
•1000. 81100, 81300, *1400, 81600, $1700,
82000, 82200, 82600. 82700, 8320O. J.
C. WOODMAN, 106Vk Exchange street- 31-1

FOR

■jiuit .-vvi.r. r run snu conteououery store
X
situated near one ot the principal streets
In close proximity to a school house.
The present owner Is doing a good business, hut reluctantly sells on account ol 111 health.
Inquire ot A. C.
I-IHHY, 42'j Kxchaugo street.
2ml

SALE—Wanted to exchange 24 house lots
situated la Denver, Colorado, three miles
from the Court House East, la the best
portion ot
Monmouth, Addton, tor a (arm ot SO acres or
more and
buildings near l'ortland. N 8
(f AKD1NKK, 186 Middle street,

FOK

Sj-l

HALE—Desirable bouse, stable and lot,
FOK
centrally located; two tenements, with Heba-

go water In each; now rented to good tenants.
to HKNJ. U. WARD, attorney, rooms 14
Apply
and
16 Jose Building, '.>8 Exchsngent.
27-1
SALK-Onc half id a double house, eonI^MIR
X
tabling u roams with all modern Improvemerits, situated on Cumberland street, between
High aud Stale. Lot eontslus about 30o feet.
For further particulars Inquire ot A. C.
LIBHY,
421a Exchange street.
33-2

riutk ouly parfufthejobu tliirtarm, Naples,
X which Is ottered tor sale. Is that between the
Brtdgton road aud the Lake. J. H. WHITE
oflloeSO Exchange street. Fort laud. Me. 2rt-tf
on TO LET—Mew brica miuseat
air 25 CUtl BEKUlliJJJl t(
XtOlt 8ALE—1 wu story houseaud laud situated
X
on tho coruer ot Ltncolu and
Franklin
streets, containtug 15 rooms: divided lor two
families; In good condition. For particulars inquire on premises.
14-tf

I^OR

SALK

iKn,lu,re
KKK i.

liAcil' nl

J
A

ON THE

PEQUAKET

ROAD.

The Deacon’s Fountain-Old 'Squire
Thompson and the Ghost.-Mr.
Oliver Murch’s Infidel May-How
Mr. Fred D. Harding Circumvented
the Patent Office-Ceome F. Clifford, Esq , and the Weighing Ma-

chine.

_

[Correspondence of the Press.]
West Baldwin, Oet. 30,1891.
One who rides through that portion of
Baldwin lying along the Saco river comes
upon a watering place beneath a huge elm
at the crossing of the old Fequaket) road.
Upon the elm is the sign, “The Deacon’s
Fountain.” This memorial Is one of the
most useful and unique that a good man ever
had. The fountain is a huge cylindrical
granite block, a load for fourteen oxen, hollowed out to form a trough, which Is
kept
filled by a lead acqueduct from two
living
wells upon a neighboring hill. The workmanship of the fountain Is of the best and
most enduring form, as may be inferred
from the fact that the total cost was nearly a
thousand dollars. Who waB the Deacon, thus
honored? And who honored his memory?
For town meetings are not often ruled by
sentiment, and many good deacons of Maine
nave mouldered In their graves without the
erection of such public memorials on their
account. An inscription cut iDto the granite
fountain tells the story that it was erected in
1883 by Cyrus Woodman in memory of Deacon Ephraim Flint.
Deacon Flint was one
of the first and most prominent settlers of
Baldwin. He was justice of the peace, dea-

sired floor, Harding and the negroes, who
OUR BOY8.
had run up the stairs, were on hand and Immediately set it up in the main corridor.
The water was all in it, and Harding at
Taught by a Boy.
once begun operations, washing out ten dolFormerly a very large, well-known and
lar bills, laces and other fragile articles. A
crowd of employes
returning from dinner somewhat noted blllygoat roamed at large
soon gathered around.
Presently one lot the In the streets of Washlcgton, and the newofficials whom Harding had evaded returned.
papers boys, bootblacks and street Imps
He began to take the inventor to task; but
generally, made common cause against him.
ended by getting Interested in the machine.
Before long nearly all in the office, including Henry Clay never liked to see dumb animals
the judges, had seen the washing process abused or worried, and on one occasion,
and were enthusiastic in his praises. No one
while passing down the Avenue, a large
crowd of these mischievous urchins were at
said a word about fines or imprisoment and
the suspicious elevator man concluded that their usual sport. Mr. Clay, with his walkit was all right.
ing stick, drove them away, giving them a
That afternoon the court heard the case ; sound lecture in the meanwhile. As they
and awarded the Maine inventor bis patents. scampered and scattered in every direction.
Billy, seeing no one but Mr. Clay within
t George F. Clifford Esq,Cornish’s portly law- reach, made a charge at him. Clay dropped
his
cane and caught his goatsbip by the
yer, got the better the other day, of one of
horns. The goat would rear up, being nearly
the satraps who collect the tribute from the as high as the tall Kentuckian himself, and
The would pull him down again. This sort of
cent-ln-the-slot weighing machines.
sport soon became tiresome, and he could
man was at work on the machine in Cornish
conceive of no way by which he could free
depot.
himself from the two horned dilemma; so in
“I will bet you five dollars,” said Clifford,
his desperation he sung out to the boys to
the boys to know what to do. One of the
who was watching the operation, “that the
smallest in the crowd Bhouted back: “Let
machine will not register my weight corgo and run, you fool!” Clay always mainrectly.”
“Take you,” said the man, who had untained that though he signed the treaty of
bounded faith in the contrivance.
peace at Ghent, yet that ragged boy knew
Tne money was put up, and Clifford more than he did.
stepped onto the machine. The indicator
A Study In Optics.
flew around to 300 pounds, the limit of the
machine’s power, and stopped.
Look at these lines. They are strictly par.
Clifford
weighs 317 pounds.
allel, but appear to approach or recede from
each other according to the direction of the
WIT AND WISDOM.
transverse ones.
WE PRESS THE
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he did in a little affair with the
Methodist minister several years ago. One
Saturday night of summer came on finding
Oliver, as all the neighbors call him, with
several tons of fine hay out. Sunday the
weather was so threatening that he decided
it to be the duty of a good man to get a part
of tbe hay in forthwith. The work was
hardly done when a severe storm came on
completely spoiling wbat hay remained in
tbe field. The Methodist minister preaching
in Baldwin that year was Rev. Mr. A-,
one of the ablest of his denomination and
since the Presiding Elder of one of the
Maine Districts. ±Je seems to have h ard of
tbe proceedings on the Murch farm, for on
tbe next Suuday be delivered a red-hot sermon against getting hay in on Sunday, directing a large share of his attention to the
side of the church where Uncle Oliver sat.
It was better, the minister said, to leave the
hay in the field where the Lord would look
after it, than to labor on Sunday, a performance worthy only of an infidel.
Uncle Oliver
gave the sermon serious attention, but afterwards referred to it only to tbe extent of remarking to one or two acquaintances that it
was “a long road that had no turn.” A few
weeks alter, Rev. Mr. A-drove up to the
nhnut

dinner

tiim>

uml

Uncle Oliver at nDce greeted hiui hospitably
and accompanied him to the barn to put up
his horse. Alter the horse was stalled the
next thing to do was to feed him. On the
scaffold was Borne bright, clean hay and also
some as black as a hat, evidently havlngjbeen
exposed to rain. Pointing to the two kinds
ot hay Uncle Oliver thus addressed the

Now hold the paper horizontally and look
along them. They appear paralled, and will
bear geometical test.
A
“Dey told me outside dat book agents what
came In here gets fired out.
Now, I am a book
agent. See? An It aere’s any flrln out going on,
I want to be right in It See ?’’

Is

^

One of the stories that the dwellers along
the Pequaket road delight to tell, is the
exploit of Fred D. Harding before the Court
of Patent Appeals, at Washington. Mr.
Harding Is tbe happy inventor of a washing
machine which has made its designer it.de
pendent. He is a young man of about 38
years, and those who view his pleasant, commodious home, with a little mill near by, are
qnite likely to sigh that they also have not

invented washing machines. But is was not
all luck in the case of the Baldwin inventor, as all will agree who are told of his exploit before the Court of Patent Appeals.
Young Harding had been making applica.
tlons for two or three years without succeseTbe examiners at the patent office uniformly
threw his case out.
Finally he appealed
from the decisions of the examineis, aud a
date was set for the hearing. The most experienced patent attorneys In Washington
looked grave and said it was of no use,
although they admitted that if tbe Judges
could see the machine in actual operation
they would be likely to grant the patent.
But bi re was the rub. It Ts a standing and
inexorable rule of the patent office that no
model over a foot square shall be brought into it. There is another inexorable rule that
the judges shall outgo outside tbe bulldiugiu
such cases.
The patent attorneys could suggest no expedient, and sadly advised Harding that failure was his porttOD. They did
not understand the resources and audacity
of the State of Maine Yankee.
“You say the judges would be likely to
grant the patent if they could see
the
machine in operation,” said Harding to one
of the attorneys, a former Portland lawyer,
at one of the conference s.
“Yes,” replied the attorney, “but the machine would have to be put up in the Patent
Office, aud tiiat is Impassible.”
"Then 1 will get one up there,” replied the
Baldwin Yankee.
The attorney protested that such an attempt would be defiance of the United States
Government, and would subject the offender
to a heavy fine or iniDrisonment. But when
he saw that Harding’s resolution was not to
be shaken, he volunteered to give any assls-

possible.
Then our friend began to look the ground
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“Well,
we can

liagpmanMnnrAfllia

knife

Is

trifle busy today,
accommodate you.”
we are a

but I think

Books.

[St. Nicholas.]
In some countries leaves of trees are still
used for books. In Ceylon the leaves of the

talipot,

“GOOD MORNING.”

_

To keep gray hair away and prevent baldness
Hall’s Hair Renewer.

use

Uncle Ebony—It looks to me powerful like I’d
hab ter get married, sah, unless somethin’ happens.

Ohubberly—Uoless what, Uncle?
Uncle Ebony—Unless l gits a tolably decent
suit o’ does trom a gemman ’bout your size, sah.

—Clothier and Furnsher.

WhV don’t you try Carter’s Little Liver
Fills? They are a positive euie for sick headache, and all the Ills produced bv disordered
liver. Only one pill a dose.
world has become ot the
other hall of that cake 1 cut tor supper?
Little Dlck-You gave It to me.
Mother—Nonsense! You asked If you could
have a piece of cake aud 1 said ves.
Dlck-Yes’m. l meant the niece that was left
over.—Street & Smith’s Good News.
Mother—What In the

Salt-rheum is cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
Write J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, for evidence.

Canby—Ob, Titus, the biby has swallowed
a hairpin!
Mr. Canby—That's it; Just as t expected. Now
you’ll waut money to buy some more. It’s nothMr

ing t ut money, money In this house the whole
blessed time. I’ll bet that baby has swal owed
more than fifty dollars’ worth of hairpins la the
last three months. Now, mada n, this has got to
stop right here. Either the baby will quit eating
hairpins and come down to common grub like the
rest of us, or I’ll know the reason why—you un-

derstand?-Muusey’s Weekly.

Derangement of the liver, w'th constipation, lDjures the complexion, Induces pimples,
sallow ekln. Remove the cause by using Carter’s
Little Liver PlUs. One a dose. Try them.
First Arctic Explorer -I sayl
Second Arctic

Explorer—Say

on.

••Isay! We’re in a ho« I’’
“Jesso.”
“We’ll have to wait for a rescuing party.”
“That’s it.”
“Odc will come, I suppose,”
“Yes, they always come-but not always
time.”

on

“I sav.”

“Weil?”
"Don’t you think the present style of arctic exmight be improved?”
ploration
•
Perhaps so. What would you suggest?”
“1 think tne rescuing party ought to go ahead.”

a tree common on that island, are
used for a sim'lar purpose. The talipot tree
belongs to the Palm family. It grows to
about a hundred feet high, is stiaight, aud
has do real branches. When very old the
tree blossoms and dies after ripentDg Its
fruit. The tree never blooms but ooce. The
leaves used for books are cut by the natives
before they spread opeD, aDd are of a pale
brownish-yellew, a color they retain for
ages. The characters are Impressed upon
the leaf, and are rubbed over with charcoal
to make them show more plainly. The
leaves are then strung together between covers of beard, or of some less common material.
Karly writers made use of lmen or cotton
fabrics, of skins, and even of scales of fishes,
for writing. For a long period papyrus was
used, the books being made In rolls, being
about one and a half feet long. Papyrus was
a dig, or
bulrush growlDg eight or ten
feet high, found
in
the
marshes of
Egypt; from its inner pith the form of
A most
paper called papyrus was made.
extrodiuary papyrus was discovered at Memphis, supposed to be more than 3,000 years
nld. It measured 100 feet la length. It is a

Ish Museum. Papyrus sheets
jolaed, attached tu a stick, and

were

neatly

rolled upon
it (whence we have our word volume," from
tbe Latin volvere, to roll). The titles were
written on tags attached to the sticks, or inscribed on the out side of the roll. Tbe rolls
were kept In round wooden
boxes resembling tbe old-fashioned bandboxes, and could
easily be carried about.
When the literary jealousy of the Egpytians caused them to stop the supply of papyrus, the King of Pergamos, a city in Asia
Minor introduced the use of sheeptkin in a
form called from tbe place of its Invention,
pergamona, whence our word “parchment"
is believed to be derived. Vellum, a finer
article made from calfskin, was also used.
Many of the books done on vellumin tbe
middle ages were transcribed by monks, and
often It took years to complete a single copy.
Books consisting of two or tbiee leaves of
lead, thinly covered with wax, on which they
wrote with an Iron pen or stylus the leaves
being joined bv iron rings or by libbons,
were also used by the ancients.
Books remained very scarce and expensive
until after the introduction of paper made
from linen, and the invention of printiug.
When tbe first libraries were established
in England, books were so rare and valuable
that they were usually attached to the
shelves by iron chains to prevent their oeing
stolen.
A fashion of expensive bindiogs prevailed
for a long time, and great skill was exhibited
in bindings ornamented by embroidery and
various styles of needlework, as well ns in
blndingslstudded with precious stones. Queen
Elizabeth used to carry about with her, suspended by a golden chain, a book called
“The Golden Manual of Prayer,", bound in
solid gold. On one side was a representaof “The Judgement of Solomon;” on tbe
other the brazm serpent with tbe wonderful
-Israelites looking at It. In tbe Jewel House
of tbe Tower of London Is a book bound in
gold and enamel, clasped with a ruby; on
one side is a cross of
diamonds with other
diamonds around it; on the other a flowerde-luce in diamonds, and the arms of England.
The book is enriched with small

rubies and emeralds.

—New York Weekly.

Physicians prescribe Ayer’s Pills as the safest
and most perfect cartbartic compounded.
IJrown—Old Cowbigger Is remarkably superstitious for a man of bis Intelligence. I saw him
pick up an old horse shoe the other day.
Merritt—Yes. He nailed It over that J50C0
vase In his library.
*•

Ili/1 If hrlni; film imnii Innlr

Merritt— It fell down and broke the vase.—

Harper’s Bazar.

Barry

cried.

Mother sighed,
Lkejous

prescribed

:

Castonw

Knowledge Is Power.
Doctor—You notice a milked Increase la your
apnet Ite?
Patient—Yes.
Doctor—8 eep loDger and more heavily tban
usual?

Patient-Yrs.
Doctor—Keel very fatigued after much exercise?
Paileut-Yes.
Doctor—Hm! Very grave case. But tbe researches of science, sir, enable us to cope wttb
can
your malady, and f think I
pull you
through.—Harper's Bazar.

Young mothers who regain strength but slowly,
should bear In mind that nature's greatest assistant is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has no rival as thousands testify.
la travelllug over the battlefield of Autielam 1
met au ageu negro who seemed to know the lay
of tbe ground perfectly wed, says a writer in the
New York World.
After a time I inquire:
“Were you here when the fight took place?’’
“ltlght jere. sah,” lie replied.
“saw It alt then?”
“Well, sah, not ’zictly, but I saw de dead folks
arter ae baltle.”
“Why didn't you wltnees the movements of the

troopi?”

“Well, sah, 1 was dun ombarrassed a heap dat
day. 1 kuowed Gen. Lee was dependin’ ou me
not to whoop for de Yankees, an’ dat Gin. McClellan was dependin’ ou me uot to whoop agin’
’em, au’ so I dun went down cellar au’ sat ou de
head of a cider bar’l an’ let ’em fit it out de
best way dey could.

rrraal

building of the Interior Department. Ahead
walks Harding, with fluttering heart but
Immovable face; behind come the stout negroes bearing the washing machine, precious
product of years of study and experiment
by the Peqnaket road in Baldwin, Maine.
I he procession marches directly to the

“1 remember Johnson's Anodyne Liniment,”
said an old man, “when I was a boy,” Bame
now.

p—ii

elevator.

‘‘What in thunder have you here?” demanded the elevator mao, eying Harding
with a hostile look.
“A machine which lam taking up to the
Patent Office,” was the calm reply.
‘‘It can’t be doue. Such a thing never hat
been done.
I’ll not do It, 1 tell you. It i:
against the rules.” said the elevator man
beginning posltivily and ending violently.
‘'But it will have to t»e done,” said Hard
ing positively, ‘‘rules r no rules. 1 have ai
order in my pocket here directing me ti
have tills machine in the patent office bj
half oast one. Now I don't want any de

I

■■■

ii i mil
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BEECHAMS PILLS

B

<THE GREAT ENOUGH REMEDY.)

Stocks and Bonds.
At New York money on call has been
easy,
with
no
and
loans,
closing
offered
at 3 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper 6@6V4
per cent. Sterling Exchange is quiet and easy
with actual business In banker’s bills at 4 80V4
for BOday bills, 4 84 for demand; posted
rates 4 81@4 84V*.
Commercial bills are 4 78
Government bonds are dull and
@4 83V*.
steady. Railroad bonds quiet and strong.
The stock market remained very dull and
without material change after 11 o’clock and
no feature of any kind was developed during the
rest of the session. The close was dull and steady
at insignificant changes from first prices.
The transactions at the Btock Exchange aggregated 87,800 shares.
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OF ALL PliTJOOIBTS.
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Flooring

Hoards.

Largest Assortment and Lowest Prior*.

DKEKINU,
PORTLAND. ME.,
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GKAVIES.
The word gravy is not synonymous

CO.,

HEAD 9R0WNS WHARF.

eodtf

with

grease, though from the compound often
served as gravy one might judge it to be. Yet
it is an easy matter to make a great variety
of food gravies and there is no excuse for

the grease, or watery fluid, or grayish pudding-like mixtures served under this. name.
In effect, gravy is something like soup; it
does not take tbe place of meat, but renders
a smaller quantity of meat necessary.
The French cooks owe much of their repu"
tation to tbe savory gravies or tauces which
they serve with all sorts of dishes; while the
American idea of gravy seems to be the
liquid fat which is extracted from sausage or
pork during the process of frying.

The origin of tbe word gravy seems to be
hazy—probably from au Anglo-Saxon root
akin to that from which grease is derived.
One might think is was connected with the
Latin gravis, heavy, 6tnce in the old-fashioned roasting before an open fire, the gravy
beneath to
was obtained by placing a pan
to catch the dripping and the meat juice settled under the fat.
The ideal gravy is a combination of meat
juices and fat with some thickening and seasoning. A good proportion is one tablespoonful of fat and an equal quantity of
In gravies for
flour to one cup of liquid.
roast meats allowance must be made for the
am
consequent
great evaporation oi water
condensed slate of the meat juice, and more
in those to accompany
water be added;
boiled meats, it is often best to let tne broth
evaporate for some time. The gravy may be
thickened in two ways,—the flour may be
mixed with a very little cold water until no
lumps remain, then mixed with a little of
the hot liquid and then stirred into the remainder. This is the usual method in the
when we have hot liquids and
real

gravies
together.

fat
,,
The reason for cooking the butter or other
fat and flour together is that fat heated
reaches a highet temperature than water or
milk and therefore the starch grains are
Nor Is
n ore thoroughly and quickly burst.
it necessary to raise the fat to so high a point
that it Is made indigestible.
Browned gravies may be made in this
manner, allowing the flour and fat to brown
together; but these would not agree with all
..

....

Unquestionably what is known as a dish
gravy from a roast is th« most healthful and
nutritious, though varying with different

nlThe'

careful cook must make allowance
for the evaporation and cooling of a gravy
which inevitably comes between the making
and the serving, and renders the mixture
much thicker than when it leaves her hands.
Nothing is more disagreeable than a thick
gravy, not even one that is too watery.
When there Is no other foundation, soup
stock may be used, and the seasoning varied

different occasions.
Instead of mingling two many flavors, it is
much better to distribute them—today usiDg
a tiny slice of onion minced fine, tomorrow a
few spoonfuls of strained tomato, another
day a pint of sweet herbs, and thus gain the1
desired variety.—boston Traveller.
on

Small .4 76®6 00
Pollock.2 7 6® 4 00
Haddock.2 26®2 76
Hake.1 75@2 0C
HerringScaled V Ox... 14a 18
No 1.Mackerel ip bbl—
Snore ex lsoo 00@00 OC
Shore ls.23 00®26 OC
Shore 3».13 60®16 OC
Med.3rnew 11 50qt|i2 6G
New lge 3s 13 OU@16 tXl
Produce.
li'ort. Ket. Bet.6Mi
Cape Cr’uh’s 7 00 *7 60 Pratt'sAat’1,9 bbU 8V4
Pea Beans.. .2 2>82 36 IDoTOts’s Brilliant. 8^4
...

Ltigoma.

Centennial...
Raisins.
to Muscatei.... 1 60<a2 60
uai.reaneauss
Irish Potatoes
London Lay’r 2 00@8 f 0
45®60 Ondura Lay
artiusb
7
(a,l*V4
Newpbbl 0 00@0 00 Valencia. bM^7Mi
Sweet Potatoes
suear.
1 76®2 00 Ex-quality Fine
Norfolks
2 60(82 75
4 9-16
Jerseys
granulated
Stand’ra do.
Onions
4V4
Natlvesp bbl 2 26®2 50 Extra C.4ya
—

..

Q66S6
•
Spng Chickens, 14® 16
Fowls
.12 0,14
00800
Turkeys,
Apples.
Eating pbbl 2 00@2 60

Oooking.10082

00

Ked

To8p°.?d*?90@2

00

Timothy Beedl 66;al 60
8Mi@13

Clover

Cheese.
Vermont.ll @12y4
N.V. factory 11 ya <112 Mi

Sage.12V*@13

8«12:
Butter.
7 8 80 C/eamery
do
old
jp it>...28®30
Lemons.
Palermo. 7 008 7 60
Messina..7 OJ®7 60
Malagers—
I
Oranges.
Florida.... 4 6086 00|
4 0084 60
Messtna
Evapaiefl P lb

Railroad Receipts!
PORTLAND. Oct. 31,1891.
Receipts by Maine Central K R—For Portland
merhandlse, connecting

123 cars miscellaneous
roads 143 cars.

_

Boston Stock Market.
The

following quotations

ol

stocks are

received

dally:
C. B. &Q

95%

Mexican Central. 21%
Union Pacific. 40%
43%
Atchison, Topeka & Santa he K
Bell Telephone.180
American
Sugar. *3
do prfd. 93%
Boston & Maine K.160
Maine Central Railroad.
121%
New York and New England Railroad
33%
do preld.104
Flint & Pere Marquette prld. 81
..

Crain

Quotations.

NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

CORRECTED BY

Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT,

May.
Ojenlue.112%

Oct.
103%
1<3V*
108%
103%

Sept.

Hignest.112V*
110%

Lowest.

Closing.

Ill

Dec
1(0
1*0

104%
104%

CORN.

Mav.
Ouentug. .62%

Nov.
66%
66%

Oct.

Highest.6v%

Lowest .61%
Closing.62%

Dec.

68%
68%
68Vs
66%

64
64

OATS.

Sept

Oct.
8C>%
SG%
a. %
3;%

Opening
Highest.
Lowest..
Closing.

Saturday’s quotation*.
Nov.
ios%
H'S%
103%
1*8%

Sept

Opening.111%

ighest.111%
Lowest.111%
*

Closing.111%
Oct.

Ooenlng.62%
Highest..62%
Lowest.61%
Closing.62%

Dec

106%
106%
103%
106%

Nov.
64%
64%
63 Vs
64ia

Dec.
66%
6s%

66%
10%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Friday’s quotations.
WHEAT

Dec.

Oct

do

do

dt

CORN.
46
46

WHEAT.

Oct.

Dec.

04%

Opening.
COEN.

Dec.
44%

Nov.

Opening.61%

118%
113

3i%
92

13%
4u%
62

13%

2e%

••••

82

83Vs

13%
74

*Ex-Int._
New York Mining Stocks.
[By Telegraph.
NEW YOKE. OCt. 31,1891-Tbe following are
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal. 36%
Hocking Coal. 20%
Hemestake.
11%
Quicksilver .
4%
do pref...
20%
Ontario.. 39%
Best & Beicher. 2 60
6 26
Con Cal & Va..

10%c;

at

pressed

bams

ty*c.

extra creamery 01® 30c;
Butter—Western
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts 26@28c;
extra Imitation cream 20322c; others— 13—c;
lactory choice at 16@17c; Northern creamery,
cnolce at 30@32; New York and Vt dairy gooa
to choice at24a2sc; Eastern creamery, good
The above quotations
to chol e at 27@30c.
are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese— Northern choice 10@10%c; Western
choice l( %e.
Eggs—Eastern extras at 22@28; fancy near-by
stock higher: firsts 00@28c; extra Vermont and
Western firsts 25
New Hampshire at 27@28c:
@00c; Michigan firsts at 00&23C. Jobbing
lc
higher.
prices
Poultry—Eastern fresh killed turkeys 18@20c;
spring chickens 18@2oc: fowls 00a, 15c; fair to
good at io@i4c; Western Iced fowls at lie;
chickens 00«12c.
Beans—Choice small New York hand-picked at
2 00@2 10 p bush, choice New York marrow
00:

90.choice Yellow

choice screened
Eyes at 2 OO32 10.

pea

Job-

bing prices lOe higher.
Hay-Choice prime hay at (17 00@(18 00: lair
to good (16 00@16 00; Eastern due (12@14;

East swale (o@9;
poor to ordinary (11®14:
Kye straw, choice, (14 6o@l6; Oat straw (8*9.
stock
Pntatoes
native and Maine
choice
(1 37%@1 60; choice Vermont and N Hampshire
and New York Burbanks 00@40c; ltoulton He4uc: Aroostook Hebrous 45c per bush; ilose 40c.
Sweet potatoes. Eastern Shores (l ;Jerseys (1 60.
—

The Wool Market.
The wool market
BOSTON, Oct. 36, 1891.
Is quiet, although a few heavy sales are reported.
Qaotations are nominal and very little changedThese figures prevail:
Picklock and XXX.33 @r 6
Ohio and Penn. XX and above.30% @82
Ohio and Penn. X.29 @00
Michigan and Wis. X and above.27 @27%
Ohio and Penn. No 1. .84 ig.35
Michigan No 1.33 @34
Ohio and delaine, line.34 @35
No 1 combing.37 @39%
Micnigan delaine.33 @34
Pine unwashed and unmerchantable, so @24
Unwashed combing.24 @27
Medium unwashed...20 @24
Pine Texas and territory.18
@23
Medium Texas and tenltory.17 @24
Pine medium Texas and territory_18
@22
Ordinary Texas and territory.16 @2 L
—

OrAinm..

sU*

-1 u

California Spring..
California fall..
Kentucky and Indiana clothing.26

^21

^20

&28

Georgia ..«%
a.45
Super pulled..
Extra pulled..
(§>,36

super and extra.26
Scoured wools .36
28
Cape of Good Hope.
Western

...

(§35

<a76
^30

New York Stock and Money Market
NEW YOKK, Oct. 31,1891.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Govern

ment securities:

quotatlons-Iow extras at 3 6684 26;
city mills extra at 6 2S@5 36; city mills patents

35®5 66; winter wheat, low grades, at 3 66®
26; fair to fancy at 4 3085 16; patents at 4 60
86 35; Minnesota clear 4 35®4 9J; straights do
at 4 65®6 26; do patents 4 60®6 36; do rye mixtures 4 36®4 66: superfine 3 3084 00; fine 8 00
83 66. Southern flour quiet and weak. Kye Flour
Brm and quiet.
Buckwheat flourqulet.
Buckwheat 60®62%c. Corn meal dull.
Wheui—
receipts 370,690 bush;exports 43,939 bush; sales
52,OuObusb: spot market dull and firmer; No 2
Bed at 1 03® 11 8% store and elevator, 1 04%®
1 04% afloai. 1
04%®106% f ob; No 1 Northern at 1 06%si 06%; No 1 hard at 1 07%. Kye
unsettled anu weak ;Wesleru at l ©181 03 asked.
Barley dull and unchanged; No 2 Milwaukee at
70c. Cera—receipts 89,960 bush: exports 77,120 bush; sales 000 bush; dull and nominal; N o 2
it 70c elevator. 71c afloat; No 2 White at—c.
l»iu—receipts 90,200 bush; exports 1010 bush;
tales 71,000
bush,quiet and weak;No 3 at 35%c;
10 White at 37e: No 2 at 86@37%c: do White at
97%c; No 1 at37c;do Whue89c; mixed Western at 35837 %c; do White at 37@41c: White
State at 87841c; No 2 Chicago at 37c. Cuffee—
Bio firm and quiet; No 7 at lac.
sugar—raw In
refined
lernand;
and steady;
No
quiet
i
at
No
7
at
38311-16C;
3%e;
No 8 at 3 fll6c; No 9 at 3 9 16c; NolOat8%c:
No 11 at 3 7-16C: No 12 at 8%c; off A at 3% @
Ic; Mould A at 4%c; standard A at 4%c; Cocleciioncrs A at 4%c; cut loaf at 6%c; crushed
}%c: powdered at 4% c; granulated at 43-i6@
I 6-16c; Cubes at 4%C.
Petroleum quiet and
iteady; united at 69%c. Park steady and quiet.
Beef quiet,beet hams dull and steady ;t.ercea beef
nactlv, cut meats quiet; mladles weak, hard dull
iuu steady;Western steamat »« 30; city at |6 96;
refined dull; Continent at *6 45®6 66; 8. A. at
17 66. Huuer weak and quiet.
Cheese steady
end lu moderate demand.
Preiuhtu to hiverpool firm and In good demand
?ralu steam 6%®id; cotton do 7-32d.
CHICAGO. Oct. 31.1891.—Tfle Flour market—
3rm. Wheat firm; No 2 spring at 93%c; No 2
Kedat94%c. Corn firm; No 2 at 64%c.
Oats
lulet; No 2 at 3l@31%c. No 2 Bye 89®89%c.
No 2 Barley at 60c. Provisions firmer: mess.pork
it J8 26. Lard at (5 85. Short ribs sides at 6 66
3d i0. Ory salt meats-sboulders at | > 7(-®6 80;
sbort clear sides, (6 60®6 60.
ltecelpts—Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 218,000
busb; corn 216,000 bush, oats 292.000 bush; rye
47.000 busb. barley 86.000 busb.
6
4

Shlunieuts—Flour
11.000 hhis. wheat. 33 000
bush, coru 6 ,(«j0 bush, oats 204.000 bush, rye
2,000 bush, barley 40,000 busb.

ST LOUIS, Oct. 31, 1891—Tlie Flour marketsteady. Wheat unsettled; No 2 red at 92s/ic.
Corn firm: No 2 at 47V4c. Oats neglected; No 2
at 28*4;q29c. Rye firm; No 2 at 88c. Barley more
active: Iowa at—c. Provisions very quiet; pork,
staudard mess at $9 12b4. Lard at $t>.
i>ry salt
meats—shouders $5 26; longs at 8« 2E@8 37*4 ;
ribs at 86 37W ; short clear at 88 02Vi.
Bacou—
shoulders at 86, longs at 87 12Vs; ribs at 7 26y
7 27V4 ; short clear at 87 27 Vs.
Hams at 89 60@12 26.
6,600 bbls: wheat 108,600
Receipts—Flour.
bush; corn 34,600 hush oats 43 000 busb; rye
6,600 bush; barley, 23.600 busn.
Shipments—Flour. 6,000 bbls: wheat. 24 3 X)
bus
coru, 10 600 bush; oats, 44,400 busn; rye
S 390 bush; barley 0,000 busn
Print Cloth market.
FALL RIVER. Oct. 31,1891.
The following
Is the statement for the week’s priut clotb business In Fall River:
Froductlon. 190,000 pieces
Deliveries. leg,ooo pieces
Stock. 336,000 pieces
Sales. 88,000 pieces
Futures.| 62,000 pieces
Prices 3c lor 64x64s; 2%c for 60x66s; market uull.
Cotton market

Havana market.
HAVANA. November 1.—The sugar market
has been dull during the week. Both buyers and
sellers kept aloof. Stock scarce.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
82.18s,4@82.31Vi gold per qtl.
Stocks in the warehouses at Havana and 11atsnzas, ‘98 boxes, 406,900 bags, 100 hhds;
in ri cents duilng the week; exports during
IIn*v, -7,6iO bags, all to the U nlted States,
u i (eights nominal.

Foreign markets.
[By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Oct. 31,1891.—Consols 83 d foi money and 95 bid lor the account.
LIVERPOOL. Oct 31,1891.—Quotations,Winter
Wheat at 8s4d@8s4Vid: Spring Wheat at 8s
6d; Mixed American Corn at 6s 4d.
LIVERPt OL, Oct 31,1891.—Cotton marketdull and prices In bnyer’s favor: middling at
4%d; sales 6,000 bales; speculation and export 600 bales; receipts 7,000bales.
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FOB

APALACHICOLA—In port 2!st, barque Jessie
from Galveston; sch Rebecca F Lamden, do.
FERNANDINA —Ar 30th, brig Woodbury,
Kayues, Boston.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 26th, sch Chas H Wolston

Macgreger, McFaddeu,

Hinckley,

Boston.

SAVANNAH-Ar 30th, sch Rhode Island,Soule
New York.
Cld 30th, schs Alice McDonald, and Aloha, for
New York.
CHARLESTON—Cld 29th, sch 'Jennie Hall, for
Richmond.
CHARLESTON—Ar 30th, sch Nellie Woodbury

Hodgdon.

Baracoa.

WILMINGTON, NC—Ar30tb, sch M A Acborn
t
Achorn, New York.
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, schs St Thomas, Sawyer, Matanzas; Alice Holbrook, Elllss, Bangor.
Ar at Havre de Grace Oct 29, sch D J Sawyer,
Bear River, NS.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sch Alice Archer,
Tbatcher, New York; S P Hitchcock, Blair, from
]^6DQ0t)6C*
Cld 30th, sch Celina Murray, Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 80th, sebs Eva Adell,
Lord, Bangor; Kate Walker, Flckett, do; Charley Woolsey, Rogers. Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 30th, ship Wandering Jew,
Nichols, Boston; barque Mary C Hale. Coggins,
Cazones, Mex, 34 days; schs Edith L Allen. Darrah, Greenock. Sept 8; H E Thompson, Clark,
Annie
Port Spain via Delaware Breakwater ;
Lord, Bangor; Clara E Simpson, Huntley. BoothAlfred
W
E
bay; Chas Trlckey,Green’s Landing;
Fisk, Granite Island; Nathan Easterbrook, PortA
Parker’s
James
Head;
land; Franklin.
Brawn,
Rockland: Lizzie Carr; Glenuilen, Boston.
Aj 31st, sch Douglass Dearborn. Welch, BaltiCld 30tb. brig Edw H Williams, Dodge, Fernandlna; sch E H Cornell. Wass, Key West.
Passed the Gate 30th, schs E C Gates, NYork
for Calais; Alma, do for Macbias; David Torrey,
do for Portland; Idaho, and Laconia, do for Rockland; Seventy-Six, do for Thomaston; Abble 8
Walker, do for Boston; Kate Walker, Amboy .for
Bangor; B K Woodslde, Baltimore for Salem.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 29tb, sch Fannie H Stewart
Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, sch Edward Waite,
Flckett, Bonaire.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar; 29tb,1.sch G M Porter,
Allen. Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 29th, schs MaryC
Stewart, and Addle Jordan, Sullivan for NYork;
Ella F Crowell. Thomaston for do; Martha lnnts,
Rockland lor do, J D Ingraham. Augusta for do;
T W Cooper, Machlas for do; FA Magee, kit
Desert for Kondout; John Douglass, Bangor for
New London; Ella May. Kockport for Providence
Sallle l’Oa, Bangor for Philadelphia.
Sid 29th, brig Ellen M Mitchell; sch Race Horse,
Sarah A Blalsdell. Abble Bowker. Sunbeam,
M B M ahoney. Delaware. Ada Ames, J 11 Deputy,
John, anna Sheppard. Carrie L Ulx, Hattie Godfrey, oas Barrett, Delhi, Johns Beacbam, Jesse
Hart, Fredk ltoesner, Brigadier, Emma K Smalley, Lizzie J Call.
In Vineyard'Sound 29tb, schs Fred ltoesner,
J M Morales, Katharine D Perry, Nathan Easterbrook. and E C Allen.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 30th, schs Matthew
Vasser, Bangor for New York; Nellie F Sawyer,
Portland for do.
HYANNIS— Ar

30th, sebs Anna E Rudolph, fm
Gardiner for New York; Richmond, Rockland for
do; Empress, do for do; Annie L Wilder, do for
do; Florence A, Boston for do; Irene EMeservey
Amboy for Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 30th, barque Archer, Mitchell,
Portland for New York, (.and proceeded in tow):
brig Stockton, Allen, East Harbor; sebs Maud H
Dudley, Oliver, Port Royal; A Me Nichols, Sanborn, Kondout; Emma if Smalley, Johnson, Port
Johnson ; Race Horse, Hensbaw, Amboy: Abby
Bowker, Purlngton, New York; E K Dresser,
Wilson, and Marion, Coombs, Mlllbrldge; Ellis P
Rogers. Moore. Kennebec; Eunice P Newcomb.
Allen, Deer Isle; Raven. Pendleton, Bangor; A B
Crabtree, Bickford, Sullivan;
Unison, Barter,
Kennebec.
Also ar 30th, schs E C Allen, Brookings, Baltimore; Ada Ames, Emery, Amboy; Delhi. Gordon
Beaufort; ME Eldndge, Kelley, Uoboken; Klbrldge Gerry, Speed, Kondout; F H Odlorne,
While, Wheeler’s Bay for New York, (put In lor
repairs, having been In collision.)
U Oic,

liiu*

1U»,

a»uiv

At Colombo Sept 28, barque Normandy, Tukey,

for New York.
Ar at Dublin 25tli Inst, brig Charles A Sparks,
Thestrup. New York.
Sid tin Holyhead 24th Inst, ship R D Bice, Jordan, (from Liverpool) for San Francisco.
Sid fm Queenstown 24 th, barque Fred W Carlon
Reid, (from Demerara) for Ostend.
Sid fm Queenstown 23d,
Henry B Hyde,
Butman, (from Liverpool) for New York.
Ar at Coatzacoalcos Oct 18, sch Carrie A Buckman, Coggins, Mlnatitlan.
Cld at Hillsboro 29th, sch Fred B Belano, Saw-

ship

yer, Newark.
Arat st John, NB, 30th, sch Rogers. Rogers,
Rockp >rt.
Cld 30th, sch Annie Laura, Marshall, for Rockland.

rett, trom Ashepoo tor Baltimore.
3

3

York. Glasgow. ...Nov 7
York. .Bremen.Nov 7
York..Rottefdam..Nov 7
York..Havre.Nov 7
Parisian.Montreal...Liverpool.. Nov 8
Trave.New York..Bremen.Nov 10
City of Parts.New York..Liverpool...Nov 11
Germanic.New York..Liverpool.. .Nov 11
Rotterdam.New York..Amsterdam Nov 11
Noordland.New York..Antwerp....Nov 11
Alaska.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 14
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Nov 14
Veeudam.New York. .Rotterdam. .Nov 14
Capultt.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov 14
La Bretague.NewYork .Havre.Nov 14
Caracas.New York..Laguayra....Nov 18
Clenluegos...New York..Gienfuegos Nov 19
AUlanca. ..New York..Klo Janeiro Nov 21

FOR SCROFULA
scrofulous humor
in the blood,

ulcers, catarrh, and

consumption,

MINIATURE ALMANAC....NOVEMBER 2.
Sunsets .4 34 High water
-•

j

.1161

|

gRia

use

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

TIAB

TABU JUNK
at, 1891.
l*®AVe New Verb from toot ol
I ih.pt.
ot ub«rty
»treet,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4,ao, 7.46,9.00.10 00 11 an
2.00
a. m„ 1.80,
8.30, 4.06, 6jK>,
780
p. m., 12.16 uight; auNDAY»-9.oo, lo.ao'll so
а. m., 2.00, 8.30,6.00 8.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington dally at 9.00.<11.30
with dining car) a. ra.; 3.00, 3.30 dining
**
б. 00 p. m., 12.16 night.
Parlor cars oo (lay trains—Sleepers on night trains.
Tickets via tills line are on sale at allpnncipal
Kali road offices throughout Mew York and*New
*
Boston office, 211 Washington Street

ho!&

“OH, IF MOTHER WERE ONLY ALIVE I»
AH through life she has known a mother’s watchful care. She now is a
young mother, and gains strength but slowly. She would “give
worlds to do everything for her precious baby, but cannot; the doctor is
so strict, and does not sympathize with her, "as mother ahvuv
IM.

!

Oa aad after VIONDAY.
irnia. will raw mm

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S

COMPOUND

AHKIVAL.il.
From Lewiai.a and Aahara, 8.25 andll.46
a. m., 3.10 and 6.32 p. m.
Prom Vurham
8.26 and 11.46 a. m„ and 6.43 p. m.
From
aad Mealreal, 11.4o a. m., 6.42
p. ra. From <|neber, 11.45 a. m.
Pullman Falaee Mlrcplug Care on night
train, and Parlor cars ou day \train betweei

Tro.iM.'.fnml

Prostration! Exhaustion,

Chicago

Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE.

PINKHAM MED CO. LYNN. MASS

/_.Alt Illustrated

book, entitled Guide to Health and Etiquette,"
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone

by Lydia E. Pinkha
addressing us with two 2-cen,

Jul_

Is of great

\

[

imps,
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C3 PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE
CO Portland & Rochester R. R.
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HARD RU :;BER, LEATHER and ELASTIC
o! every kind.

Oar long experience enables ns to furats 1 UUSS 88 practically construct
ed of the best material

A PERFECT FIT IS GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANt OR MONEY REFUNDED.:

IMPROVED
By their use the most difficult forms of HEBNIA

be

can

PAD.

retained.

GESOrcrPRYE,
Corner Congress mid Franklin Streets,

Po Hand. St

•

p«
_________________

ISLAND STKAMKHS.

STEA918HN.

Casco Bay Steamboat Company,
CDSTOJI HOUSE WM ABE,
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 6.46, 6.46, 8.00 a. ro.. 2.16. 0.10 p. m.; lor
Little and Great Diamond, Trefethen’s and Long
Island, 8.00 a. m., 2.15 p. m.

WINTER

Leave Portland for all the above 1 tndlngs 10.30
C. W. T. CODING,
a. m., 2.16 p. m.
oct30dtf
General Manager.

CIRCASSIAN, sails from Portland, Saturday,
November 21st; PARISIAN, Thursday, Deo.
10th ; MONGOLIAN, Thursday, Dec. 24th.
These steamers will not call at Halifax on either
the outward or bomeward voyages. 8.8. Mongolian
will cany cattle and only cabin passengers.
Cabin $40 and $60, according to steamer and
location of stateroom.
Second cabin $25

SUNDAY TIMS TABLE.

steerage $20.

BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
On and
PORTLAND
CO. 14later Arm|«maa.
STATE LIE !aerTlC9 °' AXLlne
alter Monday, Nor. 2, Btr. Enterprise wilt leave
New Yerk
&

East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a. in., lor
Portland, toucblDg at So. Bristol and Boothbay
Harbor.
Every Wednesday, leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. tn., for Round Pond,
touching at Boctbbay Harbor.
Every Thursday
leave Round Pond at 7 a. m. tor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for Boothby, So. Bristol, East

Boothbay

and

Pemaqnld.

Weather permltlag.
a. m. on day of

No freight received after 7.45
oct29dtf

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

PHANTOM will leave Portland
at Falmouth
Cousens’, Great Chebeague and LitileJohna’ Island and Wolfs Point, at 3 p. m. dally
(Sundays excepted).
RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m., touching at all landings, commencing September 21st, 1891.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.
sep2ltf

Freeport, touching

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
after Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYON CONKAU.
will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
and

8team-

and Olaaaeir, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return
$66 and upwards.
Olasgew la Baa'an direct via Derry and
Gal war. Prepaid steerage $19; Intermediate
$30. Applvto H. & A. ALLAN, Portland or

Boston.

oct27dtI

Manhattan
[1800 tons]
Leaves Franklin

day, Wednesday,

Leaves Fier
IfAtwlan

Cottage City

|I

1800 tons]
Wharf, Portland, every Mon-

and

Saturday

atO.OO p.

as, Kast River, New

Ufadnaad... —A

JelOdtf

From PHILADELPHIA enn Tuesdai and Fridaj.

■ VVVI

460 Fifth Avenue, New Yoke Citt 1
J
July 3, ’81.
Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, Mass. :
Gentlemen—I have sent you by mall a photograph ot my tour children (boys), thinning that
lc might Interest yon a little, as they were all
four brought up on your Liquid Food as tbetr
standard diet, most especially the one on the
right of the picture. When lie was about six
months old he was very slclc from having been
given sour milk by a careless nurs»-ln tact was
so bad the physician was unable to leave the
house lor two weeks, during which time the child
was virtually dead from want of nutrition, as be
was unable to keep anything whatever on bis
stomach.
After trying all the known prepared
foods, both foreign ana domestic—none of wbicn
were of any use—the physician, as a final hope,
had me buy a bottle of your Liquid Food, .nd
from the very first five drops given he begi a to
rallv. and has been In most excellent health since.
Whenever any of them show any signs o. weakness whatever we Immediately give them your
Liquid Food, and It always acts like a cnarm In
restoring them to health.
Very truly yours,
ARTHUR J. PUR8ELL,

DIRECT

8 TEAM SHIT

USE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine 8treet Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. E. K., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Hewad Trip a IN.
Punic SIO.OO.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WIKG,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gen. Manager,
88 State SL, Ftske Building. Boston, Mass,
octas
dtt

The last 382 operations were made
one death, and consisted of

with only

Winslow & Co.
Sch C V Minot, Hathaway, Machias
J h
Blake.
Sch ltlenzl, Condon, Brooksville—J H Blake.
Sch Good Templar, Simmons, Friendship-J H
Blake.
SAILED—Sell Thos W Hyde.
—

LINIMENT
Unlike Any Other.
As much
as

EXTERNAL

ns*

Many people do not know this.
Thq Host Wonderful Family Bomedy Brer Xaowu.
tF“ Positively cures Diphtheria. Croup. Asthma,
Bronchitis. Neuralgia, Rheumatism. Hoarseness
Couchs, whooping Cough, Catarrh. Cholera Mor
bus. IMnrrhtra. Sciatica, Lame Back and Soreness in
Body or Limbs. Stops Inflammation in Cute, Burns,
and Bruises. Relieves all Cramps and Chills like
magic. Ifrico, 35 eta. post paid 0 Is titles. $2. Express
•"***dl 8. JOHNSON k CO.. Boston. Ma^
dec2

SUNDAY, Nov 1.
Arrived.
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New York—
passengers and mdse to J B t-oyie.
Scb Allred Keene, Greeley, Amboy-coal to
Sargent, Dennison A Co.
Sch A W Ellis, Byder, Bondout-cement to C S

eo

&eow47urmly

JAPANESE

mi f
lib-1-

Willard, with 60 bbls mackerel.
SAILED—Schs Lizzie E Dennison, Olive PackF
Angell.
Emma
er, and

Son'ileury

cases. 45 Expiration of the
Rectal
“. 20
heart. 12
Laceration of CerCurvature. 40
vlx.120 Recission of Knee
Joint. 2
Rupture of Ferltoueum. 49 Excision and Draln9
Procldentia. 38
age.
Vesclo Vaginal FisRemoval Caruncle
2
of Meatus. 3
tula.
6 Replacing Uterus.. 2
Removal ot Cysts...
Folypo.. 6 Dilation. 12
Naevus.. 1 Expiration ot Labia 1
2
Recto.

The women of Massachusetts die, 29,
New York 32, Pennsylrania 80, to the

1000, annually*

These results show that the value ot Nutrition
as found In Murdock’s Liquid Food In preventing
relapse alter operations, as It Is as great as In
curing all classes of disease, as It makes new
blood faster than all food preparations known,
and new blood will cleanse the system of disease,
as well as heal the wounds after operations.

Mnrdoek’s
Jly2*

Liquid

Food

MONTON.

Company,
M.W&Ftf

Bockland;

Calais.

Jas
May,

30—Sid, schs Hope Haynes,
Tibbetts, New llaven; Niger, Adams, Boston.

W1SCA8SET,

Oct

FROM MERCHANTS

KXOHANOR.
Ar at CardiU Oct 30, barque Bonny Boon, Burgess, Loudon.
Loudon—Passed the Ltzard Oct 26, ship John
McDonald, Stone, Irom.Havre for New Vork.

CURE

Guaranteed Cure lor Piles of whatever kind
or degree—External, Internal, Blind or Bleeding,
Itching, Chronic, Kecent or Hereditary. This
Remedy has positively never been known to fall.
*1 OO a box, 8 boxes for (5.00; sent by mall preSaid on receipt of price. A writtenof Guarantee
8 boxes,
positively given to each purchaser
when purchased at on© time, to (©fund th© $5.00
W. W.
paid If not cured. GMirantee Issued by
WHIPPLE A CIO., Wholesale and Retail
Aaeaia, 21 Monument Square, Portland, Me.
A

oct28

29,

18*1'

)e27dtfU U LINCOLN. Bupt.

BOSTON & MAINE R.R.
In Effect October

4, IM»l.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Capo Elisabeth,
From Union Station.
9.00 a. ill.;
Aatesbury, 9.00 A ill., 6.00 p. in.;
Hiddrford, Peruaaoulh,
Newbnryport,
Moira.. Lraa, Hanoi. (12.00a.m.dally) f9.00
a. m., (§l p. m. dally) ♦6.00 p. m.
Boo tea for Psnlaad, 7.00 a m„ (t9.00 A m.
dally) 12.30 p. in., (*7.00 p. m. dally.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Porto as oath and way stations, 4.40 p. m.
♦Connects wdn Ball Lines for New York, Sooth

and West.

{Connects with Sound Lines lor New York.
(Western Division from No. Berwick Sundays
only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station, Congress street, and at
Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FUKBER,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland.
octSdtl

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

—

Steamship
FOB

Co.

Bar Barker, IL Jaha, Ike
Slaaalalae, Quebec, idea*
■ real, a ad the Weal.
On and after October 4, 1691, passenger trains
leave Portland as follows:
For DANVILLE JCT., AUBURN and LBWITON, 9.00, a m., 1.10. S.IO p. m.
LEWISTON vta BRUNSWICK, 6.46, 10.20 A
my •l.lB, 6.05 and til.20 p. m.
ROCKLAND and KNOX and LINCOLN R'Y.,
6.46 A m., M.lSand 6.06 p. in.
BRUNSWICK, BATH. GARDINER, HALLOWELL and AUGUSTA 6.46,10.20 A m„ *1.16,
6.06 and (11.20 p. m.
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via 1.KWIV
TON,9.00 A m.t 1.10 p. m.: and lor RANGELEY at 1.10 p. in i via BRUNSWICK, 1.16 p.

—

Easport, Calais, St John, N. B., Halifax. N. 8.,
and all parts ot New Brsuwlck, Neva Wee*
lie, Prlace Edward. I.laad, tad (ear
Hrriat. The favorite route to Csepckcua
and si. Aadvwwa, N. H.

Fall an<l Winter Arrangement.
On and after Nov. Zd, and until farther notice,
the steamers of this line leave Railroad Wharf,
Portland, MONDAY and THURSDAY at 6.00 p.
m., for Eastport and St. John, with above connections; returning, leave St. John and Eastport
same

days.

MONMOUTH, WINTHKOP, READFIKLD and
OAKLAND. 1.10 p.m.

WATKRVILLK, via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.;
via AUGUSTA. 0.45,10 20 a. m„ *1.16, (11.20

and baggage checked to
Through tickets
destiuatiou. tPFreight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office. Railroad Wharf, toot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE,
Gen’l Manager.
Jezodtf
Issued

p. in.: and on Saturdays only at 6.06 p. m.
SKOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON. 1.10 p. in.; via
AUGUSTA, 6.45 a. m„ 1.15 and (11.20 p. m.
/
BELFAST, 1.15 and 11 20 p.m.
DOVER and FOXCROFT, via DEXTER, 1.16 and
11.20 p. in.
BANGOR via LEWISTON. 1.10 p. m.; via
AUGUSTA. 6.46 a.m., *1.16 and (11.20 p. in.
and Suadays only at 7.20 a m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. H„ via DEXTER,
l. 15 and 11.20 p. m.; via OLDTOWN at 11.20
p. m.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.16 and
11.20 p. m.
VANCRBORO, ST. JOHNS, HALIFAX and
PROVINCES. *1.15 and (11.20 p. m., and lor
VANCKBORO, 6.46 a. m.
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK, ST. STEPHENS and
NORTH AKOOSTOOKat 1.16 and 11.20 p. m.;
ST. ANDREWS, 11.20 p. m.
•Runs daily, SuudaysIncluded. (Nightexpress
with sleeplug cars attached, runs every night,
Sundays included, but not to SKowhegan Monday
morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor,
on Sunday mornings.
While Heaslalai nnd Quebec l.iae.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAGO LAKE,
BKII1G TON, FKYKUUKG, NORTH CONWAY,
GLEN, BARTLETT and FABYA6S. 8.45 a
tn
1.45 and 6.16 p. m.j ST. JOUNSBUKV,
NEWPORT and MONTREAL, 8.45 a. in., 0.15
p. m.-, JEFFERSON and LANCASTER, 6.46 a.
m. 1.45 p, ro.: NORTH STRATFORD. COLEand
ST'KW AKT8TOW N
BROOK, WEST
BKEC11ER FALLS, 1.46 p. m.
The 8.45 A m., connects lor all points In Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and the
West: and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental
train for Vancouver and Pacific Coast points.
The 6.15 p. m. train has sleeper tor Montreal
and connects with trains via “Soo” Line lor
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FALL

ARRANBEiENT.

Only

91.00

NEW AND PALATIAL BTBAMRB9.

dtt

pacific mail mmm company
—LINE FOB—

_

California, Jinan, Chi ;, Contra!
ami South Amertoi ant iailoo

-t.

iffcCjfex

■

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From New York, pier loot of Canal st„ North
Blver, for San Francisco via The I.thnaa.
Psaswa.
For Jama aad I'klu,
NEWPORT sails Tuesday, November 10, noon.
Via Victoria, B. C.,
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran turn Sta.
nlTW

/'ID

um

nv

IlMDIDft

.mil.

Haage-,

While

From Montreal, Brtdgton, Ac., 8.20 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta and Rockland and
from Watervllle, Mondays only. 8.40 a. m.;
Beecher Falls, Colebrook, Lancaster, Fabyaus,
Brtdgton, Ac.. 12.20 p.m.; Farmington, Skowbegan and Lewiston, 12.25 p. m.; St. John,
Bangor, Rockland, etc., at 12.30 p.m.; Water
vttle, Bath, Augusta and Kockland, 5.26 p.in;
Flying Yaukee, 6.35 p. m.; Farmington, Bkhowm.:
hegan, Watervllle and Lewiston, 5.45 p. 8.00
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bildgton,
m.
a.
*1.40
Pullman
p. in.; Night
•
Dally, Sundays Included.

a.a_a_

Nov. 14, 3 p, id.
For U irlgbt, Passage, or geaeral Intormattoi
or
address
to
the General Kastern Agents
apply
8. A. ADAMS A CO.,
113 Slaw Street, Car. Bread St., Be.tea
dtt
lelO

ami MAI W AS
PORTLAND, MT. MKT10.
WTKAMHOAT

dbhaynes'
ARABIAN.

Balsam

Mtaain tl'lir
Dennison

(weatherpermitting),

>

Sua.
leave
,n“eturnl»g.
at 4

Thursdays
early morning

a.

in.,

Capfc. Wm. K.
Portland

leaves

and

Machlaaport Mondays

and

connecting at Portland with

trains (or Bostou.
PAYBON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and Ueneral Manager.
F. R BOOTHBY, Oen'l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
oct3dt(
Portland. Oct. 1st, 18»l.

One of the Be*t Medicines Ever
Invented for

RELIEF
PERFECT AND IMMEDIATE
AND INFLAMMATION.

K

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT,
a SACO, Oct 31-Ar. schs Oriole, Baltimore:
A Orav, Boston; A K Woodward, New York
Viola
Cld, sebs Geo E Prescott,

June

1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 8.45 A m.
STAGE CONNECTION*—Daily—Prom W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Bnckdeld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru. Dl xtle Id,
and Mexico, also for Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland
every evening,Sundavs excepted, at 7 o’clock; arriving lu season lor connection with earliest trains
for points beyond.
Through tickets for Pr.rlde.ee, l-.well,
Worcester, New Verk, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Bolton,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o'clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F. L18COMB,
Gen. Agt.
Manager.
This building was formerly the Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, and supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Company, Boston (now their
works). Over 3000 women were treated in six
years at a cost of $1.00 a day. Including operations—which would amount to over $100,000—to
prove the value of Nutrition as found In Murdock’s Liquid Food.
The last 1000 operations
were made with a loss ot 6 deaths.

1C fleet

In

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 8.60 a m. and

P«>

International

Any case that has been nnder medical
treatment for three months and no relief we will carry free of expense, with
Murdock’s Llqald Food nntll cared or
made better.

you.

^tfOOYNt
For INTERNAL

Portland & Kumford Palls Railway.

Freight

Realize the great loss of their children
when young from disease, or lack of vitality, and many times it comes from
carelessness of the attending nurse. Be
it inherited, climate, or disease developed from carelessness, there is relief
and life Is saved by the nse of

Capital

Cleared.
Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J B
Coyle.
Brig Curlew, (Br) Buck, Bahia Blanca -Frank
Dudley.
Sch Olive Packer, Hall, Demerara—Jas Fries
Sch Lizzie K Dennison, Small, Fernandlna-J S

m.

From BOSTON imj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.

Others

Templar,

Sell Ml Desperaudum, Hutchins, Orland for
Boston.
8eh Princess, Davis. Penobscot.
Sell Frauds Coffin, Hutchins,Bangor for Boston.
Sell Jachln, Bangor for Boston.
Sch Granville, Holmes, Portsmouth for Bock
land.

new

MOTHERS

UI^VIV

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. E. COBDWELL. Ticket Agent,
J. W. PETERS. SupL
Portland, Me.
CJ.WIOOIN, Oen'L Ticket Agent, octftdtf

m., §12.40,3.30 p. m.
Heoiea tor Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. ro., 1.00,
4.00 p. m.
Haadny Trains from Union Station, tor Hoes
tea and way stations. 12.55, 4.15 p. m.

YORK,

Touching ut Callage City.
Commencing June 10, 1891, one of the
steamships,

Boston ^Philadelphia

This is one of many eases that we can
famish, to show the valae of oar Llqald
Food OVER ALL OTHER TREATMENTS,
AND WHEN ALL OTHER TREATMENTS
FAIL.

m.

received and forwarded to and from all
points South and West ot New York.
For freight or passage apply to
J. B. COYLE, General Agent, Portland.

COMPANY.
Trt-weekly line ijtween

a.

MimnArif’d HAiTin cab it

11.15p.

For FOREST AVENUE (DEER1NG). 6 20 p. m.
The 12 30p. m. train Irom Portland connects
at AYER JUNCTION with "HOOSAC TUNNEL
ROUTE.” lor the West and at UNION STATION, WORCESTER, for PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via "PROVIDENCE LINE” for
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via “NORWICH
LlNJt” with BOSTON A ALBAN Y R. R. for the
WEST, and with the NEW YORK ALL RAIL,
Via "SPRINGFIELD.”
Trains arrive at PORTLANDfrom WORCESTER at 1.30 p. m.; from ROCHESTER at S.30 a
1.80 and 6.60 p. m.; Irom GORHAM at 6.40,
m
8.35 and 11.30 A in., 1.30,4.30, 6.60 and 7.36 p.

York,An_f
every

MAINE STEAMSHIt

for Portland and Intermediate landings. RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.30 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtf
General Manager.
m.

W

tion, Nashua, windham and epfiSo
at 7.80 a. m. and 12.80 d. m,
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 p. m.
For ROCHESTER, SPRINGVALE. ALFRED,
WATERBOHO and SACO RIVER at 7.30 a
m
12.30 and 6.30 p. in.
For GORHAM at 7.So and 10.00 Am., 12.30,
3.00.6.3). 6.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For WKSTBROOK, CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WKSTBROOK JUNCTION and WOODFORD'S
at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m 12.30,3.00, 6.30, 6.20

WESTERS DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) tor Hear
boro Hrnrb, Mine Point, 7.00, 10.16 A m.,
8.30, 6.16, 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Hrnrb,
Saco, Hiddrford,7.00,8 45,10.16 a. m., 12.40,
8.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Krnurbunk, 7.00. 8.46
Well.
a in., 12.40, 3.30, 6.16, 6.16 p. m.;
Boack. 7.00. 8.45 A ill., 8.30, 5.16 p. m.; North
Her-* irk, t.rrnl Palls, Dover, 7.00, 8.46 A
m., 12.40, 3.30 6.16 p. in.; Kecbestrr. Vara*
ingtoa. Alloa Hay, Wellbore, 8 45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.30, p. 111.; Worewter (via Great
Falls and Rochester) 7.00 Am.; Slaarbroter
and Coacerd (vlaSo. Newmarket Junction) 7.00
a in., 3.30 p. in.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a. m.; Mo.
Nrwaiarkrt Jnartioa, It actor, Harerhill,
Lawrrncr, t.swell, Hesloa, 17.00, (8.40 a.

PORTLAND and NEW

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
Pier for
STEAMER
Foreslde,

On and alter MONDAY. OCT. 6, 1891, Paslonger Trains will LEAVE PORTLAND;
For WUUIIK1THU, OLIMO-V, »VK1{ IJINfr

m.

Royal Mall Steamships.
PORTLANDTO LIVERPOOL DIRECT

leaving.

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

and

We wonldlcall special attention to our

sepl6

to J L Watson.
Sell Good
Simmons, Boston.
Sch Ktoka. Kelley. Boston for Jonesport.

and Depot Foot of India Street.

lares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetlon and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago
|20 and 116.76; Detroit 818.76 and $12.50; Kan•as'.Clty 180.00 and $26.76 ;8t. Paul $31.50 and
$27.26: St. Louis via Detroit $23.76 and $19.76;
St. LoulsvlaChicago $28.00 and $21.50: San Francisco. California, $90.00 and $80.25. These rater
are sut lect to change.
L. J. BKARUKANT, General Manager.
ittt
]e39

TREMONT and PORTLAND

SATURDAY, Oct 81.

Euhangs St,

Lowest

CO

blood-purifiers.

Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Colby, St John, NB
via Kastport for Boston.
Brig Ebeu M Mitchell, Small, Savannah—bard
pine to Deerlug, Winslow & Co.
Sell Annie P Chase, Ellis, Perth Amhnv—enai

50

"

effective of all

PORT OF PORTLAND.

(N91,

8.60
ana Ii.wl.laa, 7.30 and
a.m.,and 1.10, 1.30 and 6.12 p. m. For Her.
.Tina*
m.
For
8.60
a.
m.
1.80
6.12
and
ham,
p.
•real aid Chlrnge, 8.60 a. in., and 1.30p. P
For «|aebec, 1.30 p. in. For Hacltlleld a
Csaiss, 8.60 a. in., and 1.30 p. m.

vegetable

Fare
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Ii the only Pultlre Cure and Legitimate Remedy
—---for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb Inflammation, Ovarian
all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change <>r Lire
I >|,
solves and expels lumors from the Uterus at an early stage, and cheeks any tendency t„
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous
and strengthens and tones the 8tomach. Cures Headache,(ieneral Debility,
Indigestion
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney
Complaints of either sex’
sc
*■
Use Compound has uo rival.
Ail Druggists sell It as at standard article, or sent
by mall, in ‘orra cf Pills or
Lozenges, on receipt of »I.<W.
LYDIA E.

safe, speedy, and

cure

GRYSD TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Far Auburn

THK

Cured
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That baby has unfolded in the young mother’s heart, new emotions.
She has a living responsibility, and requires strength to enable her to perform a loving duty. At such a time, too much care cannot be taken and
the Vegetable Compound Is indispensable.
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Foreign Ports.

Anchorla.New
Elder.New
Werkendam.New
La Touralne.New

THB woai,-

—

OEIITRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,

"VV,

Taylor. L H Hopkins, Palestine, A McNichols, Emma K Smalley, Abby Bowker.
Ar 1st, scbs Lottie, Brown, Amboy; Wildfire,
Grafton, Koudout; Capt John, Britt.do; Wesley
Abbott, Whitaker, do; Palestine, Swaine. Hoboken; Annie Lee, Cole. New York; WlUle, Knowlton. Deer Isle; Orlzon, Cromwell, Bath.
SALEM—Ar 30th, sch Pred Boesner, Gould,
Savannah; Carrie 1. Hyde, Flanders, Coxsackte.
NEWBURYPOKT—Ar 30th, sch Sarah D J
Rawson, Baltimore for Haverhill.
MT DESERT—Passed in 29th, sch'Agnes Mabel, Southard, Portland for Sullivan.

Wyoming.New York..Liverpool...Nov
Philadelphia.New York. .Laguayra ..Nov 7

trains in

between

IBaltiM«re nm4 W«*hiB|i#«

more.

BCUB UOlllC V/

and SArcsT
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mobile—cio noth, sen came a look, marsfor Tampico,
Ar 30th, barque John K Stanhope,' Norton, fm
Key West.

Spoken.
Oct 7, lat 36 64, Ion 63 20, scb Wm M Bird,Bar-
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DATE

Havel.New York..Bremen.Nov
Bohemia.New York..Hamburg...Nov
Cttyot Berlin.New York. .Liverpool...Nov
Westeruland.New York. Antwerp....Nov
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool...Nov
Begurauca.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov
Saratoga.New York..Hav & Car. Nov
Santiago.New York..Olentuegos..Nov
Orizaba.New York..HaviVCruzNov
Auranla.New York..Liverpool...Nov

ROYAL BLUE LINE.

t-

"ewYerh, Philadelphia,

Minnie 0

NEW YORK, Oct. 31,1891—The Cotton market
and unchanged; sales 000 bales; ordinary
uplands at be: do Gulf at 6 7-16c; good ordinal! stained 6>4c:
middling uplands at fcVsC;
Gulf do 8 13-I6c; do stained 7 16-16c

rrr:

—

rsch Edward Waite, Flckett, at Providence from
Bonaire, reports rough weather on the passage.
When eighty miles from Block Island, was struck
by a gale from NNW and was hove to 62 hours;
stove bulwarks, and the foresail was blown out
ol the bolt ropes.
Sch Keuben Eastman, of and from Gardiner for
New York, anchored off Orleans, Cape Cod, 31st,
with loss of spars, sails, and rigging; also lost anchor and chain off Nantucket, and was blown to
Was towed to Vlneyardsea and lost one man.
Baaeo.
Hell Susie M Plummer, Creighton, at New Orleans from Philadelphia, reports, when off Hatteras, encountered a succession of strong NE
gales lasting four days, blowing with hurricane
force at times; shifted cargo, Hooded decks, and
had everything movable washed overbard; lost
and spilt sails, and sustained other damage.
Sch 8 P Hitchcock, Blair, at Philadelphia from
Kennebec, reports, Odt 23, twenty-five miles SE
of Highland Light, encountered a strong N E gale.
In which lost jlbboora and all attached, foretopmast, foresail and foregaff, had decks swept and
cabin flooded
Sch Edith L Allen, Darrah. at New York from
Greenock, reports strong W gales and high seas,
blowing at times with hurricane force; Tost and
split sails. Hooded forward bouse, stove midship
house and received other damage on deck.
Sch O D Wltberell, Bearse. at New York from
Hootbbav, reports, Oct 23, off South Shoal Lightship. bad a heavy gale from N E, lasting 48 hours,
In which lost fore and main sails.

uciun,

[By Telegraph],
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Flour
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"

Wildes,

176
2 25

bbls.
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Commander, U. 8.N..
Inspectorllst. L. H. Dlst.

1 16

Domestic Markets.
rBy Telegraph.l
NEW YOKE, Oct. 31,1891.-Th«Flour market
—receipts 81,700 packages: exports 4,000 bbls
and 16,108 sacks; dull and heavy; sales 19,100

^

New 4s, reg..116%
New 4s. coup...llfc%
United States 2s reg. .• 99%
Central Pacific lets.loe%
Denver & K. G. 1st.
117%
Erie 2ds. .106%
Kansas Pacific Consols.
108
Oregon Nav. lsts .107
Kansas Pacific lsts.
The following were closing ouotauons of stocks:
Oct. 30. Oct. 31.
14'.
Adams Express.
146
Am. Express ...116%
117%
Central Pacific. 82
32
Obes & Ohio. 26%
26%
Chicago a Alton.137
137'
Chicago AAlton prefd.168
168

Prank

Domestic Pom.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 30th, ship John C Potter, Meyer. Melbourne.
GALVESTON—Ar 30th, sells Horace G Morse,
HarrlmaD, New York; Sadie C Sumner, Sumner,
Baltimore; Cora Dunn, Harrington, do.
Ar 29th. sch Ella L Davenport,-.
NEW ORLEANS-Ar at Port Eads 30th, sch
Win J Lermond. Hopper, Philadelphia.

Sailing days or Ocean Steamships.

lard—Choice 7%c p lb In tierces £ and
tubs; 10-lb palls In cs 8c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c p lb jcountry do

1 bOal

76%

pret

St Paul Minus Man.113
88%
St. Paul & Omaha....
St. Paul St Omaha prt.,92
Texas Paclflc, .. 18%
Union Pacifle . *6%
U. 8. Express... 62
Wabash St. Louis St Paclflc.... 14
2S%
do prel...
Western Union. 81%
Sugar Trust... 83
Richmond & West Point. 13%
Oregon Nay. 74

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Oct. 81, 1891.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cuts 14 25 @15 26; short cuts 16 CO
@16 25; backs at 16 00@16 50; lean ends 16 60
@17 00; pork tongues 16 60@17 00; butt pork
10 60; prime mess 0000@0J 00; extra prime at

90@2

prel.

Paul.,7g%
.718
do

mhceij.anboii.

Notice to Mariners.
Office of U. 8. light house Inspector,)
First District,
I
Portland, October 3l,1891.
Notice Is hereby given that tDe whistling buoy
off Egg Hock. Frenchman’s Bay, Maine, has been
taken up tor the winter season.
An Iron spindle, 36 teet high, surmounted by an
upright cask, aud painted red and black In horrlzontal stripes, has been erected on “The Graves,
Penobscot Hay, Maine. Mark Island Spindle, 8 E
by E, 2 3-4 miles. Porterfield Ledge Beacon, 8 W
8-8 W. 2 l-18tn miles.
Negro Island Llglit,
N by W, 1 6-loths mile.
H. Board,
order
of
the
L,
By

prel.-.74%

Northwestern. "*
Northwestern ..139
New York Central—-y
712%
112%
New York, Chicago * St. Louis.. 20%
20Vs
81
81
do pret. ..
Ohio St Miss.- ..
Ont. St Western. 7®Vi
19%
North American.- 18
18%
86%
Pacifle Mall.
87%
Pullman Palace.78®Vi
189%
31) %
Reading.. 89%
82
Rock island.
82%
St Louis A San Fran

94%

Opening.6t»/i
Closing.66
Saturday’s quotations.

1

loi%

9 %

Opening.
Closing.

hana-picked

80 ■

.68%

Lake Erie & West.,79%
20%
Lake
723%
Louis & Nash... ;..78%
Manhattan Elevated. 100%
100%
.
107
Michigan Central..
>7_
6%
Mlnu & St. Louis .
6%
do prel.c7„4.s/4
14%
Missouri Paclflc . “8%
69%
7'4
NewJersey Central. lJ4Vi
Nor. Paclflc common. 27%
27%

CORN

May.

10c; small

18

—dull

WHEAT

May.

98%
728%
139%

CSn*LSS"“iJ2i£

Union Con..-..

Large»hore6 7686 00

Medium
Herman md2 008 2 36
Yellow EyeB 1 8 >82 15

98%
Delaware & Hudson
Western...,
188%
Delaware, I.acka. &.
Denver & Rio Grande. 18
Erie. 9°
Erie prel..
Illinois Central..

Crown Point.
Yellow jacket.

Nish.
Ood. pr qtl—

00 00.
Hams at
11 %c.

THE HOME.

stomachs.

Cure BILIOUS and

Nervous ILLS. |
2Sets* 8 Box*

lay.”

‘‘An order from whom?”
‘That u no matter. Now boys get the
machine into the elevator."
The man gasped as the Degrees puslieei
the machine by him, and then surrendered
to the assurance of the Yankee.
BThe uicment the elevator reached the de-

the first

in the middle of the room aud gave one
signal alter another, the others all kuowiog
that she was the confederate, but her movements were so easy and Datual that they
simply could not understand them. If any
0D6 sees, or thinks he sees through the game,
insist on his going out; aDd, if be has really
found it, keep on until the others have all
found out, or are willing to “give it up.”
Odd

novel processiou crosses F
Iha

his forehead If

sat

e.
sees the handkerchief aud conomens propitious.
In less than

siders the
five minutes

(Home Queen.]
Three knives or sticks are placed on the
table. Someone who knows the game Is detailed to go out of the room. He must choose

touching

office opposl

Haruiug

Came.

touched, his cheek or nose if the second or
middle one is chosen, and his dnin if the
third knife is the one.
The person who gives these signals must
do so In a perfectly natural manner. A
lady, who had perfect control of her features

ance

over.
He found that the men who would be
likely to interfere most with his plan weie
two officials who went to their luncheons together at about 1 o’clock each day. He also
ascertained that the elevator running up to
the upper floor of the Patent Office, would hold
one of the washing machines.
These facts
ascertained. Harding hired an office io a
block on F street, directly opposite the
latent Office.
As attendants up in this
office were hired two stout negroes who became in the course ot a few
days of liberal
treatment, entirely devoted to the interests
of the inventor.
At this point the pension attorney
appears
upon the scene in a novel role. On the day
the case is to be tried he happens to be
wandering along the corridors of the Patent
Office at about the time the two officials
most dreaded by Harding should be leaviug
their offices for luncheon.
He soon sees
them lake their huts and leave the building,
a
and
moment afterwards he accidentally
flourishes his handkerchief bv a window
visible from the
window
of Harding’s

Quiet Little

a confederate, but not mention who It Is.
The people in the room are asked to touch
one of the knives, which were numbered
The confederate notes
one, two, three.
which one is touched, and on calling in the
pernou who was sent out, gives him the cue,

parson:

"Now, Mr. A-•, which will you have tor
your horse, this infidel hay or that Methodist hay ?” pointing as he concluded to the
blackened bunch.
Rev. Mr. A-was too bright a man not
to see the point, and his confusion was so
Uncle
great that be could make no reply.
Oliver relieved bis embarrassment by saying:
“Well, Parson, tbe horse is’nt to blame for
our foolishness, so I will give him some of
the infidel hay.”
So the horse was fed, and they went in to
eDjoy their dinner In good humor.

Quotations of 8taple Products In New
York, Chicago and St. Louis.

low grades. 4 7686 0<
Spring and
XX Spring..6 00@6 21
Patent Spring
Wheat... *6 0086 2c
Mich, straight
roller.(6 %@6
clear do.. *6 15*6 26
St Louis st’gt
roller. 6 60 £6 65
clear do ...6 26®6 Vi
Winter Wheat
Patents..*6 76®|6 Vi

as

Murr.h

Quiet and EasyQuiet and Strong.

X

his way.

well

Railroads

Chloago, Burlington AQulncy....

Shore.12|j4

Sterling Exchange

PiwtHhinns

for?"
Ik "What In h—1 are vououtof it for at this
time of night?” retorted the doughty old
'Squire, as he scrambled out and proceeded

so

Stocks.

—

invaluable

I_TV..

One of the most prominent citizens of Baldwin is Mr. Oliver Murcb. Members of the
Legislature of 1889 will remember him as
one of the most level-beaded and witty of
ail the solons of that body. In tbe social,
political and religious affairs of his town his
shrewdness has never failed him, although
It has not been always that he has come out

for

Market

Superfine aud

which the festivities were somewhat prolonged. It was midnight before the 'Squire
started for home, his way being by a path
through the cemetery. The wags had been
husyiug themselves In digging a big bole
across this path, and as the 'Squire proceeded
home he suddenly tumbled in. At the same
instant a sheeted figure appeared on the edge
of the hole and exclaimed in measured, sepulchral tones, "What are you in my grave

on

Fluctuating

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Oct. 31 18^1
The following are today’s closing quotations of

ket road.

The Baldwin people have a good story of
gruff, square-edged old 'Squire Thompson,
one of tbe first settlers of tbe neighboring
town of Cornlsb, and father of the late Dr.
Thompson, for many years a prominent
physician in that part of the State. It was
a local saying about Cornish that 'Squire
Thompson had never been scared. Many
plots had been laid by practical jokers, but
all had come to naught. Finally some Cornish wags made a last!effort. One night
Squire Thompson attended a husking at

Money Easy-A

BUTTON, ETC.

[Truth.]
Showing the modus operand! ot
appliance for nonflghting editors:

con of the Congregational church, the land
surveyor, the maker of most of the old deeds,
and the venerable performer of a good share
of the marriage ceremonies celebrated In
Baldwin in early years. He was one of the
wealthiest, most influential and best men in
this part of the State; and died leaving an
Irreproachable name and numerous descendants. One of his daughters married the late
Uyrus Woodman, a native of Buxton, who
became wealthy in the West, and testified
his respect for the memory of the good old
Deacon by erecting the granite fountain un-

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Cream Peppermints
-.A T-

I<f CASKS or PAIJI
Thin excellent compound is achieving ttaa most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occa*
(ilon to use It by tbe certainty with which It relieves
them of their suffering*, both externally and intern*
rlly. It is safe and certain in its actlop.
fbr Burns. Pflsoninfr, Erys
the Byes or Bowels, Earache,
tism. Piins in Side, Back o>
Sors Throat, Croup or Bronehitx

c'

Price 25c. and

$1

at

dec IB

M

WAFAwly

toe, Inflammation
'cafness. RheumaShoulders, Piles,

druggists.

E. MORGAN &. SONS, Prop’s,

Scblotterbeck & Foss.

.PBOVIUENCE, It. I
spit

eod&wly

d*wttwtnOTleod*eow3m
Wm

I
THE! PBESS.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

of Hosea Ballou was all
based on
YESTERDAY IN PORTLAND CHURCHES. ?n'^ ofG*. The
speaker then called
tentlon
New Paator’* sermon Marked
Baptist.
the Day at the First

The
NBW

ADVEBTIRKnEKTS

TO-DAY.

AMUSEMENTS
City hall—Stockbridge course.

of Unlversalism”
“The Or Itarlanlsm
Dr. Blanchard’s Subject.

Portland theatre.
K. ot G. K.—Haydn quartette.
FOUBTH PAGE.

Owen. Moore & Co.

Atkluson House Furnishing Co.
N. S. Gardiner. 185 Middle street.
Wanted—A meat cook.
Oliver Dltson Co., Boston.
Notice Is hereby given.

Dr. Simpson

took

_

_d&wlw

Baby was sick, we gave her Castorla.
'Ybcn she was a Child, she cried for Castorla.
ATien she became Miss, she clung to Castorla.
When

SFhen she had Children, she gave them Castorla.
decll
eod&wlv
_

To avoid a cold and lameness from wetting, rub
the chest with Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
oct2S
eod&wlw
Nlrr. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup’
has been used over Fifty Years by millions ot
mothers for their children while Teething, with
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and Is the best remedy tor Diarrhoea,
wbetboi arising from teething or other causes.
For sale by Druggists lu every part of the world.
Be sure and ask tor Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
teb6MW4F&wly.
Syrup. 25c a bottle.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The engine houses will be lighted by
electricity.
■A new cross walk has been put in at the
corner of Federal and Fearl streets.
Ivanhoe Lodge K. of P. will confer the
rank of Esquire tomorrow evening.
There were Itwelve arrests last week of
whlAh aIavaa ivoro for dpunlfcnnpBB
The street department will be paid $1,578.57 for tbe last fortnight’s work today.

The Evangelical Ministers’ Association
will meet this morning at 10.30 o’clock.
There were $60,000 taken in at the City
Treasurer’s cffice Saturday, the last day of
discount.
There were only two chattel mortgages recorded at the City Clerk’s cilice last week,
amounting to $05.
Saturday night was Halloween and the
boys and girls improved their opportunity to
hang cabbages on door knobs.
A board meeting of the Women’s Maine
Indian Association will be held at 234 State
street on Tuesday, November 3.
The wind blew a living gale from the northwest yesterday, and lowered the temperature
quite materially by night.
The Portland bank clearings for last week
were $1,323,802 against $1,395,214 as compared
with tbe same week of last year, a decrease
of $71,442.
The stevedores of the Allan and Dominion
lines arrived here Saturday and will begin at
once

York,

at the

At the First Baptist church
yesterday
morning, Rev. Mr. Ayre«, the new pastor

Little Liver Pills Is
The action of Carter’s
natural- They gently stlmu.
pleasant, mild and
but do
late the liver, and regulate tthe bowels,
not purge. They are sure to please. Try them.
nova

New

Second Parish.

For sale—Chrysanthemum plants.
H. H. Hay & Son. Middle street.
Beniamin Shaw, teal estate.
Dr. Bronson’s pepsin troches.
Farm for sale.

Wanted—General agents.
For adoption—Female Daby.
Lost—Snanlel pup.
To let—Frent rooms.

of

to prepare for the arrival of the steam-

the text from

Philliplans. 2: 12-13’.
"Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always
obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now
much more in my absence, work out
your
own Salvation with fear
and trembling
For It is God which worketh in you both
to
will and to do of His good pleasure.”
It is one of the misfortunes of the

modern
church that su few of us work out our own
to
few of ns kno% how to use
salvation,
God’s forces.
If we want to make the
church !a spiritual power in the
community
we must work with the church a
long time.
have
We
too much dependence
upon each
other, instead of using the divine forces
which Christ has placed within our reach.
If others are quickened, we are quickened
If they are dead, we are dead. Does the
power of Christ depend upon the emotions
of our neighbors? We ought to get
inspiration at the foot of the cross before we go
into the church.
Christ is the bread of life
—not the church. The power of divine life
is Christ.
The preacher dwelt at some
length upon the yearnings which come to
every one for the reaching out for something
higher. Every time we have felt the holy
impulse stealing like a sacred hush over cur
soul It is the spirit of God stirring within us.
The very desire for God is born of His
presence. Ue- ltas breathed these Impulses
luto our lives. Is not the best assurance that
we hunger and thirst for righteousness the
iact uiai
tte
gave us toe hunger and
thirst? He wants you to have the blessing
more than you want It.
He works in you
the beginning of this
yearning. If you
crush the impulse the spirit is grieved. 1c
does not become a part of you till you take it

up and breathe It back to Uod in prayer. A
man continues to bu wb&t he chooses'la be.
it he crushes the divine yearnings, the black"
horizon of sin closes over him, by bis refusing to co-operate with God. How often have
many of us arisen from the communion table
with holy impulses, aud had them obliterated by cohtaCt with the world.
How often
many of us say. If we could sit at the feet of
the Master as Mary did—but He has been
speaking to us day after day, and we have
closed our ears.
He furnishes the desire
and when we make it our own He furnishes
the ability of divine co-operation. Welnullify God’s power by setting our will agalust
His. Holiness Is sometbing.that Is expected
from every Christian.
We are not called holy because we have
reached perfection, but because
we
are
called holy we must strive after perfection
It matters not how sinful our lives have
beef), we are asked to believe now—to let"
God have His own way. Do not some of us
today feel a yearning, an impulse within us
which will lead us to cry out. Lord save us ?
There will be rejoicing In heaven over one
sinner that repeuts. You are still a prodigal
unless the working in ynnr soul has made
you iesolve-^-’T will arlso and so to my
Father." You ean do nothing without the
help of God, and God can do nothing unless
you co-operate with Him.
Mr. Ayres Is a young man apparently un-

der 30, with good enunlcation, and his whole
address was characterized by great earnestness.

Tne Cumberland Bone Phosphate Com.
pany are at work on full time at Boothbay.
They employ forty men with a fortnightly
pay roll of $650.
F. G. Mitchell and E. Darker, of Portland,
have purchased tbe champion St.. Bernard
‘Miranda," dam of tbe winners “Merchant Prince,” ‘•Comet" and “Alpine.”
Mr. Jenks will rebuild the Sunnyslde hole
at Great Chebeague. The new house will be
two-storied with a mansard roof, and lareer

Rev. A. B. Simoson at tho Second
Parish.
At the Second Farlsh church yesterday
morning. Hev. Dr. A. B. Simpson of New
York, who U here to attend the meetings of
the Christian Alliance preached, taking his
text from the first verse of the 33th chapter of
Genesis: “And God said unto Jacob, Arise,
go up to Beth-el, and dwell there," etc. After an invocation the speaker, who Is a rather slender mao with a very black beardsnd
a very high, white
forehead and has a
pleasing voice aud a good delivery
notes
speaking without
of any klDd’
began by thanklDg God for Jacob.
We’
are so much like him in our weakness that

than the old one.

The telephone company has commenced
work putting the wires underground on
Exchange street. The wires go four feet
below the surface.
November 9th Is the date of the Congregational Club meeting at the Preble bouse, and
President Hyde of Bowdoln, will speak on
the "Development of a College.”
Saturday evening Mr. Edward C. Jones
gave a dinner party to the employes of the
newly formed Stevens & Jones Company at
bis residence on Carlton street.
Willie, the young son of Mr. Frank Gould
of Windham, fell from a loaded coal team on
Friday, one of the wheels of which passed
over him.
His condition is quite serious.
The Division of Locomotive Engineers No>
40 presented their retiring chief engineer an

elegant solid silver water set appropriately
inscribed, and a handsome silver fruit dish
Saturday night. A bountiful supper followed.
Mr. John Lewis’s little ehlld broke a lamp
Saturday evening, at the father’s house in
Hillman court. The table cloth and curtains
were set on fire, but a young man upstairs
heard the child cry and ran down and extinguished the flames with a pall of water.
Over one hundred cars of wheat and peas
have arrived and their contents have been put
Into theelevator, and an average of fifteen or
twenty cars are arriving dally. The capacity
of theelevator is about 315 cars which will be
reached before the arrival of the first steamer,
the 17th of this month.
The new supply building that the New
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Old Testament and Simon Peter’s in the
New. These men seem to have been especially selected by God as His instruments to
show what He can do. No instrumentality
is so mean or unworthy that
He cannot
transform It Into one of usefulness.
Many
of those who shine the brightest were once
the farthest from God.
Let us be cheered
today. God took the crooked, wriggling, distrustful Jacob, whose very name signifies
"the supplanter,” and made him the head of
the tribes and gave him an. Immortal name.
So will He do with us if we will allow Him.
The call to Beth-el suggests, first, that it Is
addressed to the backslider.
He Is urged to
go back to where he started from on his
present course. He has lost a good deal,
and the evidences of bis loss are plain, but
God will go back with him all the way. Some
He is calling today through tender memories
of childhood, some through recollections of a
time of self-abandonment and consecration.
God can make better things for you perhaps,
even on account of yonr backsliding. Second,
if you have not backslidden, God calls upon
He has made you
you to come up higher.
hungry for something better, perhaps you do
not know exactly what. You may see the
heavenly pattern In the life of Jesus of Nazareth and in the biography of ancient saiDts

and modern missionaries and then say, this
is for them but not for me. Butit is for you
and me'as Well. God has made but one pathway for all His saints, and is calling you to
in it. Take one step and He will show
England Telephone and Telegraph Company walkthe
next. The preacher paid a tribute
you
is about to erect In Dorchester, Mass., will
to a former pastor of the church, “the holy
cost $80,000. and It will be paid for out of
Payson” as be called him and quoted his reearnings. The company is just commencing gret at having anticipated and waited for
neaven when he might have been enjoying
some new underground work at Portland aod
it all the time. Third, the call is not only to
Worcester, and it has also completed a new a higher but to a divine life. Beth-el was
the house of God, the place where He lives,
trunk line to Brattleboro and Bellows Falls.
where He is the life.
The call is to something more than walking with God like
PERSONAL.
Enoch, or being like Him. It is to have him
in you, keeping you, carrying you through.
Dr. Alfred King, who was taken ill in
The struggle of the ages has been to make
more out of man, to make him wiser, richer,
is
now
Philadelphia,
rapidly improving.
refined, more moral. That is man’s plan,
Major H. S. Melcher lectures in the Peo- more
God tried an experiment with man to see
ple’s course at Damarbcotta this evening.
what he was good for and it was a failure.
Under the law and under teaching he went
Kev. Fr. Whelan of Boston has been asruin.
There were prophets, there were
signed to St. Dominic’s church in this city, to
miracles. God Himself was present, But It
to assist Vicar Gen. John W. Murphy.
He was a desperate failure. God turned away
will begin bis duties today.
in despair and gave up trying to make anything out of man andput him aside and sent
Mr. Reed Not Seriously III.
Christ to him. God wants us to learn how
weak we are and then He will use us. This
A despatch was received In this city SaturIs the lesson of
df David, of Simon,
day morning from Akron, Ohio, saying that of Peter. The Moses,
speaker made here profuse
Mr. Keed bad left that place that morning
Bible references to show that God wants
for Warren. His illness of the night before [ man to be weak that he will learn to let God
be his strength, his life, bis love, bis stabiliwas not serious.
He was simply tired out
Mr. Simpson illustrated hi3
ty, his all.
by his severe week's work, and only needed
by the story of a man who failing to
ve as good a life as he thought be ought to,
rest.
went down into every kind of sin, and beYoung Men’s Democratic Club.
came rich
and prosperous.
Still he was
until
be
up
gave
happy
There was a good attendance at the meet- not
to God. It is possible for Him to
everything
ing of the Young Men's Democratic Club be incarnated In your flesh and living iu
Saturday evening. Mr. E. S. Osgood gave a your soul. He will give youjove and rest.pattence and wisdom, ne can make your least
very interesting talk upon Edgar Allan Poe
word a slrange power. He can give you
and his writings. He referred to Poe first as
and
health
endurstrength
and
a poet, then as a writer of tales and lastly as
He
can
ance,
your
prolong
a critic, and Illustrated his comments
years and weak
constitutions. He can
upon
strengthen. He can protect you from danger
his favorite author by selections from the
and from poison, from devils and from death
latter’s works. Mr. Osgood, on motion of
The speaker closed with a stirring exhorwas
Mr. Joseph McGowan,
given a vote of
tation to his hearers not to be content with
thanks.
doing the best they can, but to have the diChairman McClutcby then called on Mr. vine life In them and used a strikingly pertinent illustration of the vh.ws he had set
(-1_O
T» __-It
4k. L._J
wvuu
"“““'"■I
‘OftlOHttforth by telling of a fleet of vessels he saw
lion, who made a few remarks in regard to at St. John. The tide had receded and they
were stuck in the mud, keeled over on their
the plan adopted by that board, after which
sides and perfectly helpless.
For one of
he answered questions put to him by the
those ships to try to raise Itself would be a
members who did not fully understand all
too
proceeding
absurd to think of.
But in
points.
three or four hours the tide came in and
lifted them quietly on its bosom until they
Chalk Talk.
were proudly erect
again. So it Is with
Mr. S. M. Spedon of New Tork. gave a
stranded liven.
very
interesting talk or lecture in tbe The
Unitarlanlam of Universallsm.
Union course, Woodfords, Friday evening,
The Rev. Dr. Blanchard, pastor of Con
illustrated by crayon sketches drawn in the
gress square church, preached al.sermon yes.
presence of the audience. The first face was

«oint

_

...
w“v

*“v

_

that of the man who never

laughs, but under
the artist’s bands, by a few quick dashes of
the crayon, it was relaxed into an almost audible smile to tbe great amusement o f tbe
spectators. All of Mr. Spedon’s work shows
unquestionably the touch of an aitlst, while
'f,or<l8 throughout tbe whole
a.8, instructlve and entertaining as
8trall°nS whlcb leap ,rom llls
magic
crayon

PioP?8y ,flow

Received an Apoplectic
Stroke.
Mr. Thomas Stanwood, who has
an office
at 185 Middle street, suffered a
stroke

of
apoplexy Saturday afternoon. About G
o’clock he went into Merry’s bat store and
a
few minutes later fell to tbe floor in a fit.
The ambulance was called and Mr. Stanwood taken to tbe hospital.
His condition
late in tbe evening, as learned at the
hospital, was much improved.

Phillips

&

Rangeley Railroad.
The annual meeting of the
Phillips &
itaogeley railroad was held In this city
Sat.
urday, and these officers

were

elected

■

President—Artlinr Bewail.
General
Manager—l'aysou
Tucker
aud Clerk ol
Corporatlon-Ueorge

^Treasurer

Counsel for

Corporation-F.

E. TImberlake.

W.

to four practical points.
He
proud to be a Universalist
clergyman. He
believed in
Universalist
He
church.
thp church
by the sermon of

Universalists

should

gladly

recognize Unltarianism wherever they see
it. It abounds in the Universalist denomlnatton. Hosea Ballou made it Unitarian.
There is no fitting place in it for Trinitarl*ns. They should go elsewhere.
H is to be seen, of course, in the Unitarian
body. Unitarian clergymen number between
three and four hundred; the Universalist
between seven and eight hundred.
It is,
therefore, the larger and it is the earlier
Unitarian body.
Ballou called himself a
Unitarian in 1795—Channlng aid not avow
bis faith publicly till 1815.
But since the
smaller and later body has been called Unitarian, it should be gladly recognized as coworker with the Universalist denomination.
Unltarianism is taught by science. William
Henry Seward, the great statesman, said:
The Supreme Power has so far revealed itself in nature that man can attain to the
knowledge that it is a single power; that
there la one God, not many gods, and this
one God requires from man the practice of
virtue and desires his happiness.
This
truth must be seized upon and become a
conviction.” That is what the great scientists teach. We must gladly recoguizs their

Unltarianism.

_

..

The Hebrew faith Is Unitarian. We must
that this Is the message of the Old
Testament as well as of the New.
In the
second place. Universalists should co-operate with all Unitarians as far as practicable.
Dr. Blanchard here read an extract from
Dr. Perln’s letter concerning Japan. He believed his chur ‘h would favor all practical
co-working under the auspices of ihe Board
of Trustees of the General Convention. Dr.
Crowe had seven Unitarians and nine Unlversalists|co-working in the New Jersey state
convention. The speaker regretted he had
not urged similar co-operation in Maine. In
the third place Universalists should emphasize and honor the special importance of
their agency In the advocacy of Unitarlanlsm. The Universalist denomination lays
emphasis upon the spiritual leadership of
Jesus Christ and upon thorough ecclesiastical organisation.
The Unitarian layaits emphasis on_ free-

rejoice

_

The'Uftiversallst e'inphasizes these, but, by its organization and its

dom and culture.

pronounced acceptance of the spiritual leadership of Christ, it will be more powerful in
the speaker’s judgment, in making its Uni-

tarianism prevail in the world.
ia me iouriu place
universality snouiu
see tbe great importance of tlieir doctrine
of the Unity of God.
Endless punishment
Is less and less believed, but tbe Trinity still
hat-power. To reach men perplexed by this ;to
satisfy ipen who turn away from Unlversali,st churches because they think they believe
In the Trinity, the Universallst body should
declare with power that its corner stone Is

Unitarianism.

Id closing, the speaker spoke
enthusiastically of the Universallst ministry
and organizations, and rejoiced in the Ail
Souls Sunday which balls' died to the proclamation of the one God and the one Destiny.

GOLDEN EAGLE.

The Knights of the Golden Eagle will give
a giand concert at Rossini hall
Wednesday
evening. The Hayden Quartette will te the
attraction and the concert will be under the
auspices of Highland Castle. It will be a
delightful affair.
IV. J.

ltYAN'S CONCERT.

The annual concert for Mr. W. J. Ryan,
the blind man wllttre given in Congress hall
next Wednesday evening. The programme
Includes Mrs. Fannie M. Hawes, the wellknown vocalist, and Miss Alice L. Philbrook
pianist. A peculiar feature Is that four of
the performers—J. W. Maynard, Mr. Ryan,
C. E. Coffin and C. W. Bashford—are blind
men, graduates of tbe i Perkins Institute of
Boston. A novel concert will be enjoyed.
BLUES.

This Is tbe story of the light comedy “A
Cure for the Blues,” which will be presented
at Poitland theatre this and
tomorrow

evenings:
“Mr. Savage, a gallant physician,
through
his amiability and deslie (to heal a breach
between Mrs. Waverly (Miss Amy Wilson)
and Mr. Waverly (Mr. C. F. Bates) arouses
the jealousy of a quick-tempered wife (Miss
Christine Seizt). Naturally with such a state
of affairs in a not too peaceful household,

complications of such a ludicrous nature
arise that the players themselves join In the
prevalent merriment. Much of the comedy
is furnished by the doctor’s clerk, Pinchback, (Mr. Carl ScrkntoD),’ Who;- during the
absence of the doctor, tries to turn an honest
dollar by starting a matrimonial agency. In
this he Is assisted by Miss Era Turner, whose
violin solo meets with deserved recognition.’
A

GREAT

PLAY

COMING

TO

Morton’s

comeqy-drama, ‘The
Merchant,’ enters upon Its second and last
week at the Tremont theatre tomorrow
u.feuv.

luojD ovcuio

iu

uo au

especial

tertainment."
“The Merchant” will be presented at the
Portland theatre Monday and Tuesday evenings next week by the same company now
playing In Boston.

Under the provisions of Chapter 31 of the
Maine, approved by the

Governor, February 23, 1891, the registration of qualified voters In this city will commence at the Ward room in the Sixth Ward,
this Monday morning, November 2d, and
continue every day and evening through the
week.

The hours will be from 9

Tbe following transfers of real estate in
the county have been reeorded at tbe registry of deeds:
Portland—Ellen G. Libby, executrix, to Anna
Johanna Magdalena Weber, $1,800, real estate
Salem street.
Ella S. Sargent

on

to Anna Johanna Magdalena
Weber, $1.0«, etc., real estate on Spring street.
Aug. G. Scblotterbeck to John B. Coyle, $1.00,
etc., real estate on State Btreet.
Falmouth—E. H, Kamsdell to P. B. Evans,
$126.
Raymond—llannab H. Latham to Frederick L.
Churchill. $1,000.
Harpsweil-James K. Coombs to Sophia A.
Moulton, $60.
Deering—Nancy G. Stevens ct al. to Robert B.
Smltb, $1, etc.
Julia D. Dow et als. to Marsh Brothers, $450.
Otlsfleld—Mary II. Young to Catherine M. Mayl)6rry § 1 ctOa
Baldwin—Geo. H. Harding to Frank MUliken,
$l.etc.
Westbrook—James B. McGregor to Harvey J.
Bi»hop, $1, etc.
Naples—H. O. Knight to W. Chaplin, $168.

City of Westbrook.
The Westbrook Trust Company will declare a semiannual dividend of three per

today.

Mayor Valentine has appointed as the
remaining members of the board of registration, A. A. Cord well. Republican; Geo. W.

Leighton,

Democrat;

the

appointment
of the chairman of the board, Mr. C. M.
made some time ago.
Waterhouse,
The officers of the Ladies’ Sociable of the
Congregational church have been elected
was

as

a m.

follows:

President—Mrs. F. J. Dana.
Vice President—A. F. Warren.
Secretary and Treasurer-J. C. Scatcs.

The military.
Second Lieutenant Saderque&t of the Light
Infantry has resigned his commission. Ther6
will be an election of a captain for the Infantry soon.
Two companies have now been enrolled in
the High School Cadets and a battalion
formed, which is drilled in battalion drill

to 1 p.

aueruoou.
me iouowing are the offiof the battalion:
First Lieutenant and Adjutant—3. Dillingham.

Sergeant Major—Dunham.
Principal Musician—Sergt. P. A. Swasey.
Company A—Capt. Wm. Thornes.
First Lieutenant—Shaw.
Second Lieutenant—Davis.
Company B—Capt. Frank Beck.
First Lieutenant—Burrowes.
Second Lieutenant—Chamberlain.

terday morning on "The Unitarlanlam of
To Mission Circles.
Universallsm.” The text was ;taken from
Miss Crosby from Micronesia will speak to
the fourth chapter of Ephesians—"One God
the Mission elides in the Congregational
and Father of all, who is above all, and
churches in the vestry of State street church
through All, and in you all.”
Dr. Blanchard began wlth;treferens#s to Wednesday from 5 to 6 p. m. All children
All Saints and All Souls days and to the re- interested in the work are cordially invited*
Miss Crosby will speak Friday to tbe newly
cent session of the general convention of
Unlversalists in the city Worcester. At this formed auxiliaries in the vestry of High
Tbe lady is a
convention resolutions reciprocating the street church at 3 30 p. w.
most
interesting speaker. It Is a rare
friendly words of the National Conference of
Unitarians were not passed In their original privilege to see and hear a live missionary
form on account of the non-appearance of from these far away islands.. Lillies from
official communications from the secretary other churches will be welcome.
of tho National Conference and Rev. Dr.
November Dividends.
l’erln, Universallst missionary In Japan.
.These dividends will- be payable this
The events of the convention Induced Dr.
firm'» t
month:
Blanchard to preach the sermon.
Div. Amount
Da to._Name.
Defining Universallsm and then Unitarian- 2 Portland AOgdensburg 5’sl«08...2W $25,200
ism—the one as the doctrine of final, univer- 2 Upper Coos (Me.) 4’s.2
7,000
2 Bath Electric Light & Power 6’s..2Va
3,125
sal holiness and happiness; the other as the
2 Boothbay Water Co. 6’s.2Va
2,500
doctrine of the unity of God—be showed that 2 Eastport (ias & Electric O’s.3
duo
&
Universallsm was the conclusion, Unitarian. 10 Boston Maine.4Vi 580,810
Ism the promise—that Unltarlenism Is the
Copbons on Kujpford.Tails <k buckfield
branch road are payable at the National
cornerstone of Universallsm. The doctrine
of the one God governing the universe Inbank of Redemption, Boston.
volves the doctrine of universal holiness and
For a disordered liver try BeechaVa Tills,
happiness. The Universallsm of Jesus, of

a
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registration will suffice for

the
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'tell

accordance,

therefore, with what appears to have been
the judgement of the legislature, and with
what also appears to be the more fair

us

Is it

and

or uu

A»h one nt

Waluut at $5.75!

$4.50,

preparing correct voting
Registration have adopted
personal application for registration

that of

by the citizens, and for the purpose of furthering their convenience, and m the hope

Hc!p

m,

ef?iii!i3S

that all will avil themselves of the opportu-

nity of registering

with so little

office of the

Now then
new

Board, No.
as

City Building.
peremptory that

13

the law is

a

method of registration of voters shall

adopted for the municipal election of
March next, and thereafter, it is earnestly
hoped that all claiming the right to vote
will promptly comply with the law and avail
be

A Woman Severely Burned.
Mrs. Anna J. Nelson, who lives in Brad-

bury Court,

India street, came near being burned to death early Saturday morning.
She arose about S o’clock and proceeded to
build a fire in the kitchen stove, when the
kindlings blazed up suddenly, probably from
live coals remaining in the stove over night,
and the flames caught the woman’s clothing,
Mrs. Nelson is lame and usually goes about
with crutches, and this fact rendered it all
the more difficult for her to help herself
when she realized the situation. Her cries
aroused Elmer Flint, a boarder in the bouse,
and In trying to put out the fire be got his
hands badly burned. By this time ner son,
Edward NelsoD, was awakened and
be
wrapped a quilt around his mother, extinguishing the flames. Mrs. Nelson was
badly burned about the body and on her
arms, but fortunately the fire did not reach
her

near

Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the grout saver of
life and health. It removes all nervous irritand perfectly and completely cures

ability

—

—

1

Sleepless

Nights
Tired Waking.

1
1

1
1

—

ed

in the Art

at

the lower end of the

Thursday, Nov.
and will
continue

5th,
through Friday
day.

all tor sale

under the

productions

(and

of

are

at much

common

In Deering, Nov. 1, Sally B., widow of tne late
Harmon, aged 75 years, 4 xiays.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Cape Elizabeth, Oct. 31. fiulus McKenney,
aged 67 years.
In West Falmouth, Oct. 30, Beni. Luat, aged
78 years 8 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at bis late residence.
In Winslow, Oct. 22, Mrs. Ezekiel Simpson,
Amoy s.

in

genuine

re-

Local

Disease
Because Catarrh affects your bead, it is not
therefore a local disease. If it did not exist in
your Wood,-it could not manifest itself In your
nose. The blood now in your brain is before
you
finish reading this article, hack in your heart
again and soon distributed to your liver, stomach,
kidneys, and so on. Whatever impurities the
blood does not carry away, cause what we caldiseases. Therefore, when you have

Catarrh.

a snuff or other Inhalant can at most give only
temporary relief. The only way to effect a cure
Is to attack4h£ disease in the blood, by taking
a constitutional remedy like Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,
which eliminates all Impurities and thus permacures
Catarrh.
nently
A —If__D.ll.J

“I have been troubled for tbe past few years
with catarrh, and have never received the least
benefit, that I can see from tbe many so-called
catarrh cures. Of late I have been taking

Sarsaparilla

and can honestly say that I feel much better.
My geaeral health Is certainly Improved. 1 know
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to be a good medicine." H.
A. Geobge, Athol, Mass.
“I want to say for the benefit of suffering humanity, that Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is
A Permanent Cure

far Catarrh.

“After suffering with catarrh In my head for a
number of years, and using every obtainable
remedy, I was requested to take

Sarsaparilla

I did so, and after using four bottles I am healed
of tbe most annoying disease the
human
system Is heir to.” P. B. Stout, Sheridan, lud.

SICK HEADACHEI
Positively cured byl
these Little Pills. K
They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, Indigestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea,

Drowsiness, Bad Taste
In the Mouth, Coated
Tongue, Pain In the Side,
TORPID LIVER. They

regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

For the Violin, Guitar, hanjo, and Man
dolin. Price Of each hook, 75 cents.
These books do for you Just what ateachei
would do.
With the Winner Instruction Book
you can learn to play any easy, simple piece ol
music on any instrument. Besides the lustruc
tlon pages, each book contains nearly a hundred
pieces for that instrument.

hy Gertrude Walker and Harriet S.
Jenks. 120 pages, octavo size, handsomely bound in cloth, *2.
The brlghest and most enjoyable book for little

Qoiiotie Qwk»ri.
by Allan IHxmyth. Price 30 cents, postpaid.
Au Entertainment, brimful of bumor and bright
music. Eight young ladles and two young gentle-

men are

needed In the cast.

OLIVER DITSON CO.
433-463 Washington Street, Boston.
Jly7
lawM&weowlyr
im hereby tnvaif that the

18, Mrs. Sophia Ballett, aged

a

Heartburn,

been

duly appointed

ALBERT B. STEVENS, late of Portland,
lu the county of Cumberland, deceased, and have
taken upon themselves that trust by giving a personal bond as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit lhe same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
) Eie„utors
SARAH STEVENS.
GEORGE M. CHAPLIN,)
Portland, Oct. 20th, 1801.
sep2dlaw3wM»

Dr. Bronson’s

sgg*

Pepsin Troches

celied

«f

remedy
for
Hoarseness.
Invaluable to public speakers and singers for
the
voice.
If
clearing
your druggist does not
keep them, will send by mail.
iiHe. per be*, 5 bexca 91 ©O,

CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Wholesale in Portland by

Cook, Everett & Pennell and J. W. Perkins & Co,

aligia

eodlyr

FOB SALE—The subscriber offers for
farm situated In Brownfield, Me.,
consisting of 30 acres of land, one-half of
which is tillage, and the other half in pasture and
wood :llie buildings consist of one and one half
story house, ell, shed and barn, all connected and
in good
repair; will sell for *660 if wanted within
the next sixty days, as I am now
thinking of gofor further particulars inquire of the
ing west;
subscriber, on the premises, MKS. MARY A.
BROWN.
2-1&W12-19-26
sale her
FARM
and

small male black and white spaniel
LOST—A
puppy two mouths old, has long curly

ears

short tall. Finder will be suitably rewarded
by leaving him at, or notifying, 81 NORTH ST.
2-1
and

YX7ANTED—A meat cook; apply at EMERY’S
W
restaurant, 78 Exchange street; come
2-1
ready for work.
ITVO LET—Frout rooms with board

or

without-

81.

Dr. B B

Reed,

botanic and clairvoyant physician.

K*.

l.!| Cn(r«w Street, Portland.
For the treatment of all chronic and cant pi Irated diaenara that flesh 19 heir to, all cases
given up as Incurable. 1 will take them to make

8ALE—A large variety of obolce Chrysanthemum Plants. KENDALL & WHITNEY.

FOR
TO

pie

2-1

street.

FOR

EXTRACT OF BEEF

with

signature
oct2C>

W

veu

Liebig
eodlm

-BRANCHES-

want

Bangor, Bath, Hiddrfard. Gardiorr, Norway, Oldiawa. Back,

Auburn,

laud

Hud

a

8

after

Ulsters,

1

Walerritlr.

KavS* I All Or 1**1 IIf Suits

Boys' Hats and Caps
Closing
pull

over

goods,

All to be sold at

one

price,

69c.
The above are the greatest bargains In
Silks ever offered 1 n Portland.

R.TIBBY,

J.

Congress Street.

Please call

out our entire

stock of

fi.uu

<ltt

GILMORE FESTIVALS.
or

tend (or Catalogue

Boys' Winter

Caps,

fine

THURSTON’S

at half price.

is the

opening sale
offering of IOOO

Piano House,

and

3

MIXED

King
Frieze
Ulsters

Wheat, Bariev, Oats and Corn mixed
at

in men’s sizes,34to 48,
an all wool, wool lined
Ulster, wind proof, water
and
proof
storm
manufactured
proof,
only by us, actually
worth more than we ask
for

IS INVALUABLE FOR

$1.40

per 100 Ibo.

This is tne cheapest as well as the best feed lor
poultry; nothlug makes hens lay better than
mixed grain.

BENSON ft DALTON,
Foot o( Green Street
od6m

it,

PORTLAND, .UK.

Special MeelingolstocKfiolifers

our

ad-

Better Satisfaction
than any other make in
America.

THE LATEST STYLES

Feed !

Poultry

Stockholders of the Fort Payne Coal A
Iron Company ar* hereby nodded to meet at
tbe office ol tbe Company In Fort Payne, Ala., on
WednnAay.ihrMC.ad day at December,
next at 10 o’clock In the forenoon, to take Into
consideration the business and affairs of tne
company; and specially to see It the stockholders
will vote to ratify the Resolutions passed by the
Directors of this Company on tbe 24th day of
October, instant, looking to tne formallou of a
corporation which shall embrace tbe properties
of most ot tbe large corporations located at Fort
Fayne, and the procuring of a loan ot 400,000
pounds or about $2,000,000 from London bankers on twenty year, six per cen*, gold bonds,
secured by trust deed on the combined properties,
also to see If tbe stockholders will vote todtssolve
this Company; or act in any matter relating to
either of subjects hereinbefore Indicated.
Dated this 26th day of October, 1801.
By order of tbe Directors.
D. H. DODD ELL, President,

THE

prices.
And, remember, our
make of Clothing gives

PERFECT HTTINq

KB ST. IlWCIi, iDBTHll), dtr
3.

an26

We are selling elegant
Overcoats and Suits for
men and Poys at low

KID GLOVES

Uf

I

I'

lift V V

Aooral

reo

oetsi

OTDU1WI v ikiiii nniitn
oiiiimui vuii nine.

THE HOST Bi 1RABLE

the best worsen anship.

35c. and $1

at all

ti. MORGAN &

THEREFORE

Druggists,

SONS, Prop’s

PROVIDENCE, U. 1.

ALWAYS

aod&wly

»pl^__

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

SATISFACTORY
Every pair guaranteed.
^)ne genuine unless stamped -P. &P.’

Teacher of ths Violin

_MW&Flf

RAZORS.

HAVE the finest assortment of the celebrated
ELKt’rRIC RAZORS- to be found in
the City. Also Rfixer Nlreps. Packet Knives
and Hcissers.

(Pl'PIL OF ElOHBEKti)
will receive puj>tls

I

octal)

wuriu

These world renowned PIANOS
are lined at all

COME TO-DAY.

C.& P.

3«3

worth $1.35
worth $1.10

Knabe!!
Knabe!!!

vice is

(Trade-Mark)

ELECTRIC

worth $1.36

In black and foity-flve shades.

oct30

We are selling more of
these Suits for Boys
thanforyears;why? Because we have got what
the boys want, and the
prices are right.

If you want one,

a

cct20

Sixth—Black Satin Ouchesss,

Ninth—Chenar Bros.' Pongee Silk.

Knee Pants ; 100 Boys’
Knee Pant Suits, cost
us to make $2.19, offerered at$2 per suit,sizes
4 to 14.
Lot of Wool Suits, sizes
4tol4, broken lots, $4,i
half price.
Boys’fine wool Suits $6
and $6.50, reduced in
price-from $IO.

PJ?ICE $12.00.

THE NEWEST SHADES

worth $1.36

Eighth-Biaok Bros Brain Silk,

Boys’ Suits

or

the right one
splendid
to start a new and paying business; replies confidential.
For particulars address ELECTRIC
CO., 1 Hancock street, Boston, Mass. Agents
wauted everywhere.
g-3

ital required;

worth $1.60

Fifth—Elack Fiilla Fraaeiise,
Seventh—Black Plan de Soir,

as

G-, L.
*

Pearl and Middle Streets,
Pot tl and, Me.

smart mau
woman
WANTED—We
general agent In Maine; very small capchance for

Liebig COMPANY

Is known around the world. It t» uuaP,
proacbable for purity, flavor and beneficial
eflects. As Beef Tea, delicious and refreshing. Indispensable In Improved and
Economic Cookory.
Best Stock fok
goers.
•*
taenuine

-HEADQUARTERS-

2-t

ADOPTION—A new born female child, of
American parents, good family. For further
Information apply immediately to DR. CIIAS. o.
2-1
FILES, 120 Free Street.

Or. Bred will not ask you any questions In any
way In regard to your diseases and after you have
a true examination of your case be will tell you
If you can be cured. Dr. Heed’s medicines are
strictly pure and put up to suit each case, he
thinks he can tell the dlfle rence between a person
afflcted with a disease or a person becoming an
entranced medium. There has been a great many
people who have lost their lives by making the
above mistake. Hxaminatlons at my office every
day Including Sundays from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Examination by letter, stating their name, place or
residence and age and one »uunp. 41.Of
my22

Have for twenty-five yean been putting
up the famous product which stirred medical circles when first invented and given
to the wot Id by tbe ©Downed chemist,
Justus von Liebig. Their

HauseFurnishingCo.

FOR

worth $1.36

Fourth—Figured Silk Bengalis,

here is the store.

worth $1.60
worth |1.60

Third—Black Brooade Satins,

The Sensation of the Season

one.

THE ATKINSON

Cor.

Second-Fanci Brocade Satins,

mrr

Buy and Take Solid Comfort,

RENT—A large lot ol land with good
frontage passageway at the side, and well
situated for a manufactory or stable In central
location. BENJAMIN SHAW, 61V4 Exchange

a cure.

The

2-1

LET—Brick house aud stable, the Wheeler
place at Woodtords, ou Lincoln street, with
steam heat.
Kent 420 a month, till June, with
option to purchase at a low price and oa favorable terms. N. S. GARDINER, 186 Middle St.

to call and see ou
fall stock of novel

you to see the at
* U*J
W
ter nonsense peo
talk when they say Atkinson sells to Dobed]
but on credit. They sell the best people In Maine
Such reports only eome from Jealous heads.

amj

First Wonder-Cream Brocade Sadn.

>

n|,|33
aill

uumc

ABE Ilk Aik AGK OP PBOI1BESS.

WE

b

One Million Dollars.
sain

are

Increase of two over what the world
has seen.

An

p

The Atkinson Co. are, by their low prices and
liberal terms, Increasing their volume of trade un
til this year they expect their sales will amount tc

Take
cents.
SON.2-1
as a

if you

!

nmsr

The [Nine Wonders!

$5, $6, $8, $10, $12, $15;

your trade; we wan t
to show you how wel
much real value we can ode
and how easy we can mak

TKTean#3$
TT Mill

LOT NO. 2,

all wool

18;

i

Desks, Folding Beds, Plush Rockers, Willow Rockers, Comforters, Blankets, Easy Chairs
Lounges and Pictures.

beware of the many worthof Flora A. Jones’ famous
Get the genuine article. Price
no substitute.
H. II. HAY &

76

■■
till

14 to

Boys’ Ulsters

Cradles and Cribs,
At Alt Prices.

m

25c t^nrd.

retail at $8.
Big BlueChinchilla Overcoats, made to retail
at $18, and offered at
only $10, a big bargain.

Rocking; Chairs,

tt

selling.

long Ulsters $5; color
dark brown, made up to

High Chairs,

ties In

are

Overcoats

Ages

33 It is the baby; am !
tkY$
tv el FI 1S#
mi Wiinls
me cra<nes are par
of our stock, too.

Indigestion or
ftfcrImmediate
^ CAUTION—Ladles
Dyspepsia Use give
less substitutes
Blush
Roses.

BRONSON CHEM.

Boys’

Fine Salts $50, $65, $75. $100, $3< 0.

can use you, how
you for your money,
the terms for you.

Overeats at $6.50 and

Their acmarket at nearly the same price.
tual value ia 50c, but we shall sell all the col*
ors, includ.ng black, at the ridiculously low
price of

$8, and they

top.

we

at$3.50going at$2.25;

Dresses, Fancy Waists,
Scarfs, Decorative Purposes, and all kinds
Of Fancy Work. They are double the value
o( the very inferior qualities offered in the
desirable tot Evening

big bargains in
Boys’ fine wool Cape

a Good Suit.

ttUTf,
TT 37 W•■nt,l
vv (till

Instruction Kotiks.

Notice
;subscrlbers have
Executors ol the Will of

OWEN, MOORE & CO.'

$45 Buys

LOT NO. I.

Extra

his wife to get one of
UUIS
the newOhamber Sets
at $25, finished In Antique Ash, with a heavy
cbeval glass and all the latest fixings.
He Is a
sensible man. Can’t we Impress you with the fact
that these $25 Sets are the best for the money

be.

Ten thousand yards of All Silk, China
Silks, 22 inches wide, dress qualities, weight
and firmness sufficient to make them very

to sell at $3 going at
$1.75; 100 made to sell

RANGE”

tv

Winner’s Eureka

we ex-

fore.

For

“QUAKER

prices will

ing
Boys’ Overcoats. Result, IOO intended to
sell at $2 go at $1; 100
Cape Overcoats made

that will pay for Itself lo (he fuel It saves-$5
down and $3 per month will get you a number 8
with 20 pieces of ware, pipe and zinc; buy a Quaker.

widely used.

Little Ones.

marque proofs, which have
never been seen here be-

years 6 months.

4 to 12 years ; we
a mistake in buytoo many low priced

made

Wantest,” RS

a

Included In this purchase was the closing
out from the importer ol the entire lot ot
China Silks that have been creating snch a
Read what our
furore In Bostou at 29c.

Ages

that very little money Is required to turulsli your
Dining Hoorn or any room; pay ONJt-KOURTtl
down, ihe balance payable weekly or monthly to
suit your convenience.

Compiled, by Florence Leonard, Smith Col
lege, '88.
Handsomely bound in Heaii
Paper, with Lithographed Covers, *1.
The first and only book of College Songs foi
girls ever published. It will be popular ant

a

subjects

Company hereby
Boys’ Overcoats
notify the public

College Songs for Girls.

ob-

no

cordial invitation to
everybody interested in
GOOD PICTURES to
come and see them.
Mr. Lamartine will bring
a few
specially attractive

late residence. No. 22 Forest Avenue.
In Deeriug, Oct 31, Harry Foster, youngest son
of Sarah F. and the late Geo. H. Knight, aged 6

quire low-pitched keys.

THEY WILL BE PLACEO ON SALE TO-DAY.

Ihe Atkinson

on

Thirty-three Choice Songe for the \Alt<
Voice. Large Sheet Music Size. Paver
$1; hoards, *1.20; Cloth Gilt, *2.
No better collection ot songs for contralto voice
bas ever been prepared.
It Is the one volume ol
all others needed by all singers whose voices re

The Nine Wenders!

$6.

Silk Plush and Silk Tapestry combined, or Crush
ed Plush, six pieces; you caa compare I hem wltl
any $60 Suit In the market and they will comeou

Alto Songs.

-INCLUDING-

Elegant Reefersforboys

nomteal lady,

Yards

14, price to-day » 6,
bargain.

4 to 7 years, at $5 and

To pave the way to have comforts,

Home,

Popular

picture

prices) there is
ligation to buy, and

his

Freeport.
Injeittsburg, Pa., Nov.
Peter J. Flaherty,
formerly of Porttantt. aged 24 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.

Choiee and

Song» and flames for

store

[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at

For the

~

13,000

—

“Broadwoolens, wool

ers, elegant styles, sizes
for boys 7 to 14, at $8
and $IO.

‘■I want them aP,” she replies, but can’t afford
so much money.”

“Tliou

oy

Fine Brown Frieze Reef-

elegaut Parlor Stove for

$15 !

Talk of Parlor Suit*, we liavt
tbc finest line you can conceive of

new-

leading artists.
While the pictures

41 years.

Hood's

all the

the

In Deering, Oet. 81, Moses G. Dow, aged 80
months.
(Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Deering, Oct. 31. Mrs. Mary J., widow of the
late Wm. J. Harmon, aged 78 years 9 months.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at her late residence, 32 Spring street. Wood fords.
In Deering Point, Oct. 31, Edward Oleson, aged

Hood's

cover

est and best

years 5

.aa>l

and Satur-

The exhibition will be
under the supervision of
Mr. Lamartine, as before,

tend

■

department

store next

Damarlscatta and Miss Josle E. Jordan of Auburn.
in Auburn, Oct, 22, Jas. C Johnson and Miss
Stella D. Cblpman.
In Augusta, Oct. 24, Jas. H. Wcever and Miss
Rena O. Larkin.
In Farts, Oct, 23, Herbert M. Tucker and Miss
Irene King.

a

Parlor Suits.

street, N. Y., will be open-

In this city, Oct. 29, by Rev. L. H. Bean of Old
Orchard, J. P. Baker of Deering. (formerly of
Hoothbay) and Mrs. Annie M. Robinson of DeerIbg, (formerly of Plttslleld, Me.)
In East Deering, Oct. 28, by Rev. H. Hewitt,
Howard E, Knlgbt and Miss Addle F. Merrill,
bothol Deering.
In Auburn, Oct. 22, Lincoln H. Chapman of

to

Gigantic Pnr chase

6 to

ttfilaA
nfgtl It, too; alsoata $2.50
*» Hills
&UC Wll
Moqnette
$1.25
per yard, on which to place one of oar new $76

THE

and will

Is it an

LIBBY'S

lined, color black, guaranteed fast color, sizes

Is it a Dinuer Set of Stone China
of 113 pieces that usually sells
for $30, but is now $16!

$10

Hi.
—

brook

anywhere?

third semi-annual exhibition of
high class Etchand
Water Colors
ings
from
Messrs.
Redtke,
Lauckner & Co., of 18th

13

80 years.
In Augusta, Ga., Oct. 24, of malerlal
fever,
Harry L., son of the late Henry Sturdivant, of

of

fOKTL&ND, November 2,1891.

—

InRtjmfprd, Oct. 15, Marclus F. Knight, aged
In Cheisea, 'Oct. 26, Henry K. Chadwick, aged

cure

fair.

MARRIAOEB.

Not

sure

The ueathee today
it likely
to he

The Board of Trade Journal for November contains portraits of President Henry
Lord and Treasurer Qorh&m N. Weymouth
of the State Board of Trade, In connection
with a full report of the annual meeting at
Bangor, which shows the good work that
the boards of trade in this state are doing to
develope home industries.

81 years.

Greene, the well-known specialist in the
chronic diseases, 34 Temple Place, Bonton, JHass., ean be consulted free, personally,
or by letter.
SEND FOR SYMPTOM BLANK.
Dr.

Price $1.00. Be

thatthe bottle is sealed with the tradeseal “Nervura.”

see

mark

Appetite and Const.pation.

Pal-?00r

pitation.
For sale by Druggists.

and

The Board of Trade Journal.

aged 94 years.
In Oakland, Oct.

Dizzi-

ness.

Heart Failure and

l

13112

and

with unstrung nerves have strange,
People often lose their appetite, the liver is
faint and nervous sensations, numbness, inactive, the bowels constipated.
Dr.
trembling, palpitation. Dr. Greene’s Nervura; Greene’s Nervura is exactly the remedy for
is the only remedy for

.-

Total. 32

and Headache

People

1
-.
1
l
n
1
2
1
2
--2
1
2
2
2

_

and
Shattered
Nerves.

Feel-Weak

ings.

--WARDS2 3 4 5 6 7 Total.
1

Debility
Low Vitality.

Thousands suffer from wakeful nights,and
Dyspepsia,distress, fulness, faint, “all gone”
rise mornings un ref reshed. Dr. Greene’s Ner- feeling, gas, liver disease, constipation, are
vura gives natural refreshing sleep—the per- perfectly cured by Dr. Greene’s Nervura, as
feet cure for
I are also

Diseases.1

—

Tired

and

Weak

causes:

Cholera Infantum...
Heart.
Inanition.
Old Age.
Pneumonia.
Typhoid fever.

Blood,

Nervura Is acknowledged
Dr. Greene’s
Wby do you suffer from such nn exhausted,
prostrated ninl <1 ragged-out f eeling when Dr. everywhere as the greatest of all Nerve ReinGreene’s Nervura surely cures all
edict), and Is absolutely sure to strengthen

The number of deaths in the city for
last week was 13. from
the folio-vino

Brain, softening of...
Dropsy.

Harmless.)

Dr. Greene’s Nervura is the best blood inylgorator, and it immediately overcomes the
weakness, languor and lack of energy due to

Nervousness and Ner- Poor
vous Exhaustion.
and

Rate.

-----

and

BEST OF ALL MEDICINES.

face._
The Doath

NERVURA.

(Guaranteed Purdy Pejetcblo

trouble, the

Board have arranged numerous sittings in
the several wards, as will appear by the daily
aud weekly papers, and by posters, together
with added opportunity thereafter at the

at Hand!

w. ALI.ES

madefrom fine

Is it good Heavy Draperies, with
Dado und Fringe, for $3.50!

of

boys, and Overcoats

Boys’ Reefers

or

safe method of

lists, the Board

J®A,r,'KV'

Mm1*

land.

Extension Table In Oak

uu

$10,

nt

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street,

and Ulsters for men, are
the
things that will
claim the most attention; we are the biggest
Boys’ Clothiers in this

your needs, good lady.

Is it a nice Oak Sideboard, with
bevelled
mirror und it liaudy
hlicll for silverweur, besides all
the conveniences necessary for a
tidy room! We can sell you u
ben my lor $31, $33 or $35.

his right to vote may be questioned, and not
then without due notice, according him the
privilege of being present to show cause
In

m

ecia7t11_Assignee.
F. O BAILEY &
CO.,
Auctioneer* and Commission Merchant*.

Clothing

for

winter.

long a time as the voter may continue to
reside in the city, nor can his name be removed from the list unless for some reason

on.

10 a. m.. at store

JuS£,».cT»tai^

AT OUR STORE.

on

so

why it should remain

at

m.

of Morrison*Co., consisting of the usual
variety of goods, gold and silver watches, gold
stone and band rings, gold avid plated neck chains,
vest chains, watch charms, lockets, brooches, bar
pins, colt buttons, bracelet*, ear drops ana nubs,
gold and plated pins, chlK',yen’s gold rings, emblematic pins, etc., sterll ng silver flat ware, Rogers Bros/ flat ware, kulv es forks, spoons, ladles,
silver plated hollow ware castors, pickle Jars,
cake and fruit baske'*, spoon holders, butter
dishes, creamers, su gar bowls, water pitchers,
salvers, children’s Pjugs, opera glasses, clocks,
silver and gold thimbles, one Beth Thomas regudesks, watch sign, chairs, stools,
l8W8ler»' supplies, trays, eyeGEO. E. BIRD.

Will find Plenty of Buyers
after Good Clothing

I want,
Thou wantest,
He, She or It wants,
We want,
You want,
They want.

islands, though the latter will be for shorter
time. After the registration of this year,

every
cers

ITK8DAY, October 29th.

181 Middle street, and continuing at 10
Til No
each day until sold, the
2.30 and 7 p.

TO-DAY

Decline the Verb,

in., and from 3 to 5., p. m. and from 7 to 9 p.
m., to be followed in similar manner in each
of the other wards, Including those of the

the law provides that

AUCTIONEERS.

•

stock

DF.ATH8.

Real Estate Transfers.

cent,

CTANDARI)

BAILEY *C0.,

Assignee's Sale of Jewelry, Ete.

Public Laws of

NOTES.

The Ladles’ Cecilian Quartette of this city
—Miss Brown, Mrs. Haskell, Mt6s Morrison
and Mrs. Morrison—have been engaged to
assist at tbe dedication of Koizschmar hail.

r<).

^

the

api-

and timeliness in the production of this
play here at this time in the light of recent
events in financial circles. Man has aD in
born desire to speculate and every woman
will have, has had or has now to do with
someone who has given the rein to this desire in a. greater or less degree. The teachings of ‘1'be Merchant’ are unobtrusively
those which should be learned in every
household and they can be gained under the
pleasant conditions of an excellent play,
well acted and abundant in interest and enness

auction halm,

clothinu.

Ward Room In Ward 6.

PORTLAND

THEATRE.

The Boston Herald speaking of the charming society comedy drama ‘The Merchant,’
now running at the Tremont theatre,
Boston,
and which comes direct from that city here
says:
“Martha

at

themselves of the convenience offered.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
KNIGHTS OF THE

NEW ADYEHTIBEMENTS.

voters.

Begin Today

The Work Will

theday86™6

A CUBE FOB THE

ships.

atwas

of

REGISTRATION

the

BAILKY,
middle Street.

03 w

September

1st

ADDRESS 53 MO' UMENT STREET,
ar

Thill.[•

aug27

-■«

Pi..na

Uau»c, 3

Fire

Clothing
Company,
255 MIDDLE STREET,

Sf-cet

B’eck, Par Hand.
acm

Portland,
octal

-

-

Jflc.
dtt

BLANKETS
STRONGEST

ARE THE

IkONEGENUINE WITHOUT tm,b/A
LABEL
There are m fi/A etylee, each ,a ila
the beet you can
buy.
S4A linker I* Boat of All.
...
™ Te»« r»nk» next to
m/m Rok«r
6/A aotne Blanket. sola by
oUdVatoa.
..

-jFff

»*p”

_awamm

NEW RAISINS
4lM»|{(>x.fi n,.w Ibmc .ntlfi.nlel
ICiilfit-nfi OH dock. For Mile by

OT1LLIKK*

on*®3

A

Commercial

COm

8tree«*iw.

